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Preface to the ACTFL Fdition

Since its organization the American Council on the Teaching of Foreign Languages
(ACTFL) has been interested in and concerned with the education of Americans for
whom English is not the mother tongue. This interest and concern have led ACTFL

CN4 to study several instructional programs in this area.
X)
CD One set of materials which came to our attention is the Michigan Oral Language

kr% Series produced under the direction of Ralph Robinett and Richard Benjamin with
E.S.E.A. Title I-Migrant funds provided by the Michigan Department of Education
to the Washtenaw County Intermediate School District and the Foreign Language
Inno#ative Curricula studies (E.S.E.A. Title III). The: series consists of s:ruc-14 tured oral language lessons for use with four, five and six year old children who
need to learn English as a second language or standard English as a second dialect;
the lessons are accompanied by evaluation and teacher training materials.

The series gives the teacher a detailed sequence of oral language activities which
are not only linguistically controlled but also emphasize and reinfcirce the
conceptual development of the child.

ACTFL has made these materials available for several reascns:

1. So that you can see what one project has been able to produce with competent

staff.

2. So that you will appreciate--if you do not already--what materials development
means.

3. So that you can use these materials for training personnel in your institution.

4. So that you may consider adapting or adopting them--in whole or in part--for
your program.

The series consists of six components:

1. Bi"..Ingual Conceptual Development Guide--Preschool
2. English Gui&--Kindergarten
3. Spanish Guide-Kindergarten
4. Interdisciplinary Oral Language Guide--Primary One
5. Michigan Oral Language Productive Tests
6. Developing Language Curricula: Programed Exercises for Teachers

If you wish to order multiple or single copies of these texts please consult the
catalogue published by ACTFL.

This ACTFL Project has been made possible by CONPASS (Consortium of Professional
Associations for Study of Special Teacher Improvement Programs), under a grant
from the U. S. Office of Education, and it is intended to extend the work of CONPASS
initiated at its conference in Grove Park, North Carolina on 10-15 June 1969. ACTFL
extends its appreciation to CONPASS for the grant which makes the distribution of
these materials possible and to the staff of FLICS and the Migrant Worker Program
for their willingness to share the fruits of their work.

F. Andre Paquette
Executive Secretary
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FOREWORD

THE PURPOSE AND TARGET POPULATION be assumed, however, that the use

The Michigan Migrant Primary Interdis- of these lessons will guarantee

ciplinary Project is charged with cre- mastery of either the conceptual or

ating an oral language program for use the linguistic content. Much ad-

with primary age Spanish-background ditional practice of both will us-

children who have limited control of ually be necessary.

standard English. The resulting Inter-

disciplinary Oral Language Guide: Pri- TYPES OF LESSONS AND MATERIAL INCLUDED

mary One is designed to help provide Part Four of the Guide consists of

these children with the oral language forty oral language lessons. Five of

they need for the school setting. The these are review lessons, and five

materials here included comprise Part are evaluation lessons which also

Four of the Primary One Guide. serve as review. The other thirty

lessons are designed to present a

THE CONTENT limited, carefully selected body of

referential content for the les- linguistic and conceptual content.

sons is drawn from social science, A Spanish support activity is provided

science, and mathematics. Basic con- for each lesson. The art supplement

cepts and orocesses from these areas section contains illustrations which

are integrated with linguistic fea- may be used with the lessons, and re-

tures identified through a contras- peats the sewing pattern for making the

tive analysis of Spanish and English. two puppets suggested for use with the

Within the sequence of lessons, the program. In addition, a vocabulary

linguistic and conceptual targets list is included so that you may quick-

are carefully presented and system- ly identify where particular words and

atically revisited. It should not meanings are introduced.
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THE

The UNIT OVERVIEW page at the begin-

ning of each unit provides a synthe-

sis of the linguistic and conceptual

content contained in the unit. Read-

ing the OVERVIEW PAGE will familiar-

ize you with the general language and

conceptual content to be covered in

that unit. This will help you keep

the central goals of the unit in mind

as you adapt the activities to the

needs of your particular group.

THE SPANISHIDTPDIZTETEUTIET

Tie concepts in the SPANISH SUPPORT

ACTIVITIES are key concepts in science,

social science, and mathematics which

the pupils will encounter in the cor-

responding English ORAL LANGUAGE LES-

SONS. Presenting each of the Spanish

activities before implementing each

of the corresponding English ORAL LAN-

GUAGE LESSONS will ensure that the

concepts are familiar to the learner

before they are practiced in the new

language. The SPANISh SUPPORT ACTI-

VITIES are also intended to reassure

the pupil that his home language is a

valuable asset which is respected as

a legitimate means of dealing with

intellectual tasks. These activities

are commonly carried out by the Span-

ish-speaking aide under the teacher's

supervision.

The English translations of the SPAN-

ISH SUPPORT ACTIVITIES are not to be

taught as English lesion;. The trans-

lations are given only to provide un-

derstanding of the activities for

teachers who do not speak Spanish.

The activities themselves are de-

signed to be taught in Spanish.

SPANISH SUPPORT ACTIVITIES precede each

bloc of five lessons. Each of these

activities takes approximately 10 min-

utes to implement. The specific con-

cepts to be used and the materials nec-

essary for implementing the SUPPORT AC-

TIVITIES are listed in the BASIC CON-

CEPTUAL FOCUS and MATERIALS boxes on

the top of the left hand page of each

set of SPANISH SUPPORT ACTIVITIES.



THE ORAL LANGUAGE LESSON

The left hand page of each ORAL LAN-

GUAGE LESSON provid?s you with impor-

tant pre-lesson information. In the

LINGUISTIC FOCUS box, you will find

the language structures and vocabu-

lary that are being reviewed as well

as the structures, and vocabulary that

are to be introduced for the first

time in the program. In the LIN-

GUISTIC COMMENTARY box, you will

find a list of language problems that

Spanish-speakers typically have with

the English used in the lesson. The

activities in the lesson have been

designed to help the pupils overcome

those typical language problems. In

the CONCEPTUAL FOCUS box, you will

find the relevant concepts that have

already been used in the program as

well' as the concepts that are to be

used for the first time in the ORAL

LANGUAGE LESSON. The CONCEPTUAL COM-

MENTARY box lists conceptual problems

that any first grader might have. The

activities in the lesson have been

designed to use the concepts in easy-

3
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to-understand situations. The MATER-

IALS box lists the items you need to

prepare and use for each activity in

the lesson. Pictures referred to in

the MATERIALS box are found in the

ART SUPPLEMENT in the back of the guide.

Familiarizing yourself with the actual

lesson format on the right hand page

before teaching each ORAL LANGUAGE

LESSON will enable you to implement

the lesson with a clear understanding

of its content and teaching strate-

gies. The right hand page of each

ORAL LANGUAGE LESSON contains three

activities and a box entitled TAKE-OFF

IDEAS. The first two activities con-

tain new vocabulary items within

language structures and old vocabulary

items within new language structures.

The third activity is primarily a re-

view of the structures and vocabulary

contained in the first two activities

of the same lesson. Each of the acti-

vities has conceptual input drawn from

one or more of the three content areas:

social science, science, or math.
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The narrative of each activity contains

suggestions, concerning the actual teach-

ing of the activity. Each dialol is an

example of the narrative and reflects

the natural language that teachers and

pupils typically use.

Each of the activities is designed to

take approximately 10 minutes. Allow-

ing about '10 minutes for a SPANISH SUP-

PORT ACTIVITY and 30 minutes for an

entire ORAL. LANGUAGE LESSON, you should

be able to glover one of each in a

school day. Since each ORAL LANGUAGE

LESSON is divided into three activities,

you may wish to teach the activities

during different periods of the day

rather than all at once.

The situations in TAKE-OFF IDEAS

are suoestions, for lesson reinforce-

ment at other times during the day.

You may wish to use them regularly

with those pupils who need additional

practice on the linguistic and concep-

tual content of the ORAL LANGUAGE

LESSONS.

9

THE REVIEW LESSON

Notice that ORAL LANGUAGE LESSONS 125,

135, 145, nd 155 are REVIEW LESSONS.

The left herd page of these lessons

points out the language and concepts

from the previous four lessons which

are revisited in the REVIEW LESSON.

The left hand page also lists the ma-

terials you need to prepare and use

in implementing the lesson. You can

teach the REVIEW LESSON just as you

did each of the preceding four ORAL

LANGUAGE LESSONS, recognizing that

the only difference between the REVIEW

LESSON and the ORAL LANGUAGE LESSONS

is that there are no new structures,

new vocabulary, or new concepts in

the REVIEW LESSON.

Taking your class on the field trips

suggested in the SUGGESTED FIELD TRIPS

box at the end of each REVIEW LESSON

provides you vith an opportunity to

help your pupils use the ORAL LANGUAGE

LESSON structures, vocabulary, and

concepts in situations less controlled

than those included in the lesson.



THE REVIEW-EVALUATION LESSON

Notice that the last lesson in each

unit, 130, 140, 150, and 160, is a

REVIEW-EVALUATION LESSON. The REVIEW-

EVALUATION LESSON is designed to help

you determine, in modified language

situations, how well your pupils can

use the structures and vocabulary of

the unit just covered. The left hand

page of the lesson lists the main

language structures to be evaluated,

the concepts used, and also the ma-

terials you need to prepare and use.

You can find suggestions for imple-

menting the lesson on the right hand

page of the REVIEW-EVALUATION LESSON.

This lesson, like the ORAL LANGUAGE

LESSONS, is divided into three activ-

ities and can be taught in the same

5
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way. However, the responses suggested

in the dialogs do not represent the

only structures the pupils might use;

these are only sample responses.

Immediately following each REVIEW-

EVALUATION LESSON is a RECORD SHEET

which is designed to assist you in

determining which language structures

from the previous unit are success-

fully or unsuccessfully controlled

by your class.

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS

We are grateful for the contributions

to Part Four of the Primary Guide made

by Harender Vasudeva, who critically

reviewed the lessons to provide form-

ative evaluation of the materials as

they were being produced.



The diagram below illustrates the sequence of the lessons for two weeks, or one
unit. There are four units in Part Four of the Primary One Guide, each con-
taining ten lessons, laid out as illustrated.

Unit
Over-
view

The Unit Overview synthesizes the linguis-
tic and conceptual input of the unit.

.1.

Spanish Spanish Support Activities introduce major
Support concepts in Spanish before they are dealt
Activities with in English.

Lessons 121-124

i-j

.1.

Lesson 125

Review

I

..
Spanish
Support
Activities

.1.

Lessons 126-129

-1-

Less 130

Revi ew-

Evaluation
.1.

Oral Language Lessons with interdisciplin-
ary content introduce English structures
and concepts from social science, science,
and math.

Review Lesson reviews language and con-
cepts from the preceding four lessons.

Spanish Support Activities introduce major
concepts in §panish bagi they are dealt
with in English.

Oral Language Lessons with interdisciplin-
ary content introduce English structures
and concepts from social science, science,
and math.

The Review - Evaluation enables teacher to
measure pupil progress while reviewing
language and concepts from preceding
lessons in the unit.

11
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MICHIGAN

MIGRANT
INTERDISCIPLINARY ORAL LANGUAGE

PROGRAM
UNIT 13 OVERVIEW

The first grade child enjoys stories. c' .1

(..^Me io often asked to describe and make inferences.
0

about story events and characters, and to give reasons for
his inferences. He may be asked to do the same in reference
to classroom events and people. To participate in these activities
the Spanish-speaking child needs to understand and use structures in ijiy(4
English that help him to enumerate events, make inferences, and cite reasons for hem.

LINGUISTIC FOCUS

Unit Thirteen contains questions and answers oroviding the pupils with practice in:

USING FORMS OF LOOK,
FEEL, AND ACT TO
INDICATE APPEAR-
ANCE AND EAOTION

USING WILL WITH THE
SIMPLE FORM OF VERBS
TO INDICATE FUTURE

USING THINK, PROBABLY, USING FOR AND THE ING
AND SURE TO INDICATE FORME VERBS TO
DEGREE OF CERTAINTY INDICATE PURPOSE

USING WANT/ASK ( )

TO ( ) IN CAUS-
ATIVE EXPRESSIONS

USING IMPORTANT TO
AND E ER

TO
DEGREE F DESIRABILITY

CONCEPTUAL FOCUS

Unit Thirteen contains activities which are basically designed to help the first

grade child with the following:

DEMONSTRATING THAT OR-
DINALS CAN BE APPLIED
TO AN INFINITE NUMBER
OF THINGS

CONTRACTING, WRITING, AND
EXPANDING 10 + 1 AS 11,
10 + 2 AS 12717t.

DESCRIBING AID CLASSI-
FYING FEELINGS IN
SIMILAR SITUATIONS

ENUMERATING AND SEQUENC-
ING EVENTS IN A STORY
SEQUENCE

MAKING AND EXPLAINING IN-
FERENCES ABOUT STORY CHAR-
ACTERS, SITUATIONS, AND
VALUES

INFERRING AND EXPLAINING
FROM A GIVEN SITUATION

13

IDENTIFYING AND CLASSI-
FYING THE PARTS OF A
CLOCK

TELLING AND WRITING TIME
TO THE HOUR

STATING GENERALIZATIONS
ABOUT CLASSROOM BEHAVIOR

PREDICTING CLASSROOM BE-
HAVIOR



MICHIGAN

MIGRANT

PROGRAM

INTERDISCIPLINARY ORAL LANGUAGE
SPANISH SUPPORT ACTIVITIES

ASIC CONCEPTUAL FOCUS: designed to be introduced in Spanish:
Enumerating and sequencing events in a story
Contracting, expanding and writing numerals
Extending ordinals beyond tench
Making inferences about other people and self and explaining inferences
Describing how they felt in that situation
Describing experiences and feelings as being similar
Describing and explaining feelings about rules of sharing

MATERIALS:

Activity 1: Use the four accompanying pictures of "Goldilocks and the Three
Bears", chalk and tape.

Activity 2: Prepare with the accompanying pattern 15 sad and happy faces with
numbers 1 to 15 on them; use pictures 1 and 3 from English Lesson
121, picture 2 from English Lesson 122, chalk and tape.

Activity 3: Use chalk.
Activity 4: Use the picture from English Lesson 123 and chalk.

1. LOS TRES OSITOS (to accompany lesson 121) THE THREE BEARS

Cuente la historia de "Los tres osi-
tos". Muestre las lfiminas que acompa-
flan la leccitn. Invite a un nifio a re-
construir el cuento. Male colocar
las Amines en orden de sucesibn en la
pizarra. Explique que ese cuento tiene
primera, segunda, tercera y cuarta pfi-

gina, pero que hay otras mfis grandes
que tienen ddcima y vigftima pfigina,
etc. Cuente diez de los dibujos de las
lfiminas. Ponga una marca por cads uno.
Escriba el numeral 10 y un + en la pi-
zarra. Cuente uno Ta's y escriba el 1.
Diga que hay otra forma de escribir
10+1. Cuente con la clase las marcas
y escriba 11. Repita con 10 +2, 12.

2. SENTIMIENTOS

Tell the story of "The Three Bears" and
show the pictures which accompany this
lesson. Have a pupil recreate the sto-
ry by putting the pictures in succes-
sive order on the board. Explain that
this story has first, second, third and
fourth pages, but there are others which
are longer and have fifteenth and twen-
tieth pages, etc. Count ten of the
items illustrated in the pictures and
make a chalk mark for each one. Write
the numeral 10 and + on the board.
Count one more and write a 1. Say that
there is another way of writing 10+1.
Count the marks with the class and
write 11. Repeat with 10+2 12.

(to accompany lesson 122) FEELINGS

Pregunte si todas las personas sienten
y actrian de la misma forma. Muestre la
Amine. 1. Interrogue a los nifios sobre

14

Ask if all people feel and act in the
same way. Show picture 1. Guide the
pupils with questions about its content



su contenido para obtener "estfi triste"
y que lo saben "porque est6 llorando."
Repita con las otras dos Amines. In-
vite a tres nifios a representar escenas
en que esten tristes, contentos y bra-
vos. Gufa a la clase a adivinar que es
lo que representa cada uno. Llame diez
niftos. Pr6ndales en la espalda una ca-
ra feliz o triste con un numeral del 1
al 10. Col6quelos de frente en orden.
Cuentelos y pfdales dar vuelta. Es-
criba el 10 y + en la pizarra. Repita
con tres nilos. Invite a la clase a
contarlos. Escriba el 13. Repita con
10+4, 14 y 10+5, 15.

3. FELIZ Y TRISTE

so they say, "lie's sad" and they know

this,"Because he's crying." Repeat
with the other three pictures. Invite

three pupils to pantomime being sad,
happy and angry. Guide the class to
guess what each means. Call ten pupils
and attach a sad or a happy face, nu-
bered from 1 to 10, on their backs.
Put them in order facing the front.
Count them and ask them to turn around.
Write 10 and a + on the board. Repeat
with three more pupils. Have tha class
count them. Write 13. Repeat with
10+41_14 and 10 +5, 15.

(to accompany lesson 123) SAD AND HAPPY

Invite a unos niftos a representar un
grupo jugando y a un nifto llorar.do por-
que no lo dejan participar. Pida a
otros representar unos niftos felices
porque ganaron un juego. Pregunte qu6
le, pasa al nifto que llora y por qu6
el:an felices los otros niftos. Pregun-
te si ellos han tenido experiencias si-
milares. Pidales levantar la mano.
Ponga una marca en la pizarra por cada
uno. Cuente 17 de ellas y escriba el
numeral en la pizarra. Pregunte cugl
es otra manera de escribir 17. Gulelos
para obtener la respuesta 10+7. Invite
a algunos a contar sus experiencias.

Invite some pupils to pantomime a group
playing and another pupil to pantomime
a child crying because the group won't
let him join in. Ask others to panto-
mime children who are happy because
they won a game. Ask what is happening
to the child who is crying and why the
other children are happy. Ask them to
raise their hands if they have had sim-
ilar experiences. Put a mark for each
one on the board. Count 17 of them and
write the numeral on the board. Ask
for another way to write 17. Guide
them to say 10+7. Have several tell
about their similar experiences.

4. PALOMITAS DE MAIZ (to accompany lesson 124)

Muestre la lgmina del nifio comiendo pa-
lomitas de maiz. Comente con la clase
su contenido. Guie la clase a obser-
ver si el nifio est6. compartiendo las
palomitas o no. Pregunte si esa es una
buena regla de comportamiento o no, y
por qu6. Pregunte c6mo se siente la
gente en situaciones parecidas y qu6 se
puede hacer para evitarlo. Invite los
niEos a decir algunas reglas para com-
partir. Pregunte por qu6 son dtiles.
Gufelos a decir "para que todos reciban
su turno y nadie se sienta mal." Dibu-
je en la pizarra diez palomitas de maiz
y cu6ntelas. Dibuje siete mfis y cu6n-
telas de nuevo. Escriba 10+7. Invite
a un nifio a escribirlo de otra forma,
17. Repita con otros numerales.

15

POPCORN

Show the picture of the boy eating pop-
corn. Discuss its content with the
class. Guide the pupils to observe if
the boy is sharing the popcorn or not.
Ask if those are good manners or not
and why. Ask how people feel in sim-
ilar situations and what can be done to
avoid it. Invite the pupils to give
some rules of sharing. Ask why they
are useful. Guide them to say, "So
everyone gets his turn and no one feels
bad." Draw ten pieces of popcorn on
the board and count them. Then draw
seven more and count them. Write 10+7
and have a pupil write it another way,
21. Repeat with other numerals.



MICHIGAN

MIGRANT

PROGRAM

INTERDISCIPLINARY
ORAL LANGUAGE LESSON 121

Review

(Did) ( )?

Why (

LINGUISTIC FOCUS Introduce

(Did) (he) (look/feel) happy or sad?
(He) (looked) (sad).

because ( ).

share, play with
too; can/can't, could/couldn't
eleven, twelve; high

feel/felt, look (= appear)
happy, sad
story

LINGUISTIC COMMENTARY

Typical language problems are: loss of the
auxiliary and non-English word order, as in
Looks sad the boy?; use of regular past end-
ing on irregular verb, as "feeled" for felt,
and substitution of "luke" for look, "ITIF
for feel, "fel" for felt, "sat" for sad,
"nopi717forWippy, aicerwestOW° for story.

Review CONCEPTUAL FOCUS

Using ordinals first, second, third,
fourth, etc. and reversing fEreWder
owe things labeled with the or-
dinals to show that first means a
beginning position

Naming the numeral 10 + 1 as eleven,
and 10 + 2 as twelve

Introduce

Enumerating events in a story sequence
Sequencing events in time
Demonstrating that ordinals can be
applied to an infinite number of
things and writing 10 + 1 in its

standard numeral fOFFITT
Making inferences about story charac-

ters and explaining the inferences
Inferring from a given situation
Extending ordinals beyond tenth

CONCEPTUAL COMMENTARY

A typical conceptual problem is: difficulty
understanding the process of contracting
10 + 1 to 11.

MATERIALS

Activity 1: Use the 3 accompanying pictures labeled Picture 1, Picture 2 and
Picture 3, and Blink.

Activity 2: Use the 3 pictures from Activity 1 and Blink.
Activity 3: Use the 3 pictures from Activity 1 and chalk.

16



1. THE REVERSIBLE STORY

Display the three accompanying pictures
in the following order from left to
right, Picture 2, Picture 1, Picture 3.
Question the class about Picture 2 and
then Picture 1. Have Blink help the
responses.

T: /refers to little boy in Pic. 2/
Why can't he play with Wink?

B&C: He can't play with Wink because
Wink is too high.

T: /refers to little boy in Pic. 1/
Does he look happy or sad?

B&C: He looks sad.
T: Why does he look sad?

B&C: He looks sad because he can't
play with Wink.

Continue with Picture 3, using the
questions for Picture 1. Substitute
happy for sad and can for can't when
appropriate. Then, help a volunteer
arrange the pictures in order, 1, 2,
3. Repeat the appropriate dialog for
each picture and then ask Blink and
the class why this story is a happy
story.

T: Why is this story a happy story?
B&C: It's a happy story because the

big boy shares.

Help a volunteer reverse the picture
order, 3, 2, 1. Repeat the appropri-
ate dialog for each picture. Then
repeat the last question and answer,
substituting sad for Nay and doesn't
share for share.

2. RECALL THE STORY
Display fEe pictures from Activity 1
in the order 1, 2, 3. Turn Picture
1 around to conceal it. Ask Blink and
the class to recall what it was about.

T: /refers to picture/
Did the little boy look happy or
sad?

B&C: He looked sad.
T: Why did he look sad?

B&C: He looked sad because he
couldn't play with Wink.

Continue, leaving Picture 1 concealed
and concealing Picture 2. Use Eby.

17

didn't he play with Wink and He didn't
play with Wink because Wink was to
high. Leave Pictures 1 and 2 concealed.
Conceal Picture 3 and use the dialog
for Picture 1, using happy and could
play where appropriate.

Then display the pictures in the 3, 2,
1 order. Repeat the appropriate present
tense dialog for each, substituting
feel for look. Repeat, in the past
tense, using felt for feel. Finally
explain that TAITe this story only has
a first page, second page, and third
page, other stories may have a four-
teenth page, a fifteenth, etc. Show a
storybook to illustrate your point.

3. THE HAPPY AND SAD FACES
Have two volunteers pantomime the sad
story from Activity 1. Help the class
ask individuals the appropriate ques-
tions from Activities 1 and 2.

T&C: /referring to little boy/
Did he look happy or sad?

Pl: He looked sad.
T&C: Why did he look sad?
P2: He looked sad because he couldn't

play with Wink.

Continue asking appropriate questions
about the pantomime. Then, have every-
one makg,either a sad or happy face.
Draw a (.:Oor a on the chalkboard for
each chili. Make sure that there are
at least twelve chalked faces by add-
ing some if there aren't twelve or more
pupils in the room. Then count ten of
the faces with the class and put 10 +
on the board. Count one more face and
put a 1 after the +. Ask the class
what another name for 10 + 1 is.

T: What's another name for 10 + 1?
C: Eleven.

Continue, explaining that there is an-
other way to write 10 + 1. Write 11

on the board. Repeat for 10 + 2 and
12. Have the pupil:: write numerals in
both contracted and expanded forms.

TAKE-OFF IDEAS
nurfirTliErirtime, sing "When You're
Happy And You Know It Clap Your Hands".

LESSON 121
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PROGRAM

Review

W(Did)

(

hy (did) (

)?
)?

(He) (looks sad) because (he)
(can't play with Wink).

look, feel/felt, play with, has
happy, sad; thirteen
hand

LINGUISTIC FOCUS Introduce

How do you think (he) (feels/felt)?
I think (he) (feels/felt) (sad).

think, act
mad, silly
puppet, feet, head

LINGUISTIC COMMENTARY

Typical language problems are: loss of third
person s, as do for does, look for looks, ad-
dition of third person s, as in Does he
looks sad?; substitution of or
for think, "ac" for act, "maear mad, "het"
for head, "seely" for silly, and "marl&
puppet.

Review CONCEPTUA
Enumerating events in a story sequence
Making inferences about story charac-
ters and explaining the inferences

Inferring from a given situation

FOCUS Introduce

Contracting and writing 10 + 3 into
its standard numeral fFamil, 10 +
4 into 14 and 10 + 5 into

CONCEPTUAL COMMENTARY

A typical conceptual problem is: difficulty
understanding the process of contracting, as
10 + 3 to 13.

Activity 1:

Activity 2:
Activity 3:

MATERIALS

Use the accompanying 3 pictures labeled Picture 2, Picture 3, and
Picture 4, the picture from Lesson 121 labeled Picture 1 and
Blink.

Use the pictures from Activity 1 and Blink.
Use chalk.
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1. THE SAD, MAD LITTLE BOY
Display in the following order from
left to right: Picture 1 from Lesson
121, Pictures 2, 3, and 4 that accom-
pany this lesson. Ask the class about
the little boy in Picture 1.

T: Does he look happy or sad?
C: He looks sad.
T: Why does he look sad?
C: He looks sad because he can't

pl-y with Wink.
T: How do you think he feels?
C: I think he feels sad.

Continue with the other pictures, hav-
ing Blink model each response. With
Picture 2, substitute mad for sad.
With Picture 3, substitute happy for
sad where appropriate and can play with
many puppets for can't play with Wink.
With Picture 4, substitute silly or not
silly for happy or sad, and He has pup-
pets on his (feet/head/hands) for He
can't play with Wink.

2. STORY RECALL
Display the four pictures used in Act-
ivity 1 in the same order, 1, 2, 3, 4.
Refer to Picture 1 and then turn it
around to conceal it. Ask the class
questions to recall the content.

T: /refers to little boy in Pic. 1
after concealing picture/
Did he look happy or sad?

C: He looked sad.
T: Why did he look sad?
C: He looked sad because he couldn't

play with Wink.
T: How do you think he felt?
C: I think he felt sad.

Continue, concealing each picture and
making the appropriate word substitu-
tions listed in Activity 1. Repeat
with all four pictures, having groups
ask each other the questions. Then
show Picture 3 again and point out
that the little boy was smiling. Have
pupils tell what else the boy did that
helped show them that he was happy.
Repeat the dialog for Picture 3 in the
present and past tenses, substituting
act /acted for look/looked, and having
Blink model the responses.
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3. FEELIN' SILLY
Nave volunteers make silly faces as you
put a mark on the board for each silly
face until there are fifteen marks.
Help groups ask each other appropriate
questions from Activities 1 and 2 about
the volunteers' silliness.

11G1: Did they look silly or not
silly?

G2: They looked silly.
T&Gl: How do you think they felt?

G2: I think they felt sill,.

Continue, having individuals ask and
answer the questions. Then, count ten
of the marks on the board with the
class and put 10 + on the board.
Count three more marks and put a 3
after the +. Ask the class what anoth-
er name for 10+3 is.

T: What's another name for 10+3?
C: Thirteen.

Continue, explaining that there is
another way to write 10+3. Write 13
on the board. Repeat for 10+4, 14;
10+5, 15. Have the pupils write numer-
Min both contracted and expanded
forms.

TAKE-OFF IDEAS
*During indoor recess periods, have
volunteers turn their backs to the
class and pantomime being happy, mad,
sad, or silly. Have the class guess
what they are pantomiming by looking
at their gestures such as slumped
shoulders for being sad, clenched
fists for being mad, etc.

*Have each pupil put e,....9) or acs or

both on his own seatwork to indicate
what he thinks of his accomplishments.

*During art period, have the class make
"Happiness is..." books, drawing several
pictures of things that make them hap

PY.

*Have a happy-sad box in which indivi-
duals may deposit a piece of scrap pa-
per with a cor aQwhenever they feel
that way. Have helpers sort the faces
and discuss how people feel each day.

LESSON 122
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Review

(Some) (l ook) (ma d).
I get mad when ( ).

I think ( ).

mad, sad, happy, silly
look, happen, act, think, share,
get/got

LINGUISTIC FOCUS Introduce

I (thought) (they) (acted) (silly).

Because (he wanted (the other boy)
Why did (he (get) (mad)?

to (share .

thought, stay
noisy, quiet, hungry

LINGUISTIC COMMENTARY

Typical language problems are: confusion of
tense forms, as think for thought, act for
acted; confusion Brilmple and s form, as
when something like that happen for when
something like that happens; substitution of
"sought' or "tought" for thought, "estay"
for stay, and /s/ for /z/ in noisy.

Review CONCEPTUAL FOCUS Introduce

Making inferences about picture Describing similar situations in
characters or pantomimers and people's lives
explaining the inferences Writing 17 in its expanded form

Naming 17is seventeen
Descrig% how one feels in situations
Classifying feelings as being similar

CONCEPTUAL COMMENTARY

Atypical conceptual problem is: difficulty
understanding that unfortunate things happen
to everybody, even teachers and parents, etc.

MATERIALS

Activity 1: Use the accompanying picture of the stingy popcorn eater, chalk,
and Wink.

Activity 2: Use several books and Wink.
Activity 3: Use Picture 1 from Lesson 121, Pictures 2, 3, and 4 from Lesson

122, tape, chalk, and Wink.
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1. IT HAPPENS TO EVERYBODY SOMETIME
11WiTihe accompanying picture. Ask
Wink and the class questions about the
picture and then relate the picture
incident to personal experiences, put-
ting a mark on the chalkboard for each
pupil who indicates by raising his hand
that things like that happen to him.
Have Wink help with the responses.

T: /refers to stingy boy in pic./
Is he sharing?

W&C: No, he's not sharing.
T: Do the other people look mad?

W&C: Some of the other people look
mad. Some look sad. One looks
hungry.

T: Do things like that sometimes
happen to us? Raise your hand
if things like that happen to
you.

W&C: /pupils raise hand/
Yes, things like that sometimes
happen to us.

Teacher puts mark on chalkboard for
each raised hand.

Continue, asking the last question sev-
eral times, substituting the following
words, one at a time, for us: boys,
girls, grown-ups, mothers, fathers, and
.15m. Have Wink help the class, groups
and individuals respond. Then count
seventeen marks with the class and
write 17 on the board. Point to the
17 and name it with the class. Then
recount ten of the marks and write 10+
on the board. Recount the remaining
seven marks and put a 7 after the 10,
showing that 17 can also be written as
10 + 7. Continue expanding other nu-
merals.

2. BE QUIET PLEASE!
Have two small groups, one of boys and
one of girls pantomime. The girls try
to read silently while the boys make
noises. Afterwards, question Wink and
the class about what happened and re-
lated personal feelings.

T: /refers to noisy group/
What did you think about what
the boys did?

W&C: I thought they acted silly.
T: /refers to reading group/

Did the girls get mad?
W&C: Yes, they got mad.

T: Why did the girls get mad?
W&C: Because they wanted the boys to

get quiet but they stayed noisy.
T: Do you get mad when something

like that happens?
W&C: Yes, I get mad when somethincl

like that happens.

Repeat the pantomime and dialog, having
the girls be noisy.

3. SORTING OUT FEELINGS
Tape up Picture] 177)777-sson 121 and
Pictures 2, 3, and 4 Lesson 122.
Print sad, mad, happy or silly under
the appropriate picture, referring
always to the little boy's feelings.
Referring to Picture 2, have Wink help
the boys ask the girls, "Why did he get
mad?" Help the girls respond.

Was: /referring to little boy/
Why did he get mad?

T&Gs: Because he wanted the other boy
to share.

Repeat, having the girls ask the ques-
tion. Then point to Picture 4 and ask
the class, "What do you think about
what he's doing?" Have Wink help the
response.

T: /refers to "silly" Pic. 4/
What do you think about what
he's doing?

W&C: I think he's acting silly.

Repeat several times with individuals
replacing the class and groups in the
dialog. Ther point to each picture
and have pupils raise their hands if
they have felt the way the little boy
feels in each picture. Put a mark for
each raised hand under the appropriate
picture. Point out that almost every-
one feels sad, happy, mad or silly
sometime.

TAKE -OFF IDEAS
*Tell about something that made you
mad. Have others tell their similar
stories. Then, re-tell one child's
story without his name and have the
class guess whose story you told.

21.
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Review

(They) should ( ).

I think ( ).

L1mGUISTIC FOCUS Introduce

They need rules for sharing.
Why do (we) need rules for sharing?
So (everybody) (can play).

need, think, feel/felt, share, get,
take

good, happy, sad
puppet, turn
would, should

bad
for ( )ing; so (= in order that)
popcorn, puzzle, rule

LINGUISTIC COMMENTARY

Typical language problems are: confusion of
simple and s forms of verbs; loss of inz as
for share for for sharing; confusion of

would; use of for with why, as
7-67v7i7y or why substitution ofwpozzle"
for puzzle, "bot/' or "bet" for bad.

Review CONCEPTUAL FOCUS Introduce

Inferring from a given situation
Identifying rules
Expaading, contracting and writing
numerals 11-16

Describing feelings about rules of
sharing and explaining how rules
or lack of rules make us feel

Explaining why using inferred infor-
mation

Expanding, contracting, and writing
mineral 17

CONCEPTUAL COMMENTARY

A typical conceptual problem is: difficulty
understanding that rules, when appropriate
and fair, an help to make people feel good,
happy, etc.

MATERIALS

Activity 1: Use Picture 2 from Lesson 121, the popcorn picture from Lesson
123 and Wink.

Activity 2: Use a puzzle, the popcorn picture from Lesson 121, chalk and Wink.
Activity 3: Use Wink and Blink.
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1. THE WHY AND WHAT OF RULES
Display Picture 2 from Lesson 121 and
the popcorn picture from Lesson 123.
Referring to the Lesson 121 picture,
question Wink and the class about the
necessity for rules in the pictured
situation.

T: /refers to Lesson 121 picture/
Do they need rules for sharing?

W&C: Yes, they need rules for sharing.
T: Why do they need rules for shar-

ing?
W&C: So the little boy gets a turn

and doesn't feel bad.
T: What would be a good rule for

them?
W&C: They should take turns with the

puppets.

Repeat with the other picture, using
So the others et some o corn and
don t feel ba an ey show d share
the _popcorn. Repeat with both pictures
having groups and individuals respond.

2. FEELINGS TALLY
Have on hand the popcorn picture from
Lesson 123 and a puzzle. Have a group
of three or four pupils pantomime a non-
sharing situation with a puzzle. After-
wards ask Wink and the class questions
about the situation. Print Felt bad,
Felt good on the board. HaviTETTipils
ra se their hands if they think the
pantomimers felt bad without rules.
Put a mark under the appropriate label
for each raised hand.

T:

W&C:

T:

W&C:

How do you think they felt with-
out rules?
I think they felt bad.
Raise your hand if you think
they felt bad without rules.
IT puts marks for raised hands
under appropriate label/
Whai; would be a good rule for
them?

They should share the puzzle.

Continue, having a new group pantomime
sharing the puzzle. Use, with instead
of without, od instead of bad and
WhilTifFsteadof What woufaEi. Put
iii-ki7nder the Felt good label this
time. Then repeat the whole activity

with new pantomimers, pretending to
not share and then share popcorn. Use
the popcorn picture to stimulate the
pantomime. Using the marks on the
board, expand, contract and name numer-
als from eleven to seventeen as done
previously in Lessons 121-123.

3. THE RULES OF TH S ROOM
Divide the class into two groups. Have
Wink help one group ask questions about
classroom rules and have Blink help in-
dividuals in the other group respond.

W&Gl: What would be some rules for
sharing in this room?

B&Pl: We should share the puzzles.
B&P2: We should take turns with the

puppets.
W&Gl: Why do we need rules for shar-

ing?
B&P3: So we feel (happy).
B&P4: So eve, lbody can (play).

Continue, having Group 2 ask the ques-
tions and individuals from Group 1 res-
pond, using so with happy, sad, etc.

TAKE-OFF IDEAS
*During storytime, help the class make
up stories about characters such as
Sad SaIly, Mad Mike, Happy Hank, Silly
Sue, etc.

*During storytime, have individuals
try to sound sad, mad, etc. as they
talk while being tape recorded. After-

wards play the tape back and guess how
they were pretending to feel. Discuss
how hard it is to pretend feelings when
something hasn't really happened to
make you feel mad, sad, etc.

*During gym, let individuals be leaders
who give directions to the class such
as Be sad, Be mad, Be silly, etc. En-

courage crigiViiMoW5i5T-ito get
across the feelings being portrayed.

*During art, make Silly Feet drawings.
Have each pupil take off a shoe and
trace around his foot several times on
a sheet of paper. Have the pupils
draw sad or happy faces on the feet.
Have the pupils discuss the Silly
Feet and make up stories about them.

23
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REVIEW

LINGUISTIC FOCUS - REVIEW

Using forms of feel to indicate emotion
Using think to TO-sate degree of probability
Using TOTind theto form of share to indicate purpose
Contrasting want to ( and want ( I to ( )

CONCEPTUAL FOCUS - REVIEW

Sequencing events in time
Making inferences about feelings from given situations

and explaining inferences
Expanding, contracting, and writing numerals 11 - 17

MATERIALS

Activity 1: Use-chalk.
Activity 2: Use chalk and Mink.
Activity 3: Use the two accompanying sets of numeral pictures, and tape.
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1. FEELINGS CHECK
Have two pupils pantomime sharing
chalk at the board. Have the pupil
with chalk not share it at first, then
share it. Have each pantomime their
pretend feelings. Next, question volun-
teers about now the pupils felt. Check
with the pantomimers to see if that
was the way they felt.

T:

Vl:

T:

Vl:

T:

Vl:

P1:

/after P1 and P2 pantomime/
How do you think (Jose) felt at
first?
I think he felt (sad).
Why do you think that?
Because he wanted (Lu) to (share
the chalk).
Ask (Jose) how he felt.
Did you feel (sad)?
(Yes). I felt (sad).

Continue questioning the volunteers
and checking back with the pantomimers.
Conclude by asking the class if they
need rules for sharing.

2. NUMBER FEELINGS
Draw a sad ten on the board as in the
following diagram:
Ask the class how

.-1--°--

they think Mr. Ten
feels and why. Have Wink cue with He
wants to be a bigger number.

T: How do you think
C: I think he feels
T: Why do you think
W: He wants to be a
C: He wants to be a

Mr. Ten feels?
sad.

that is true?
bigger number.
bigger number.

Next, add ±1 after Mr. Ten. Ask for
another name for ten plus one and write
11.. Draw a figure around -1-1, leaving
the face blank. Ask if Mr. Ten is hap-
py now that he is Mr. Eleven. Have
Wink shake her head no. Then draw a
sad face for Mr. Eleven.

T: /after writing
What's another name for this?

C: Eleven.

T: /draws figure around 11/
Do you think Mr. Ten if happy
now that he is bigger?

C: /after Wink shakes head no/
No, he's not.

Teacher draws in sad face.

Continue until 17 is reached. Have

Wink cue a yes answer and draw a happy
Or. Seventeen. Repeat, selecting dif-
ferent happy numbers. Guide the
class to name combinations of ten plus,
and ask the pupils questions as above
until the nappy number is identified.

3. SILLY SIXTEEN
Arrange the Mr. Number pictures on
the board out of order except for
ten and seventeen. Explain that
only those two numbers are happy be-
cause they are in order, the others
are not. Say that if the others are
put in order they will be happy too.
Guide pupils to put the numbers in or-
der, asking they think each feels
before and after they are put in order.
Then replace each number with the cor-
responding happy number and guide pupils
to express each number differently.

T: /before V puts 11 next to 10/
How do you thi6E-Mr. Eleven feels?

V: I think he feels sad.
T: /after V puts 11 next to ig

How do you thfRE he feels now?
V: I think he feels happy.
T: /replaces with happy 11/

What's another way of writing
eleven? _

V: Tating 1021-1/
(Ten) plus (660.

Continue with the other numbers, "bad
twelve", "mad thirteen", "noisy four-
teen", "quiet fifteen", and "silly
sixteen".

SUGGESTED FIELD TRIP
Arrange to take your class to an upper
elementary or junior or senior high
school play. Explain before hand that

the people in the play are acting, as
the pupils sometimes do when they pan-

tomime. After the play ask the class
how they thought different characters
felt during different parts of the
play. If the characters changed their
feelings during the play, ask the class

why their feelings changed. You may

want to have pupils imitate the ac-
tors.
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SPANISH SUPPORT ACTIVITIES

BASIC CONCEPTUAL FOCUS: designed to be introduced in Spanish:
Inferring the contents of a box without looking in
Stating inferences regarding behavior and values, giving reasons for inferences
Observing and describing the long hand as moving faster than the short one
Telling time to the hour and writing 9 o'clock and 9:00
Predicting what could happen in a given situation
Stating generalizations about appropriate classroom behavior, giving reasons for

generalizations
Explaining why using inferred information
Describing the parts of a clock

MATERIALS:

Activity 1: Use the "Three Bears" pictures from Spanish Support Activity 1 sup-
porting Lesson 121, a take-apart clock and 2 boxes the same size.

Activity 2: Use picture 1 from English Lesson 126 and a real clock.
Activity 3: Use the pictures from English Lesson 126, the take-apart clock, chalk
Activity 4: Use the pictures from English Lesson 126, chalk and tape..

1. ADIVINANDO (to accompany lesson 126) GUESSING

Muestre las lfiminas del cuento de "Los
tres ositos". Interrogue a los nifios
para ver si recuerdan el cuento. Pre-
gunte c6mo se comport6 el Papfi Oso
cuando descubri6 lo que habia pasado
en la casa. Luego pregunte por que
creen ellos que se comport6 asf y c6mo
creen que se sinti6. Lleme la atenci6n
sobre el reloj de la lfimina. Muestre
el reloj desarmable. Identifiquelo.
Nombre cada una de sus partes y gufirde-
las en dos cajas de igual tamafio. Pre-
gunte a los niftos por las partes que
contiene cads. caja. Permitales mover-
las para adivinar el contenido de cada
una. Invite a un nifio a armar de nuevo
el reloj.

Show the pictures of the story of "The
Three Bears". Question the pupils to
see if they remember the story. Ask
how the Papa Bear behaved when he saw
what had happened in the house. Then
ask why he behaved that way and how he
felt. Call their attention to the
clock in the picture. Show the take-
apart clock and identify it. Name each

of its parts and put the parts in two
boxes of the same size. Ask the pupils
about the parts which each box con-
tains. Let them shake the boxes to
guess what each one contains. Ask a
pupil to put the clock together again.

2. EL REL03 (to accompany lesson 127) THE CLOCK

Muestre la l6mina. Interrogue a los Show the picture and question the pu-
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niflos sobre su contenido. Llame la
atenciOn sobre la actitud de John y Jo-
se. Pregunte a is clase qufi creen
ellos que es importante para John y Jo-
se y que los gtla a pensar de esa mane-
ra. Pregunte que hace la maestra.
Llame la atenciOn sobre la posiciOn de
las manecillas del reloj. Muestre el
reloj. Nueva sus manecillas para que
los ninos observen como cambian de po-
siciOn de acuerdo a las horas. Guielos
a observar que el minutero se mueve mfis
rfipido que el horario y que a la hora
exacta el minutero estfi en el 12 y el
horario en la Nora.

pils about its contents. Call their
attention to John's and Jose's atti-
tudes. Ask the children what they
think is important to each boy and why
they think that may be so. Ask what
the teacher is doing. Call the pupils'
attention to the positions of the
clock's hands. Use a real clock. Move

its hands so the pupils observe how
they change position with respect to
the time. Guide them to observe that
the large hand moves faster than the
small one, and that on the hour, the
large hand is at the 12 and the small
one is at the hour.

3. VALORES (to accompany lesson 128)

Muestre las dos Amines. Compare la
actitud de los niftos en ambas situa-
ciones. Mediante preguntas gule a la
clase a predecir que pasaria si John
hablara todo el tiempo y Jose nunca
quisiera ;labial. Pregunte por la hora
que marca el reloj. Escriba en la pi-
zarra Son las . Diga que hay otra
forma de escribir la hora. Escriba
4:00. Use el reloj desarmable. Colo-
que sus manecillas dando la hora. Pre-
gunte qu6 Nora es. Invite a un niflo a
escribir la hora en ambas formes. Re-
pita con otros ejemplos.

VALUES

Show the two pictures. Compare the at-

titudes of the pupils in both situa-
tions. Guide the class through ques-
tions to predict what could happen if
John always wanted to talk and Jose
never wanted to talk. Ask what time
the clock says. Write It's 14 o'clock

on the chalk board. Say that there is

another way to write the time. Write

4:00. Use the take-apart clock.
Arrange the hands to show the time.
Ask what time it is. Invite a pupil

to write the time in both ways. Re-

peat with other examples.

PARTICIPANDO EN CLASE (to accompany lesson 129)

Coloque las lfiminas en la pizarra.
Llame la atenci6n sobre las diferentes
actitudes de los niftos. Comfintelas.
Guie la clase a observer que los niflos
tienen distintas actitudes porque sus
valores son distintos. Pida que levan-
ten la mano aquellos que se comportan
mfis a menudo como Jose. Repita con
John. Pregunte a los ni1os cufindo
creen aloe que es bueno participar en
clase y cufindo no; y si es bueno pen-
sar siempre antes de contestar. Dibuje
en la pizarra un reloj con hora. Llame
un voluntario a escribir la hora usando
las dos formes estudiadas. Repita con
otroo ejemplos. Invite los niflos a po-
or en prfictica las observaciones Dobrc
comportamiento en clase bechas ante-
riormente.
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PARTICIPATING IN CLASS

Tape the pictures on the board. Point
out the different attitudes of the pu-
pils and comment on these attitudes
Guide the class to observe that the pu-
pils have different attitudes because
their values are different. Ask those

who behave more often like Jose to
raise their hand. Repeat with John.
Ask the pupils when they think it is
good to participate in class and when
not. Ask if it is good to always think
before answering. Draw a clock showing

the hour on the chalkboard. Call a

volunteer to write the time using the
two forms previously studied. Repeat

with other examples. Invite the pu-
pils to put into practice the observa-
tions they gave on classroom behavior.
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Review LINGUISTIC FOCUS Introduce

Why do you think (he) ( )? (He) probably (likes) to (talk a lot).
What do (you) think it is? It's probably (the short hand).

think, talk, be, like
a lot, else
short, long

sure
hand, face, clock, numeral
probably
volunteer, answer

LINGUISTIC COMMENTARY

Typical language problems are: loss of do
in questions; confusion of simple and s TFirm
of verb; Substitution of "chure" for sure,
"chort" for short, and "hang for hand.

Review CONCEPTUAL FOCUS Introduce

Stating inferences about the be- Identifying the hands, numerals, and
havior of picture characters face of a clock

Inferring the contents of a box with-

out looking inside
Observing that the clock looks differ-
ent at different times of the day

CONCEPTUAL COMMENTARY

A typical conceptual problem is: difficulty
using all available information when infer-
ring the contents of the boxes.

MATERIALS

Activity 1: Use the two accompanying pictures of John and Jose, tape, and
Wink.

Activity 2: Use several boxes of various sizes, a clock with removable hands
and numerals, and Blink.

Activity 3: Use Picture 2 from Activity 1, the toy clock with removable
parts from Activity 2, a table, chalk, and Blink.
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1. WHO DOES THE TALKING?
Use the accompanying pictures. Tape
up Picture 1 and explain that the
teacher wants to know what time it is.
Point out John and Jose. Explain that
John is raising his hand, or volun-
teering, but Jose is not. Tape up
Picture 2, identify the clock, and
explain that the teacher wants to know
what pieces it has. Again John is
volunteering while Jose is not. Divide
the class in two groups. Have Wink
guide Group 1 to question Group 2 about
John. Aid the responses.

W&Gl:

T:

T&G2:

W241:

T:

G2:

Why do you think John volun-
teers a lot?
/modeling for Group 2/
He probably likes to talk a
lot.

He probably likes to talk a
lot.

Why else do you think John
volunteers a lot?
/cuing Group 2/
Likes to answer.
He probably likes to answer.

Continue, helping Group 2 ask Group 1
why Jose does not volunteer a lot.
Have Wink cue the replies, using likes
to be sure, doesn't like to answer,
and doesn't like to talk a lot.

2. CLOCK TALK
Display several boxes, some small for
numerals, some long and thin for hands,
etc. and a clock with removable pieces.
Guide the pupils to identify the clock,
both hands, face, and numerals. Divide
the class into two groups. Hide a few
pieces, one to a box, so the class cannot
see which piece is in which box. Ex-
plain that Blink is going to help them
decide what is in the boxes. Have
Blink pick up a box, shake it, and cool-
pare its size with remaining pieces to
give clues as to its contents. Help
Group 1 ask Group 2 what they think it
is. Have Blink aid the reply. Repeat
with a second box.

T: /to Group 1/
Ask them what they think it is.

Gl: What do you think it is?
B: /modeling for Group 2/

It's probably the (long hand).
B&G2: It's probably the (long hand).

T: /to G1 as B chooses second box/
Ask them what they think it is.

Gl: What do you think it is?
B: /whispering to cue Group 2/

(A numeral).
B&G2: It's probably (a numeral).

Continue having volunteers be Blink,
alternating the question groups.

3. WHY AND WHAT
Chalk two handless clocks on the board.
Have a volunteer add the hands to one
of the chalked clocks so it looks the
same as the classroom clock. Then

divide the class in two groups. Dis-

play the "take apart" clock and give
two volunteers Picture 2 from Activity
1. Help them role play the situation.
As each clock piece is named set it on
a table. After the role playing help
Group 2 ask Group 1 about the behav-
ior of each pupil. Have Blink cue
Group 1 using replies from Activity 1.

T&G2: Why do you think (Fred) didn't
volunteer a lot?

B: /cuing Gl if necessary/
Likes to be sure.

B&Gl: He probably likes to be sure.

Continue with individuals. Then have

Group 1 choose a clock piece from the
table. Help them ask volunteers from
Group 2 what piece they think it is.
If the guess is correct have Group 2
question Group 1. If the guess is
incorrect, remove the piece and have
a new volunteer guess.

Gl: What do you think it is?
V: It's probably,(the face).

Encourage volunteers to make general
guesses, as "It's probably a numeral"

and then have others guess which num-
eral. End the activity having a pu-
pil add the hands to the second chalk
clock. Point out that at different
times the clock looks different.

TAKE-OFF IDEAS
*Help the class record how the clock i

looks at lunchtime, recess time, etc.
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Review LINGUISTIC

(His parents) (want) (him) to ( ).

watch, talk, wait, ask, answer, think,
want, be (sure/quiet); probably

hand, clock, parent, teacher, shape,
lot, bag, square, circle, triangle

long, short, red, yellow, blue,
green; fast, slow; -er than

FOCUS Introduce

What do you think is (important) (to)
(each boy)?

It's probably (important) (to) (John)
to (talk a lot).

each; important
try, move

LINGUISTIC COMMENTARY

Typical language problems are: substitution
of want that he talk for want him to talk;
more fast or more faster for faster; more
s Ow or more slower for slower or more
TraNTly; and that for faster/
slower) than; conEiion of "ch" and "sh'
sounds in each, watch, sure, shape, short.

Review CONCEPTUAL FOCUS Introduce

Stating inferences about the be- Stating inferences regarding values,
havior of picture characters and giving reasons for the inferences

Observing and describing the long hand
as moving faster than the short hand
of the clock

Inferring what may be in a set of
shapes

CONCEPTUAL COMMENTARY

Typical conceptual problems are: difficulty
understanding that the short hand on a clock
moves as well as the long hand,'and difficul-
ty using all available information when in-
ferring what shapes of a set are missing.

MATERIALS

Activity 1: Use the pictures from Lesson 126, Wink and Blink.
Activity 2: Use the classroom clock, Wink and Blink.
Activity 3: Prepare circles, triangles, and squares of rad, yellow, blue,

and green construction paper; use a paper bag, tape, and Blink.
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1. WHY DOES HE DO THAT?
Using Wink and Blink, pantomime situa-
tions similar to those in the pictures
from Lesson 126. Have Wink be the talk-
ative puppet, and Blink be the quiet
puppet. After the pantomime, as each
puppet what is important to him. Have
Wink say it's important for her to an-
swer, and Blink say it's important for
him to be sure and to think. Then,
show the pictures from Lesson 126. In-

troduce each by guiding the class co
identify the boys, saying, "That is a
picture of Jose and John, and so is
that. Each is a picture of Jose and
John." Then have the class recall what
happened in the pictures. Divide the
class into two groups. Have Blink
guide Group 1 to ask what Group 2
thinks is important to each of the
boys. Guide Group 2 to answer.

B &G1: What do you think is important
to each boy?

T&G2: It's probably important to John
to talk a lot.

Continue the dialog, giving Group 2
partial cues such as to answer and to
try a lot with John, and sure
and to think wfirJose.
groups, with BlinleiIimup answering.
Next, have Blink ask the class why they
think these things are important to
the boys. Model the replies.

B: Why do you think these things are
important to John?

T: /modeling for the class/
His parents probably want him to
talk a lot.

C: His parents probably want him to
talk a lot.

Repeat, using be quiet with Jose.

2. THE LONG HARITITIMET
Mide the class in two groups. Ask
Wink and croup 1 to watch the clock,
especially the long hand. After a
minute or two have Wink help the group
tell what they saw. Then have Blink
appear, pretending to be late for
school. Have Group 2 help him ques-
tion Group 1 so he can find out what
happened. Have Wink aid the reply.

W &G1: The long hand moved faster than
the short hand.

B: /coming in late, modeling for
Group 2/
What did the teacher do?

G2: /to Group 1/
What did the teacher do?

Gl: /with Wink's help/
She asked us to watch the clock.

B&G2: What did you do?
W &G1: We waited for it to move.
B&G2: What happened?
WW1: The long hand moved faster than

the short hand.

Continue, having Group 1 question
Group 2 about the short hand.

3. HIDDEN SHAPES
Put the prepared shapes in a paper bag
without letting the class see them.
Take several shapes out and tape them
to the board, those of the same color
in the same row, and those of the same
shape in the same column. Have the
class identify the shapes and their
colors as they are taken from the bag.
With some shapes on the board and some
still in the bag, question the class
about those left in the bag. Point

to the shape array to give cues. Then

ask what they think is important to
finding out. Have Blink aid responses
if necessary, using appropriate lan-
guage from Activities 1 and 2.

T: What shapes do you think are in
the bag?

Vi: (A red triangle).
V2: (A blue circle).
T: What do you think is important

to finding out?
B&C: It's probably important to

(watch carefully).

Repeat the activity after removing all
the shapes of one color, or all of
one shape. Have a volunteer ask the
questions.

TATE:VrrifE
wing storytime make up a "Probably
Story" without an ending. Have the
pupils make up and illustrate their
own endings telling what they think
probably happened.
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Review LINGUISTIC FOCUS Introduce

Why do you think ( )? What will (he) do?
Because ( ). (He) will (probably) (be quiet).

careful, sure, quiet; one-twelve
a lot, turn
like, volunteer, talk, answer; be
probably

What time is it?
It's (eight) o'clock.

will

o'clock, time

LINGUISTIC COMMENTARY

Typical language problems are: loss of it
in Its ( ) o'clock; substitution of
What time it is? for What time is it ?;
"weer for will, and 'chum' for sure.

Review CONCEPTUAL FOCUS Introduce

Stating inferences about the behavior Stating and giving reasons for parti-
of picture characters cular behavior in a given situation

Telling time to the hour
Writing the time at the hour as (9):00
Predicting what the behavior in a
given situation will be

CONCEPTUAL COMMENTARY

A typical conceptual problem is: difficulty
understanding that people respond to the
same situation in very different ways.

MATERIALS

Activity 1: Use the pictures from Lesson 126, the accompanying classroom
picture, and Wink and Blink.

Activity 2: Use the accompanying 3 pictures of Wink and Blink, a toy clock,
chalk, Wink and Blink.

Activity 3: Use a toy clock, and Blink.
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1. WHAT WILL HE CO?
Show the pictures from Lesson 126, and
review what is taking place. Then show
the accompanying picture and ask what
they think John will probably do. Have
Blink model the responses.

T: What do you think John will do?
B: /modeling for class/

John will probably volunteer a lot.
C: John will probably volunteer a lot.
T: Why do you think so?
B: Because he likes to talk.
C: Because he likes to talk.

Continue with Blink providing cues for
the class such as likes to answer.
Repeat asking about Jose, using will
probably not volunteer a lot or Tait
probably be quiet. Cue responses using
likes to be quiet, likes to be sure,
likes to be careful, and doesn't like
to talk a lot. Recall with the class
the puppets'-behavior from Lesson 127.
Then divide the class into two groups.
Have them pretend Wink and Blink are
in the pictured situation. Repeat the
dialog having the groups question each
other about what they think the pup-
pets will do.

2. TELLING TIME
Show the three accompanying pictures.
Set a toy clock for 7 and point to
Picture 1. Tell the class the clock
says 7 o'clock, and that the puppets
are getting up. Explain that to tell
time they must look at the hands. The
long hand points to 12 and the short
hand to the hour. Draw a clock on the
board, and write 7:00 under it. Move
the toy clock to 8 and show Picture 2.
Explain Wink and Blink are coming to
school. Tell the class the time, and
again point out the hands. Chalk up
another clock, writing 8:00 under it.
Set the toy clock to 9, and show Pic-
ture 3 of the puppets in school. Ask
Blink, then the class what time it is.

T: It's 8 o'clock.
/to Blink after moving clock/
What time is it?

B: It's 9 o'clock.
T: /to class/

What time is it?
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C: /with Blink's help/
It's 9 o'clock.

Point out the three chalked clocks and
have the class tell the time showing
on each. Add several more clocks to
the board, without hands. Then have a
volunteer come up and add the hands to
one of the handless clocks. Guide the
class to ask him what time it is.
Have Wink aid the reply if necessary.
Continue with other volunteers.

I WILL HE OR WON'T HE?
Divide the class in two groups. Tell

Group 1 that they can answer only at
12 o'clock. Have a volunteer begin
moving the hands of a toy clock, stop-
ping at each hour to ask what time it
is. Have Blink guide Group 2 to an-

swer at every hour, and both groups to
answer at 12. Sometimes have the vol-
unteer point to a pupil before he
asks what time it is. Help him ask
the class what that pupil will do and
why they think so. Have Blink help

the class respond using will be quiet
or will answer and Because it's his
turn or Because it's not his turn, ac-
cording to which group the pupil be-
longs to and what time it is.

V: /setting clock to 8/
What time is it?

B&G2: It's 8 o'clock.
T&V: /resetting clock to 9 and

pointing to pupil/
What will (Jack) do?

B&G2: (Jack) will probably (be quiet).
T&V: Why do you think that?

B&G2: Because it's (not) (his) turn.

Continue with new volunteers having
alternating groups be quiet except at
certain hours.

LAKE -OFF IDEAS
*Help pupils make their own paper-
plate clocks. Encourage them to use
free time to work in pairs, one pupil
writing down a time, the other set-
ting his clock appropriately.

*Describe the clock's hand positions
at various hours. Have volunteers
tell what time you are thinking of.
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Review LINGUISTIC FOCUS Introduce

(Some people) (will be) (quiet). It (is/was) better for (us) to
It's (important) to (be quiet). (be quiet).

other; sometimes; will
share, think, answer, talk, give,
want, listen, know, be

important, quiet
people, turn

let, tell
chance, others, answer, fun
hard, easy, better
also

LINGUISTIC COMMENTARY

Typical language problems are: loss of it
or 's in It's better; substitution of Ifrs7
better that we (be Tilliet) for It's better to
(be quiet); addition of s to people; and sub-
stitution of "fawn" for fun, "hart" for hard,
and /s/ for /z/ in easy.

Review CONCEPTUAL FOCUS Introduce

Predicting what the behavior in a
given situation will be

Telling time to the hour
Writing the time at the hour as (4):00
Stating and giving reasons for a part-

icular behavior in a given situation

Stating generalizations about class-
room behavior in specific situations

Using generalizations to predict
classroom behavior

CONCEPTUAL COMMENTARY

A typical conceptual problem is: difficulty
determining what behavior is appropriate in
a situation.

MATERIALS

Activity 1: Use the classroom pictures from Lesson 126 and 128, Wink and Blink.
Activity 2: Use the accompanying classroom picture, and Blink.
Activity 3: Use a toy clock, chalk, and Blink.
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1. TALK AND QUIET TIMES
Display the classroom pictures from
Lessons 126 and 128. Discuss with the
class what John and then Jose did in
the pictures. Then have a volunteer
come up and stand next to you. Ask

the class to talk all at once, and ask
the volunteer to tell them where he
lives. Point out that no one could
hear the volunteer because it was so
noisy. Then ask whether it's better
for us to talk or to be quiet. Have
Wink guide the class to respond that
sometimes it's better for us to be
quiet. Have Blink ask why it's some-
times better for us to he quiet. Use
Wink to model the responses.

T: Is it better for us to talk, or
is it better for us to be quiet?

W&C: Sometimes it's better for us to
be quiet. Sometimes it's better
for us to talk.

B: Why is it sometimes better for
us to be quiet?

W: /modeling for class/
Other people also want to talk.

C: Other people also want to talk.
W: It's important to give others a

chance.
C: It's important to give others a

chance.

Continue having Wink cue other re-
sponses using to listen to others, to
let others talk, and Sometimes we
know the answer. Then have Blink ask
why it's sometimes important to talk.
Have Wink guide the responses using
It's important to' share what we know,
and to tell others what you think.

2. SOME WILL, SOME WON T
Show the class the accompanying pic-
ture of the classroom. Explain that
the teacher is talking to the class,
and wants them to answer. Then ask
what they think will happen. Have
Blink guide the response that some
people will be quiet, and some will
answer. Question the class as to why
they think so, using Blink to model
the first response Some people think
it's fun to answer.

T: What do you think will happen?

BgC: SOW people will be quiet. Some
people will answer.

T: Why do you think so?
B: Some people think it's fun to

answer.
C: Some people think it's fun to

answer.

Have Blink cue the other responses
using hard to answer, easy to answer,
want to (answer/talk), don't want to
(answer/talk).

3. I KNOW .L I KNOW
Set a toy clock to the hour. Place it

so only Blink and a volunteer can see
it. Have the class ask the volunteer
what time it is. Every time the vol-
unteer tries to answer, have Blink in-
terrupt him shouting, "I know, I kno%."
Finally have Blink be quiet and let
the volunteer tell the time. Then ask
the class if it was better for Blink
to talk or to be quiet, why it was bet-
ter, and why Blink acted the way he
did. Have Wink help answer.

C: What time is it?
V: /after being interrupted by Blink

several times/
It's (four) o'clock.

T: Was it better for Blink to talk
or to be quiet?

W&C: It was better for Blink to be
quiet.

T: Why was it better to be quiet?
W&C: It was important to give (Paul)

a chance.
T: Why did Blink talk?

W&C: Blink also wanted a turn.

Have the volunteer write the time on
the board, and continue giving Blink
a turn, then other volunteers. End

the activity by asking if it's better
to talk or be quiet. Use the dialog
from Activity 2.

TAKE-OFF IDEAS
*Have the class keep a picture record
of one day including a drawing of the
clock at each hour, and what the class
did at that hour.

*Have the class draw and discuss times
when they are quiet, and talkative.
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REVIEW-EVALUATION

This lesson aims at determining how well pupils incorporate the structures
of Unit 13 into modified language situations. You should attempt to elicit
individual responses from all pupils and keep accurate records on the fol-
lowing RECORD SHEET. This should help you focus on specific problems.

The concepts listed in INCLUDED CONCEPTS are not necessarily the most im-
portant ones in Unit 13. They were selected because of their suitabii :ty
in reviewing the language structures.

The DIALOGS in Lesson 130 do not represent the only structures that pupils
might use; they are only sample responses. A stimulus is given and the pu-
pil will select his answer from among those structures he knows.

LINGUISTIC PROGRESS CHECK

Using robably to indicate degree of certainty
Asking quest ons using What time
Using It's with an adjeCTIVi-Tinowed by to and
for Wises

INCLUDED CONCEPTS

Telling time to the hour
Making inferences about picture characters
Stating and giving reasons for particular behavior in
a given situation

Inferring the contents of a box without looking inside

MATERIALS

Activity 1: Use the 3 pictures of Wink and Blink from Lesson 123, a toy
clock, and Wink.

Activity 2: Use the 2 classroom pictures of John and Jose from Lesson 126,
and tape.

Activity 3: Use 2 shoe boxes, one with a lid, a table, large crayon, pencil,
and several other small classroom objects, such as a paper
clip, marble, paper, book, etc., and Wink.
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1. WHAT TIME IS IT?
Have a pupil be Wink and display the
picture of Wink and Blink getting up.
Have another pupil secretly set the
clock at an appropriate hour, as 7:00,
and have him keep the clock's face
hidden. Tell the class what the pup-
pets are doing and then tell the pupil
Wink to ask the time. Allow volunteers
to guess, telling them to use probably.
When one guesses the time the pupil
has set, have him show the clock and
say, "Yes," repeating the time.

T: /after P2 has set clock/
Wink and Blink are getting up.
/to pupil Wink/
Ask what time it is.

Pl: What time is it?
T: /to V1/

Use probably.
Vl: It's probably 8 o'clock.
P2: No, it's not.
T: Use probably.

V2: It's probably 7 o'clock.
P2: /showing clock/

Yes, it is. It's 7 o'clock.

Have the pupil who guesses correctly
set the clock for the next picture a
new Wink holds up. Continue the activ-
ity, using each of the three puppet
pictures from Lessom 128 several
times. Have pupils set the clock at
different times for each activity.

2. IT'S IMPORTANT TO HIM
Tape up the classroom pictures from
Lesson 126 and identify John and Jose
in each. Then ask a volunteer to tell
you something about John and cue the
words to use. After the reply, ask
another volunteer why.

T: /pointing to pictures/
Tell me something about John.
Use important to John.

P1: Sometimes it's important to John
(to talk a lot).

T: Why is it important?
P2: It's important to (share what

we know).

Continue, using Jose for John. Repeat
the activity several times saying,
"Tell me something else about (John)."

3. EASY OR HARD TO FIND OUT?
On a desk in front of the room, place
two shoe boxes, one open and the other
one closed. Secretly have a pupil put
a big crayon in the closed box and a
pencil in the open one. Point to the
closed box and ask if it is easy or
hard to find out what is in it. Have

Wink cue a volunteer's reply. Then
tell him to try to find out by lifting
and shaking the box. Have him guess,

look inside, then tell the class what
it is.

T: /pointing to closed box/
Is it easy or hard for you to
find out what's in the box?

W: Use hard for me to...
Vl: It's hard for me to find out.
T: Try to find out.

Vl: /after shaking and lifting it/

It's probably big. It's probably
a big pencil.
/after looking/
It's a big crayon.

Continue, using the open box and having
Wink cue with easy instead of hard.
Repeat the activity placing di17-6--ent
single objects in each of the boxes.
In the closed box, place objects which
rattle, such as a pencil, paper clip,
or marble, and objects which do not
rattle, such as paper, or a small
book. Place any variety of small ob-
jects in the open box.

MAKE -OFF PROGRESS C4ECK
*Have pupils put on a play about "the
children who like to talk a lot" and
"the children who like to be quiet".
Have groups role play the talking and
the quiet children. As they are doing
so, have them give reasons why they
like to talk or to be quiet, using the
language from Lessons 126-129. As they

do so, list the reasons on the board.
Help the class group similar reasons,
discussing them.

*During art time, have groups of pupils
make sad and happy men, using clay,
buttons, and toothpicks. Ask various
pupils, "Does your man look happy or
sad?" and "How do you think he feels?"
Let them make up stories about the men.
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RECORD SHEET - LESSON 130

Following is a list of the main structures checked in Lesson 130. As each pupil
responds to an item, place a mark indicating whether he uses a Standard or Non-
Standard form, Compute the percentage of times the Standard form was used by
dividing the number of Standard form uses by the total number of times the
structure was used, and multiplying by 100. This is the percent of successfully
manipulated structures. For example:

Structure

What time
is it?

Standard Non-Standard Total Percentaoe

7711. Thti- 15 10/15x100=61%

For this structure there were fifteen responses, 67% of these were in Standard
form.

STRUCTURE STANDARD NON-STANDARD TOTAL
PERCENTAGE
STANDARD

1.

2.

3.

What time is it?

It's probably (7)
o'clock.

._

It's important to (John)
to (talk a lot).

It's (hard) for me to
find out.

It's probably (big).

_

It's probably (a pen).
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UNIT 14 OVERVIEW

The first grade child is very much
aware of learning situations. He wants
to learn to read, print, etc. at school and to
ride a bike, help with tasks, etc. at home. In order to
become aware of what, how, why and with whom he learns how to
do things, the Spanish-speaking child needs to understand and use ques-/
tione and statements in English that help him discuss different learning situations.

LINGUISTIC FOCUS

Unit Fourteen contains questions and answers providing the pupils with practice in:

USING INTERROGATIVES WITH
TO + VERB AS COMPLEMENTS

USING TO PHRASES AS OBJECTS
AND AS SUBJECT COMPLEMENTS

USING -ING FORMS AS SUB-
JECTS AWD AS OBJECTS

USING BY AND -ING FORMS
TO MICATE MEANS

USING IN AND AT IN
EXPRESSIONS-UF TIME

USING IN ORDER TO TO
INDICATE PURPOSE

CONCEPTUAL FOCUS

Unit Fourteen contains activities which are basically designed to help the first

grade child with the following:

OBSERVING THAT A DAY HAS
A MORNING, NOON, AFTER-
NOON, AND NIGHT

IDENTIFYING THE DAYS GF
THE WEEK BY NAME AND
ORDINAL POSITION

CONSTRUCTING A CALENDAR

COMPUTING SUMS AND DIFFER-
ENCES OF 11 AND 12

TELLING AND WRITING TIME
AT THE HALF-HOUR

OBSERVING THE USE OF COUNT-
ING TO MEASURE SHORT AND
LONG TIME INTERVALS

DEMONSTRATING AND CONSTRUCT-
ING AN ADDITION FACTS
TABLE

IDENTIFYING AND GROUPING
LEARNING SKILLS AS BE-
ING HARD OR EASY
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IDENTIFYING AND DEMON-
STRATING TEACHING
SITUATIONS AT HOME

AND AT SCHOOL

IDENTIFYING LEARNING
THROUGH INSIDE/OUT-
SIDE MOTIVATION

IDENTIFYING WAYS OF
LEARNING AND PEOPLE
WHO TEACH US

IDENTIFYING PLACES FOR
GATHERING INFORMATION
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SPANISH SUPPORT ACTIVITIES

CONCEPTUAL FOCUS: designed to be introduced in Spanish:
Identifying learning and teaching situations
Telling, writing and setting a clock to the hour and half hour
Using counting to measure time and observing that it must be regular to be fair
Observing that we can use counting tc measure short periods of time
Identifying a day as having a morning, an afternoon, and a night
Identifying a week as having seven days
Identifying learning through inner/outside motivation
Determining how many days are before, after, or between two points on a calendar

Laming
Activity 1:
Activity 2:

Activity 3:
Activity 4:

Use a real clock.
Use the three accompanying pictures, of a morning, afternoon and

night, and chalk.
Use the two accompanying cloak pictures and chalk.
Prepare name cards for each day of the week for a month, and a calen-

dar month outline; use tape and pen.

1. ENSE&ANZA Y APRENDIZAJE (to accompany lesson 131)

Muestre el reloj. Coloque sus maneci-
llas dando las cuatro. Escriba en la
pizarra 4:00. Diga que los ceros in-
dican que no hay minutos. Mueva las
manecillas. Haga ver como el minutero
se aparta del 12 y se acerca al 6, y
como el horario se va acercando al 5
poco a poco. Escriba 4:30. Invite a
algunos niftos a colocar las manecillas
del reloj dando la hora y la media hora.
Pida a la chase leer la hors. Cuente
con los niftos hasta 10 una vez repido y
otra despacio. Pregunte cuel peri6do
de tiempo fue Dies largo. Gufelos a ver
que cuando se usa el conteo como medida
de tiempo Este debe ser regular para
que sea justo.

2. LOS DIAS DE LA SEMANA

TEACHING AND LEARNING

Show the clock and set it at four.
Write 4:00 on the board. Say that the
zeroes mean that there are no minutes.
Move the hands. Guide the pupils to
observe how the minute hand moves from
the 14-: to the 6 and how the hour hand
moves toward the 5 little by little.
Write 4:30 on the chalkboard. Have
some pupils set the hands of the clock
at the hour and the half hour. Have
the class read the time. Count to
ten with the pupils once quickly and
once slowly. Ask which time period was
longer. Guide the pupils to observe
that when counting is used as a measure
of time, it should be regular to be
fair.

(to accompany lesson 132) THE DAYS OF THE WEEK

Pregunte a la clase si ellos saben
cuintos y cueles son los dfas de la se-
mana. N6mbrelos en orden y escrfbalos
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Ask the class if they know how many
days of the week there are and what
they are. Name them in order and write



en la pizarra. Muestre las laminas e
identifiquelas. Pregunte a los niRos

si ellos saben cuando comienza la maha-
na. Repita con tarde y noche. Guie la
clase a identificar el dia como una.
unidad de tiempo que tiene tres peri6-
dos: mahana, desde que comienza a sa-
lir el sol hasta el mediodia, tarde
desde el mediodia hasta que comienza a
oscurecer y noche cuando ester oscuro.
Interrogue a los niftos scbre 10 que ha-
cen en esos periOdos. Pregunte cam
aprendieron esas cosas. Gulelos a ver
que hay muchas situaciones en las cua-
les aprendemos observando.

them cn the board. Show the pictures
and identify them. Ask the pupils if
tiey know when morning begins. Repeat
with afternoon and night. Guide the
class to define a day as a unit of time
having three periods: morning, from
sunrise until noon; afternoon, from
noon until it starts to get dark; and
night, when it is dark. Question the
pupils about what they do during these
periods and ask how they learned to do
those things. Guide them to understand
that there are many situations in which
we learn by observing.

3. LCOMO APRENDEMOS? (to accompany lesson 133)

Muestre la lamina 1 que acompafia la
lecciOn. Pregunte que hace la maestra.
Interrogue a la clase sobre la actitud
de los niRos. Muestre la lfimina 2.
Pregunte que hace el niho. Guielos me-
diante preguntas a observar que los ni-
Ros de la primcr lfimina estgn apren-
difindo porque la maestra les ester ense-
Rando, pero que el nifto de la segunda
aprende tambien porque ester interesado
en lo que ester estudiando. Invite los
niRos a contar algunas cosas que ellos
hayan eprendido por curiosidad. Pre-
gunte por los dias de la semana. Es-
crfbalos en la pizarra y numerelos.
Identifiquelos como el primer, segundo,
etc. dias de la semana.

HOW DO WE LEARN?

Show Picture 1 which accompanies this
lesson. Ask what the teacher is doing.
Question the class on the pupils' atti-
tude. Show Picture 2 and ask what the
pupil is doing. Guide the class
through questions to observe that the
pupils in the first picture are learn-
ing because the teacher is teaching
them, but that the pupil in the second
is also learning because he is inter-
ested in what he is studying. Have
the pupils name some things which they
have learned through curiosity. Ask
for the days of the week. Write them
on the board and number them. Identify
them as the first, second, etc. day of
the week.

CURIOSOS (to accompany lesson 134)

Pregunte a los niRos si ellos hen visi-
tado alguna vez una biblioteca, un mu-
seo o un zoolOgico. InterrOguelos para
saber clue motivos creen ellos que los
llevarian a escoger esos lugares.

Guifilos para obtener respuestas como,
para aprender, para conocer, etc. Ayfi-

delos a concluir que muchas veces
aprendemos porque somos curiosos. Pre-
gunte como aprendieron los dias de la
semana. Invite los nifios a colocar las
tarjetas con los rombres de los dias de
la semana en el esquema del mes. Lea-
los con ellos y nfimerelos. Pregunte
cufintos dias hay entre lunes y viernes.
Repita con otros ejemplos.

LET'S 'BE CURIOUS

Ask the pupils if they have ever vis-
iteu a library, a museum or a zoo.
Question them to find out why they
think they might go to those places.
Guide them to give answers like to
learn, to get to know etc. Help them
to conclude that we often learn because
we are curious. Ask how they learned
the days of the week. Invite the pu-
pils to tape the days of the week
cards in order on the calendar month
drawing. Read them with the class
and number them. Ask how many days
there are between Monday and Friday.
Repeat with other examples.
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Review

What time is it?
It's ( ).

BecausT( ).

LINGUISTIC FOCUS Introduce

(We) luarned to (tell time).
Who taught (you) to (tell time)?
(You) taught (us) to (tell time).

half-past; (six)-thirty
taught, set

learn, tell, write, read, count
time, clock, o'clock, fair

LINGUISTIC COMMENTARY

Typical language problems are: loss of it
or is in It's (seven) o'clock; addition a
to, as in Sight to us to () for taught
us ( ); substitution o "pass"pass" for
Past, "teachee for taught, and "more fast"
or more faster" for Taster.

Review CONCEPTUAL FOCUS Introduce

Telling and writing the time at Telling and writing the time at the
the hour half-hour

Identifying and demonstrating learning
and teaching situations

Observing the use of counting to
measure time intervals

Observing that counting must be re-
gular to be fair

Observing that counting is not a good
way to measure long time intervals

CONCEPTUAL COMENTAW:

A typical conceptual problem is: difficulty
understanding that time intervals can be
measured by counting.

MATERIALS

Activity 1: Use a toy clock, chalk, and Blink.
Activity 2: Use a desk, a chair, chalk, and Blink.
Activity 3: Use a toy clock, chalk, and Blink and Wink.
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1. HALF-HOURS
Display the toy clock. Set the clock
5to the hour and ask the class what

both 13(171:(111!Xme(7rjhcloiCrrd11iting

Then set the clock to the half-hour.
having Blink

model the response. Add this time to
Atghaein

ask what

T: What time is it?
C: It's (seven) o'clock.
T: /moving clock/

What time is it?
B: It's (seven)-thirty.
C: It's (seven)-thirty.

Continue through several hours and
half-hours, having pupils write the
time on the board. Have volunteers
move the clock and ask what time it
is. Then explain that another way to
say Iseven)- thirty is Liplf:past (sev-
en.. Write and read half past on the
board and have a pupil add the numer-
al. Then have volunteers name a time,
and write it on the board while 3thers
set the toy clock to the appropriate
time. Then ask the class what they
learned and who taught them. Have
Blink guide the response.

T: What did you learn?
B&C: We learned to tell time.

T: Who taught you to tell time?
B&C: You taught us to tell time.

Continue the dialog asking What else
didyou learn? having BlinkEaMir
responses using write the time, set
the clock, and read the clock.

2. HOW MUCH IT

Choose two volunteers and explain to
the class that you are going to find
nut which can hop faster. Have one,
then the other start at the door, hop
to your desk, and sit in your chair.
As the first one hops, count very
slowly and evenly. Write the total
on the board. When the second one
hops, count very quickly putting that
number on the board tuo. Then say
the second pupil took longer. Ask if
that was fair, and why not. Have
Blink help the class respond it wasn't
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fair because you counted faster for
one than for the other.

T: /after saying V2 was faster/
Was that fair?

B&C: No, that wasn't fair.
T: Why do you think it wasn't?

B&C: Because you counted faster for
(Joe) than for (Al).

Repeat with new volunteers this time
counting the same both times. Repeat
the dialog, saying it was fair because
you counted the same for both. Ask
the class what would happen if they
tried to measure recess by counting.
Explain that we would probably get
tired, forget the number, or count
sometimes fast and sometimes slow.

3. TEACHING WINK
Tell the class that while they and
Blink learned to tell time Wink wasn't
there. Wink wants to learn and they
can help by teaching her. Divide the
class in two groups and have a pupil
pretend to be Wink. Give the toy

clock to Group 1, and have a member
set it to the hour or half-hour, while
the whole group asks Wink the time.
Have Group 2 model the time for Wink.

Cl: /after member sets toy clock/
What time is it?

G2: It's (four)-thirty.
W: It's (four)-thirty.

Continue with other volunteers as Wink
Have the groups alternate teaching
Wink how to set the clock and write
the time. Then have Group 2 ask Group
1 what Wink learned and who taught her
Have Blink guide the responses if nec-
essary, using the cues from Activity 1

G2: What did Wink learn?
B&Gl: She learned to (tell time).

G2: Who taught Wink to (tell time)?
B&Gl: We taught her to (tell time).

Repeat the second dialog asking Wink
the questions.

TAKE-OFF IDEAS
Ilar ng recess have pupils time actions
of others by counting.

LESSON 131



L FOCUS Introduce

Observing that a day has a morning,
noon, afternoon, and night

Identifying Sunday and Monday as the
first and second days of the week

Constructing a calendar with Sunday
and Monday on it

Identifying learning through outside
motivation

MICHIGAN

MIGRANT

PROGRAM

INTERDISCIPLINARY

ORAL LANGUAGE LESSON 132

Review LINGUISTIC

What (does) (Wink) (do) ( )?
Sometimes (Wink) ( ).

We learned ( ).

first, second
show, put, learn
where; sometimes

FOCUS Introduce

Who showed (you) where to put (Sunday)
on the calendar?

(Wink) showed (us) where to put ( ).

in the (morning/afternoon)
at (noon/night)
Sunday, Monday, calendar, week

LINGUISTIC COMMENTARY

Typical language problems are: addition of
to as in Who showed to Paul for Who showed
Paul; loss of final s on sometimes; confu-
sion of in, on, and at with parts of the
day; loss of stress on last syllable of
afternoon.

Review CONCEPTUA

Identifying learning and teaching
situations

CONCEPTUAL COMMENTARY

A typical conceptual problem is: difficulty
understanding the relationship between the
sun and moon, and the times of day.

MATERIALS

Activity 1: Use the getting-up picture of Wink and Blink from Lesson 128, the
accompanying moon and 5 sun pictures, tape, chek, and Blink.

Activity 2: Prepare :.4 tags witb Sunday printed on them, and 4 with Monday;
use chalk, and Wink.

Attivity 3: Use the 6 sun and, moon pictures from Activity 1, the chalked
calendar from Activity 2, and Blink.
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1. MORNIUG, NOON, AND NIGHT
Display the sun and moon pictures in
order. Show the getting-up picture
of Wink and Blink from Lesson 128.
Tape the picture on the board, uhder
the morning suns. Explain that it
is morning and Wink and Blink get up
in the morning. Guide pupils to name
things they do in the morning. Draw
quick sketches labeled with the vol-
unteers' names on the board, Point

to the noontime sun explaining that
another name for 12 o'clock is noon,
and that very often people eat lunch
at noon. Show the afternoon and night
pictures, and repeat as with the morn-
ing picture. Then point to Wink in
the morning picture. Ask what Wink
does in the morning. Have Blink guide
the reply if necessary.

T: /pointing to Wink in morning/
What does Wink do in the morning?

C: /with Blink's help if needed/
She gets up in the morning.

Continue having volunteers point to an
activity and name label and ask what
the person named does at that time of
day. Have Blink guide groups then in-
dividuals to respond, using sometimes
in the answer.

2. SUNDAY AND MONDAY
Have on hand the prepared day labels.
Explain to thz class that a day has a
morning, afternoon, and night and
that a week is a period of time hav-
ing seven days. Draw calendar squares
on the board, leaving them unlabeled.
Explain that to count the days we use
a calendar. Introduce Sunday and Mon-
day, as the first and second days of
the week. Write the names or the
board and read them with the class.
Give the day labels to two volunteers.
Divide the class in two groups. Have
Group 1 hide their eyes while Wink
shows the volunteers where to tape Sun-
day on the chalked calendar. Help
Group 1 question Group 2 about who
showed the volunteers where Sunday
goes, and what day of the week it is.

T&Gl: Who showed (Paul) where to
put Sunday on the calendar?

Wink showed (Paul) where to
put Sunday.

T&Gl: Is Sunday the first or second
day of the week?

G2: It's the first day of the
week.

Continue with Monday. Repeat the
activity having pupils show where the
names go while alternating groups hide
their eyes. Vary the activity by hav-
ing all but the "helper" pupil clap
after the question to cue the answer-
ing groups' reply.

3. PAIRING OFF TO QUESTION
Explain that Blink missed part of the
lesson and would like to be sure he
knows what happened. Quickly review
the location of the sun in the morn-
ing, at noon, and in the afternoon
using the sun pictures from Activity
1. Also review the location of Sun-
day and Monday on the calendar. Ten
have slink question the class about
what they learned and who taught them.
Guide the responses if necessary.

B: What did you learn about Sunday?
C: We learned where to put Sunday on

the calendar.
8: Who showed you where to put Sun-

day?
C: Wink showed us where to put it.

Repeat having Blink ask about Monday.
Then have Blink question pairs of pu-
pils asking one what the other does
at a particular time of day. Have
the pupil asked about be the one to
cue the questioned pupil.

B: /to Pupil 1 about Pupil 2/
What does (Alice) do (in the
morning)?

P2: /whispering to Pupil 1/
Sometimes I (go to school).

Continue asking Pupil 2 about Pupil 1

ana then having the first pair of pu-
pils question members of another pair.

TAKE-OFF IDEAS
Viiip the class make their own calen-
dars for the month, adding days and
dates one by one as each day passes.
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Review

(Her brother) taught (her).
What day is this?
It's ).

What day comes (before/after) ( )

LINGUISTIC FOCUS Introduce

tell, make, fix, read, try, taught
first, second, third, fourth, fifth
calendar, week, bicycle, time, lunch,
Sunday, Monday; before, after

What did (Wink) want to learn how to
do?

(She) wanted to learn how to ( ).

Now did (she) learn?
(She) learned by (try)ing.

sing, jump, practice
song, rope
Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday

LINGUISTIC COMMENTARY

Typical language problems are: loss of did
and substitution of past form of verbs in
questions, as in How she jumped?; substitution
of "limp" or "yomp" for jump: and of /k/ for
/g/ in sing and song.

Review CONCEPTUAL FOCUS Introduce

Identifying Sunday, and Monday as the
first and second days in the week

Constructing a calendar with Sunday
and Monday on it

Identifying learning through inner
motivation

Identifying Tuesday, Wednesday, and
Thursday as the third, fourth, and
fifth days of the week

Constructing a calendar with Tuesday,
Wednesday, and Thursday on it

Determining how many days in the week
are before another day

CONCEPTUAL COMMENTARY

A typical conceptual problem is: difficulty
ordering the days of the week.

MATERIALS

Activity 1: Use the accompanying cutouts of jumping rope, telling time, making
lunch, fixing a bicycle, sinning a song, tnd reading a calendar,
Blink and Wink.

Activity 2: Prepare day-name cards saying Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday; use the
Sunday and Monday name cards from Lesson 132. chilF7571-ir Blink.

Activity 3: Use any 5 cutouts from Activity 1, chalk, tape, Wink and Blink.
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THAT DID HE LEAWT
Display the accompanying cutouts and
identify the activities in each. Di-

vide the class into two groups. Guide
Group 1 to ask Group 2 what fink want-
ed to learn how to do. Have Blink
guide Group 2's response using the cut-
out fink chooses as a cue. Then help
Group 1 ask how Wink learned while
Wink cues the response by whispering
By trying, By practicing, or the name
of the "person" who taught her.

T&Gl: What did fink want to learn
how to do?

B&G2: /after Wink chooses cutout/
She wanted to learn how to
(jump rope).

T1G1: How did she learn?
W: /whispering/

(y brother).
B &G2: Her brother) taught her.

Continue having Group 2 question Group
1 while volunteers choose other cut-
outs. Use tell time, make lunch, fix
a bicycle, sing a song, and read the

edar, in the first response.

2. ORDER IN THE WEEK
Chalk up a calendar using Plonday and
Tuesday signs from Lesson 132. Have on
hand the prepared Tuesday, Wednesday,
and Thursday labels. Review _Sunday and
Monday with the class and introduce
Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday as the
third, fourth, and fifth days of the
week. Add the new days to the calendar
asking what day each is and its place
in the week. Have Blink guide the re-
sponses.

T: What day is this?
B&C: Its (Tuesday).

T: fhat day in the week is it?
B &C: It's the (third) day in the

week.

Then pass out the day-name cards.
Divide the class in two groups and
have a pupil with a day-name card come
up front. Help Group 1 ask Group 2
questions to order the other pupils
with day-name cards around the first
pupil. Use Blink to help Group 2 re-
spond if necessary.

T&Gl: /after pupil with Monday card
goes to front/
What day comes before Monday?

UG2: Sunday comes before Monday.
T8G1: What's the (third) day in the

wee..
B&G2: The (third) day in the week is

(Tuesday).

Redistribute the day-name cards and
repeat having Group 2 be questioners.

3. DAILY LEARNING
Draw a calendar on the chalkboard
labeling Tuesday. Have on hand five
cutouts from Activity 1. Explain to
the class that Blink wants to make a
record of things he has learned and
on what days. !!ink will help him.

Divide the class into two groups.
Have a volunteer be Blink. Point to
the Sunday square and have Group 1
ask 1croup 72 what day in the week it

is, and then what Blink learned. Have

fink cue the response by holding up
one of the cutouts. As each day is
named print the name on the calendar
and tape the cutout Wink holds up in
the square below. Then have the class
question Blink as to how he learned.

Cl: What day in the week is that?
G2: It's the first day in the week.
Gi : What did Blink learn how tri do?
G2: /as Wink holds up cutout/

He learned how to (make lunch).
C: /to pupil Blink/

How did you learn?
B: I learned by trying.

Continue having Group 2 question Group
1. Vary the activity by using the
question What day comes (before/after)
(Wednesday)? Then ask how many days
in the week come before each day,
through Thursday. Have Blink help the
class co-Mit-WO-respond.

T: How many days in the week come
before (Monday)?

C&B: /counting/
One day comes before (Monday).

TAKE-OFF IDEAS
*Help pupils keep track of the number
of days between two school events.
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Review LINGUISTIC FOCUS Introduce

What did (he) (find out)? (He) found out who to (ask).
What day ( )? (He) found out what to (write).

who, what
find/found out, write, ask
before, after; first through seventh
day; Sunday through Thursday

see/saw, fly/flew
Friday, Saturday, kite
next; about

LINGUISTIC COMMENTARY

Typical language problems are: addition of
to, as in He asked to the bogs; loss of out
in find/found out; substitution of "seed` for
saw and 'died" for flew; simplification of
final consonant clusters, as "nex" for next
and "six" for sixth.

Review CONCEPTUAL FOCUS Introduce

Identifying the dad's of the week by
name and number

Constructing a calendar with Sunday
through Thursday on it

Identifying learning through outside

motivation
Identifying Friday and Saturday as the
sixth and seventh days of the week

Constructing a calendar with Friday
and Saturday on it

Expanding the calendar to include two
weeks

Numbering the days of the calendar

CONCEPTUAL COMMENTARY

A typical conceptual problem is: difficulty
understanding that the calendar is organized
around weeks which are organized around days.

MATERIALS

Activity 1: Use the accompanying three kite pictures, and Blink.
Activity 2: Use chalk and Blink.
Activity 3: Use chalk and Wink.
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1. GO FLY A KITE
Show the accompanying pictures and ask
the class questions about the story
they see, finally asking what the boy
found out. Have Blink guide responses
as necessary.

T: /pointing to Picture If
What did he see?

B&C: He saw the boys flying kites.
T: /pointing to Picture 2/

What did he do?
B&C: He asked the boys about the

kites.

T: /pointing to Picture 3/
Then what did he do?

B&C: He flew a kite himself.
T: What did he find out?

B&C: He found out what to do.

Divide the class into three groups.
Have one group pantomime the pictured
story while the remaining groups ques-
tion each other about what happens.
Then have other groups pantomime dif-
ferent situations such as jumping rope
or roller skating. Vary the dialog by
asking What did he find out? after the
pupil pantomimes watching the others.
Have Blink guide the response He found
out who to ask.

2. A WHOLE WEEK
Chalk a calendar on the board writing
in Sunday through Thursday. Identify
with the class the number of each day.
Then point to the Friday square and
ask what day in the week it is. Have
Blink guide the responses if needed.

T: /after identifying first-fifth
days, pointing to Friday square/
What day in the week is this?

DU: It's the sixth day.

Repeat pointing to the Saturday square.
Name the day as Saturday and print the
name on the calendar. Point to Satur-
Alt, ask what day it is and what day
comes next. Have Blink guide the re-
sponses if necessary.

T: /pointing to Saturday/
What day in the week is this?

B&C: It's the seventh day.
T: What day comes next?

B&C: Sunday comes next.

Explain that we keep track of many
days by numbering them on the cal-
endar and that the number of the first
day is one. Ask, "What is the number
of the next day?"

T: /after labeling first day 1/
What is the number of the next
day?

C: The number of the next day is two.

Then have volunteers come up and ask
the class the question until fourteen
days are numbered. Explain that we
number the days of the week on tha
calendar and the fourteen numbered
days represent two weeks.

3. GUESS WHICH DAY
Chalk a weekTTEirEndar on the board
putting in the days. Divide the class

into two groups. Arrange them so that

they face each other, with Group 1
having its back to the board. Choose
a volunteer from Group 2 to erase one
cf the days and explain that Grcup 1
will try to figure out which day needs
to be written in. Use Wink to cue

Group l's questions, using comes be-
fore, comes after, or comes next as

cues. When the missing day is dis-
covered, have Group 1 ask what they
found out. Guide Group 2's response.
Then have a volunteer write the miss-
ing day name on the calendar.

W: Comes before.
W&Gl: What day comes before it?
T&G2: (Wednesday) comes before it.
W&Gl: It's (Thursday).

What did we find out?
T&G2: You found out what to write.

Continue changing groups having Wink
use day in the week to cue the ques-
tion What day in the week is it?

TAKE-0Fr IDEAS
*Help the class sing and pantomime
"This is the way we wash our clothes,
etc." 0 the tune of "Here We Go
'Round the Mulberry Bush". After they

are familiar with the song help them
make 0 their own verses for each day.
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LINGUISTIC FOCUS - REVIEW

Using to + verb and how with to + verb as complements
Using la and an -inq form to indicate means
Using in and at in expressions of time

CONCEPTUAL FOCUS - REVIEW

Identifying and demonstrating learning and teaching situations
Identifying Sunday, Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, and Saturday
as the first, second, third, fourth, fifth, sixth, and seventh days of the
week

Constructing a calendar with all the days of the week on it
Identifying learning through inner motivation
Expanding the calendar to include two weeks
Telling time at the hour and half hour

MATERIALS

Activity 1: Use the accompanying picture of_Amy Anteater, the day names
from Lessons 132-133, and chalk.

Activity 2: Use the pictures from Lessun 133, Activity 1, a blindfold, and
Blink.

Activity 3: Use the morning, afternoon, and night pictures from the Spanish
Support Activity for Lesson 132, and chalk.
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1. AMY AND THE CALENDAR MAKERS
Introduce Wink's friend, Amy Anteater.
Explain that Amy does not understand
calendars too well. Have the class
help Amy by constructing a two-week
calendar for her. On a table, display
the day names. On the board, chalk
calendar squares. Guide volunteers to
construct the calendar. Question the
volunteers and the class about what
they are doing.

T: /after V1 tapes (Sunday) 4.0 board/
What day in the week .s this?

C: It's the (first) Jay. It's
(Sunday).

T: /after V1 tapes (1) in square/
What day comes next?

72: (Monday) comes next.

Continue asking questions about before
and afte. days. Continue, guiding vol
unteers to ask questions of other pu-
pils. Next, guide the class to tEll
what Amy found out and who taught her.

T: What did Amy want to learn to do?
C: She wanted to learn to read the

calendar.
T: Who showed her how to read the

calendar?
C: We showed her.

2. BLINDFOLDED QUESTIONS
Distribute the pictures from Lesson
133, Activity 1 to pupils around the
room. Have them pretend that the cut-
outs show things that they wanted to
learn how to do and that they learned
how to do. Arrange the picture-pupils
in a circle. Blindfold Blink. Have
Blink touch a pupil. As the pupil
shows his cutout, have Blink ask him
questions to find out what he wanted
to learn, how he learned it and who
taught him. Have the class repeat
each question.

B&C: /B touches a picture-pupil/
What did you want to learn
how to do?

P1: I wanted to learn how to
tell time.

B &C: How did you learn?
P1: I learned by practicing.
!AC: Who taught you to tell time?

P1: The teacher taught me.

Continue asking ()tier pupils questions.

3. WHO KNOWS WHERE THE TIME GOES
Draw a clock face with numerals on the
board. Give pupils the picture of
morning, afternoon, and night. Explain
that you would like to know what the
class does at different times of the
day. Start with the morning. Draw a
time on the clock, have the appropriate
picture-pupil stand. Ask the class
what time it is then guide the picture-
pupil to ask another pupil what he does
at that time of the day.

T: What time is it?
C: (8 o'clock) (in the morning).

P1: /asking another pupil/
What do you do (in the morning)?

P2: I (get up) (in the morning).

Continue with other times. Repeat,
guiding pupils to draw the time at
the hour and half-hour and re-dis-
tribute the pictures to other pupils.

SUGGESTE[ FIELD fEE7
Arrange lo take the class on a day
long trip to a nearby lake where there
is a lifeguard. Arrange for box
lunches for the class. Note the time
you leave, arrive at the lake, time
spent in activities, lunch, and return
trip. While there, have pupils find
out about what the lifeguard does and
question other people about the ser-
vices provided at the lake's facilities.
During the next class period, guide the
pupils to question one another about ,

what they found out while they were at
the lake, using language from Lessor,c
131-134. Also, have them recall what
they did in the morning, noon, and
afternoon. Write the times some of
these things were done, for example,
the time they ate lunch. Have the pu-
pils identify the times. Then ask them
which activities seemed to take a long
time and which did not take a long time.
Conclude the activity by having the
pupils recall other things that they
have learned and how they learned them.
Guide them to make groups of things
they have learned by who taught them.
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BASIC CONCEPTUAL FOCUS: designed to be introduced in Spanish:
Identifying things learned at home and school
Constructing addition facts tables for sums of 11 and 12
Identifying teachers
Computing sums of 11 and 12
Describing things as easy or hard to learn
Identifying observing and reading as ways of finding out things

Activity 1: Use the baby pictures from English Lesson 136 and chalk.
Activity 2: Use 12 small books, 2 boxes, 1 table and chalk.
Activity 3: Use the tire and tractor pictures from English Lesson 136, the 2

accompanying pictures of a boy learning to milk a cow, and chalk.
Activity 4: Use chalk.

1. APRENDIENDO EN.CASA (to accompany lesson 136)

Muestre la Amina del nifto. Interrogue
a la clase sobre lo que hace. Pregun-
te dOnde aprende el nifio a gatear, ca-
minar, hablar y jugar, y quien se lo
ensefia. Invite a los nifios a contar
algunas experiencias de aprendizaje
que ellos hayen tenido en sus casas.
Haga una marca en la pizarra por cada
una. Cuente 11 de ellas. Dibuje una
linea numerica. Tache la primer marca
y escriba 1+10=11. Representelo en la
if nea.

1+10=11.
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

Repita con los otros nfimeros hasta ob-
tener 0+11=11.

LEARNING AT HOME

Show the baby pictures. Question the
class about what he is doing. Ask
where a child learns to crawl, to walk,
to talk and to play, and who teaches
him. Have the pupils relate some learn-
ing experiences which they have had at
home. Maka a chalk mark on the board
for each on,?. Count 11 of them. Draw
a number line. Cross off the first
mark and write 1+10=11. Show it on the
number line.

1+10=11.

*0 1 2 -3 4-5-61-8-9-10 11
Repeat with other numbers until reach-
ing 0+11=11.

LOS LIBROS NOS ENSERAN '(to accompany lesson 137)

Coloque sobre una mesa dos casas va-
cias. Cuente 12 libros y p6ngalos den-
tro de una caja. Pregunte cantos 11-
bros hay en cada,una. Escriba en la
pizarra 12+0=12. Tome un libro de la
primera caja y p6ngalo en la segunda.
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BOOKS TEACH US

Put two empty boxes on a table. Count
12 books and put them inside one of the
boxes. Ask how many books there are in
each box. Write 12+0=12 on the board.
Take one book from the first box and
put it in the second. Count the books



Cuente con los nifios los libros. Es-

criba 11+1=12. Repita hasta obtener
0+12=12. Pregunte a los nifios si a
ellos les gustan los libros y por que.
Gule las respuestas pare obtener "Por-
que en ellos aprendemos mucho." Llame
la atenci6n sobre los libros de traba-
Jo. Relacitinelos con el aprendizaje en
la escuela. Pregunte que otras cosas
aprenden en ells. Guie las respuestas
para obtener leer, escribir, ,iugar con
los compafieros, etc.

with the pupils. Write 11+1=12. Re-
peat until reaching 04-12=12. Ask the
pupils if they like books and why.
Guide them in answering,"Because we
learn much from them." Call their at-
tention to their workbooks. Relate
them to learning in school. Ask what
other things they learn in school.
Guide them to use reading, writing,
playing with their classmates, etc.

3. MAESTROS (to accompany lesson 138)

Muestre la lamina 1. Comente su con-
tenido. Pregunte que hace el nino.
Guie la clase a responder "Estg obser-
vando." Repita con las lgminas 2 y 3.
Muestre la lamina 4. Pregunte que hace
el nifio. Despues de la respuesta in-
terrogue la clase para saber si ellos
saben c6mo aprendi6 el nifio a ordefiar
la vaca. Guie a la clase a observer
como tambien aprendemos mirando a los
mayores. Invftelos a nombrar otras
personas que les hayan ensefiado algo y
que les han ensefiado. Dibuje 5 nifios
en la pizarra. Cugntelos y escriba
5+. Dibuje 6 mils y escriba 6=. Invite
a la .lase a contar los nifios y escriba
11. Repita con sumas de 11 y 12.

TEACHERS

Show picture 1 and comment on its con-
tent. Ask what the boy is doing.
Guide the class to answer,"He's observ-
ing.' Repeat with pictures 2 and 3.
Show picture 4. Ask what the boy is
doing. After they answer, question the
class to find out if they know how the
boy learned to milk the cow. Guide the
class to observe how we also learn by
watching older people. Invite them to
name other individuals who have taught
them something and what ther have taught
them. Draw 5 children on tie board.
Count them and write 2. Draw 6 more
and write 6=. Have the class count the
children and write 11. Repeat adding
sums of 11 and 12.

h. FACIL Y DIFICIL (to accompany lesson 139)

Dibuje una llnea numerica en la piza-
rra. Escriba 11-7=0. Resuelva la
ecuacion primero en la linea numerica.
Dibuje las flechas correspondientes.

/'-- Re-
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

pita con otros ejemplos de sumas y res-
tas de 11 y 12. Llame algunos nifios
voluntarios a resolverlos. InterrOgue-
los para saber si todos entendieron.
Guielos a identificar algunos temas
coma faciles o diffciles de aprender.
Pfdales nombrar algunas otras cosas fa-
ciles de aprender. AmOtelas en la pi-
zarra. Repita lo mdsmo con diffcil.
Gule los nifios a observar que hay al-
gunas cosas que al mdsmo tiempo son fa-
ciles de aprender para algunos y diff-
ciles para otros.

EASY AND HARD

Draw a number line on the board. Write
11 -7= G. Solve the equation first on
the number line. Draw the correspond-
ing arrows.

. Repeat
171171116 7 8 9 10 11 12

adding and subtracting witli eivations
of 11 and 12. Have some vol'mteers
solve them. Question the pupils to
find out if they all understood. Guide
them in naming some things which are
hard or easy to learn. Ask them to
name some other things which are easy
to learn. Write them on the board. Do
the same with hard. Guide the pupils
in observing that there are some things
which are easy for some people to learn
and at the'same time hard for others.
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Review LINGUISTIC FOCUS

We learn how to ( ).

Why do we learn 6( )?

We can find out ( ):-

walk, play, talk, wash, get, want,
tell, have, keep, drive, learn

hand, toy, place, people, fun,
others

our; to, how to; also; 1-11

Introduce

We (learn to ) in order to ( ).

crawl, brush, change
teeth, face, tractor, tire, bag
in order to; another
healthy

LINGUISTIC COMMENTARY

Typical language problems are: substitution
of the "ch" sound for the ash" sound, as in
"hruch" for brush, "wash" for wash, "chainch"
for than e; substitution of "tees" or "teet'
for teet .

Review CONCEPTUAL FOCUS

Identifying obsirvIng as a means of
gathering information

Computing sums of 11

Introdute

Identifying things learned at home as
a baby and as an older child

Grouping pictures of things learned
at home and labeling the groups

Identifying a reason for learning a
skill

CONCEPTUAL COMMENTARY

Typical conceptual problems are: difficulty
recalling that things such as crawling, etc.
were learned, and were learned at home.

MATERIALS

Activity 1: Use the accompanying 7 pictures of children at home: crawling,
walking, talking. playing with toys, playing together, brushing
teeth, washing I'dnds and face, and several blank pieces of paper,
a pencil, tape, wink, and Blink.

Activity 2: Use the Activity 1 pictures, the accompanying pictures of a man on
a tractor ,,nd one changing a tire, tape, and Wink.

Activity 3: Prepare 2 large plastic bags, labeling one red and one blue using
strips of colored paper; use 11 beads (any small objects such as
marbles may be substituted), chalk, and Wink.
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1. LEARNING AT HOME
Tell the class you are going to talk
about some things children learn at
home. Explain that learning is being
able to do something you could not do
before and ..ometimes it is hard to re-
member how you learned something. Have
handy the accompanying pictures of
children doing various things at home.
Ask the class about learning as a baby
or older child. Call on pupils to of-
fer a suggestion and tape up a corre-
sponding picture. If none are avail-
able, sketch one on paper. Then have
Wink and the class expand the answer.

T: What kinds of things do you
learn as a baby at home?

P1: To walk.
W&C: /after P tapes up picture/

We learn dm to walk.
T: What kinds of things do you

learn at home as you get older?
P2: To play together.

W&C: /after P tapes up picture/
We learn how to play with others.

Continue, including how to crawl, how
to talk, how to brush our teeth, how
to wash our (hands/face), and how to
77477E5 toys, having Blink OTT-F-
pils if necessary. Next, have pupils
help you group the pictures, giving
reasons and names for their grouping.
Allow pupils to use pictures that have
been used by others.

2. WHY WE LEARN
Tape up the Activity 1 pictures and
divide the class in two groups. Have
a Group 1 pupil point to a picture as
you help his group ask about it. Let
Group 2 pupils respond, giving any rea-
sons they wish. Then have Wink help
Group 2 expand the responses.

T&Gl:

P1:

WW1:

/as G1 pupil cues by pointing/
Why do we learn to (crawl)?
To go places.
We learn to crawl in order to
get from one place to another.

Continue, alternating
Blink guide pupils to give reasons us-
ing in order tonwiis we want,
tell peop and keep

healthy. Next, define observe and
have everyone pantomime observing.
Then identify the accompanying trac-
tor and car pictures. Ask the class
and Wink if they can find out things
by observing and then what kinds of
things. Have volunteers cue replies
by pointing to one of the pictures.
Then have pupils pantomime the action
shown in the picture.

T: Can you find out things by
observing?

AC: Yes, we can.
T: What kinds of things?

W&C: /as V1 points to tractor picture/
We can find out how to drive a
tractor.
/after pantomime, as V2 points/
We can also find out how to
change a tire.

Pupils pantomime changing tire.

Conclude having pupils suggest other
things to find out by observing.

3. NEW NAMES FOR 11
Set a red bag and a blue bag on a tab-
le. Have a pupil count 0 beads into
the red one, and 11 beads into the
blue one, say 0+11=11 and write it on
the board. Tell another pupil to put
a bead from the red bag into the blue
one and count the beads again to get a
new name ft-v. 11. Then have the pupil
write 1+10=11 on the board. Ask the

class TATY-Flii pupils are writing the
equation-s. Have Wink guide the re-

sponse.

T: Why is he writing that?
W&C: He's writing that in order to

..telllu4 what's in the hags.

Continue with others, asking the ques-
tion each time, until eleven beads are
in the blue bag. Point'to each equa-
tion asking "Is there another equation
that has the same numerals?" Form ap-

propriate pairs such as 1+10 and 10+1.

TAKE-OFF IDEAS
*Go for a walk with the class to find
out things by observing. Look for

construction workers, gardeners, small
animals, etc.
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Review LINGUISTIC FOCUS Introduce

We learn (how to ).

We can find out about things by ( ).

What do we learn ( )?

read, write, draw, tell, clean, learn,
answer, talk, help, teach,

job, room, hall, visitor, custodian,
secretary, principal, teacher,
telephone; 1-12; about; by

Tell us about the (custodian)'s job.
The (custodidn)'s job is to (clean)

(the rooms).

letter, addition
type, add, observe

LINGUISTIC COMMENTARY

Typical language problems are: loss of 12y.

in by reading; loss of about in learn about;
addition of to, as in 4iffilps teach-
ers; and substitution of Hatt" for add and
'yob" or "chob" for job.

Review

Identifying school workers
jobs

Identifying observing as a
gathering information

CONCEPTUAL

and their

means of

FOCUS Introduce

Identifying some things learned at
school

Computing sums of 12
Identifying reading as a means of
gathering information

CONCEPTUAL COMMENTARY

A typical conceptual problem is: difficulty
identifying reading and observing as partic-
ular means of learning things.

MATERIALS

Activity 1: Use the accompanying 7 pictures of school workers, Blink and Wink.
Activity 2: Use the blue and red bags from Lesson 136, the accompanying dis-

guise for Blink, 12 beads, chalk, Blink and Wink.
Activity 3: Use Blink's disguise from Activity 2, the 3 accompanying needs,

pictures of food, clothing and shelter, and the picture of 3
children reading, Blink and Wink.
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1. LEARNING ATWOL
Have Blink ask pupils what they learn
how to do in school. Have individual
pupils answer, "We learn how to (read/
write/draw)," helping them if neces-
sary. Then display the accompanying
pictures of school workers and divide
the class into two groups. Guide one
group to ask questions and give direc-
tives and have Wink cue the other
group's responses.

11G1: /pointing to pictures/
What do we learn about school
workers?

W: Their jobs.
G2: We learn about their jobs.

T&Gl: /pointing to appropriate plc./
Tell us about the custodian's
job.

W: To clean the (rooms).
G2: The custodian's job is to clean

the (rooms).

Continue, using custodian with clean
the (halls), secretary with answer the
telephone and-i3TeTaters, principal
with talk to visitors and help teach-
ers, and teacher with, teach us to(add/
read/wrifiTiFiiWT.

2. LOTS OF SUMS
Have Blink in his disguise ask the pu-
pils for things they learn in school.
Aid the reply and divide the class
in five groups. Have Blink ask Group
1 if they learn about addition.

B: What are some things you learn
about in school?

T&C: Addition.
B: Do you learn about addition?

Gl: Yes, we learn about addition.

Continue, having Group 1 ask Group 2
and so on until all the groups have an-
swered and asked the question. Next,
explain that the class is going to do
sums of 12. Write sums of 12 on the
board. Place the two bags on a table.
Place one bead in the red bag and e-
leven in the blue one. Have pupil
stand by each bag. Help the class ask
Pupil 1 how many beads are in his
bag. Have him count and write 1 on
the board.

T&C: How many are in the red bag?
P1: /writing 1 on the board/

One.

Repeat with Pupil 2, asking about the
blue bag. Have him write 411=12 next to
the 1. Next, have the class direct
Wink to tell one of the pupils to put
a bead from the blue bag into the red
one. Repeat the dialog with new pupils
having them write 2 +10 =12 under the pre-

vious sum. Contin-717F11 twelve beads
are in the red bag. Remind the class
that the equations on the board are all
sums of 12. Then point to each equa-
tion askiT6 "Is there another equation
that has the same numerals?" to form
pairs such as 7+5 and 5+7.

3. BLINK WANTS TO KNOW MIT
Display the pictures of food, shelter,
clothing, and children. Have Blink,

disguised, ask the class if they learn
how to find out about things in school
and how. Have pupils answer. Then

help the class expand the answer as in
Activity 1, while the pupil points to
corresponding pictures and pantomimes

the action.

B: Do you learn how to find out
about things at school?

C: Yes, we do.
B: How do you find out about things?

P1: We can read about them.
T&C: /as P1 points and pantomimes/

We find out about things by
reading.

Have Blink question to get specific
responses about things they find out.
Continue, including by observing, hav-
ing Wink cue if needed. Then have
Blink ask "What do you find out in
school?" Guide the replies to include
We find out about things_people need.

TAPE -OFF IDEAS
*Ask questions about an unfamiliar
story. Read it with the class and
make a list of "things we found out".

*Instead of a storytime, have a "gos-
sip time". Have pairs of pupils tell
each othe- what they like and dislike
about what they learn at school.
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Review

Who (is teaching) (Jose) to (
(His brother) (is teaching)
By (read)ing.

LINGUISTIC FOCUS Irtroduce

)? What is (one) way to find out things?
(Observ)ing is (one) way to find out

things.

teach/taught, ride, jump, find out,
fly, observe, count, read, learn,
happen

bicycle, ball, balloon, people, uncle
brother, sister', father, kite, rope

different; will
kick, break, experiment
water, oil

LINGUISTIC COMMENTARY

Typical language problems are: substitution
of simple form of verb for -ing form, as in
oaserve for observing; addition of to, as in
TeTaTIO him to jump for teach him to jump;
addition of the, as jump the rope for jump
rope.

Review CONCEPTUAL FOCUS Introduce

Computing sums of 11 and 12
Identifying, observing and reading
as means of gathering information

Identifying teachers of various skills
Identifying that we usually learn
from different people

Identifying experimenting as a means
of gathering information

CONCEPTUAL COMMENTARY

A typical conceptual problem is: difficulty
understanding that there are many ways of
finding out; observing, reading and experi-
menting.

MATERIALS

Activity 1: Use the accompanying 8 children pictures, tape and Wink.
Activity 2: Use one of the pictures of a child observing from Lesson 136, one

of the pictures of children reading from Lesson 137, several
balloons, a glass of colored water, small amount of salad oil,
several matches, and Wink.

Activity 3! Use 11 balloons, 11 or 12 each of other objects such as pencils,
boxes, cups, paper clips, etc., and Wink.
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771. RI 1 N E1PLE
NiTlay ne accompanying pictures of
children. Divide the class in two
groups. Help Group 1 ask the others
about a pair of the pictures. Have a
pupil from Group 1 cue the questions
by taping up pictures. Have Wink cue
the first reply and then aid the sec-
ond. After each reply have volunteers
pantomime helping someone learn or in-
dependently performing the action.

T&Gl: /P tapes up plc. of brother
teaching Jose to fly a kite/
Who is teaching Jose to fly
a kite?

W: His brother.
G2: His brother is teaching him.

V's pantomime brother showing Jose.
T&Gl: /P tapes up plc. of Jose alone/

Who taught Jose to fly a kite?
W&G2: His brother taught him to fly

a kite.
V pantomimes flying kite by himself.

Continue with the other pictures, us-
ing ride a bicycle, jump rope, and
kick a ball. Alternate the groups.
Conclude by asking, "Do we learn from
the same people all the time or do we
learn from different people?" Have
Wink aid the class's reply, "We learn
from different people."

2. EXPERIMENTING
Divide the class in two groups. Give
a picture of a child observing to one
pupil and a picture of pupils reading
to another. Help Group 1 ask Group 2
about ways of finding out things, and
have Wink guide Group 2 to reply.

T861: What is one way to find out
things?

W&G2: /as P1 shows observing pic./
By observing. Observing is one
way to find out things.

T&Gl: /after discussing reading pic./
What is another way to find out
things?

W&G2: By reading. Reading is another
way.

Ask a pupil if he knows how to jump.
Show a balloon and help the class ask
him what happens if he jumps on it.
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Have the pupil demonstrate. Then help
the class tell what happeneci.

T&C: What happens if you ;Dip on it?
Pupil jumps on balloon and it breaks.
T&C: We found out that the ballon

will break. We experimented.
Experimenting is another way to
find out things.

Continue the experimenting. Identify

some oil and ask, "What happens if we
put oil in water?" Perform the exper-
iment and guide the reply, "The oil
comes to the top of the water." Then
identify a match, light it and ask,
"What happens if we put, it (beside/
over/under) a balloon?" Perform the
experiment and guide the reply, "The
balloon (doesn't break/breaks)."

3. SUMS OF 11 AND 12
Secretly divide eleven balloons between
two pupils. Tell the class each has
some balloons. Have Wink help them ask

how many. Help the pupils refuse to
tell. Have Wink and the class ask a-
bout finding out and then expand the
response.

1: They both have some balloons.
W&C: /to pupils with balloons/

How many do you have?
T&Ps: We won't tell.
W&C: What is one way to find out?
T&Ps: By counting.
W&C: Counting is one way to find out.

Have each pupil show his balloons to
the class so they count each set. Then
add the sets together. Repeat the ac-

tivity using pencils, boxes, etc. Use
combinations of two, three, four, and
five pupils with sums of 11 and R.

TAKE-OFF IDEAS
*Have the class experiment to find out
what happens if you put food coloring
in water, leave ice cubes out, and put
an egg in a tall glass of water and
stir in salt. Use language from above.

*Have pupils put on a play called "We
learn from different, people", acting
out different kinds of things that we
can learn from others.
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Review LINGUISTIC

(HO's (fly)ing (a kite).
By ( )ing.

some, many, a few, a lot; of us
kick, ride, jump, skate, read,
add, count, observe, find out

easy, hard
ball, bicycle, rope, thing

FOCUS Introduce

(Some) of us find (reading) (easy)
to do.

We can find out by going to a (museum)
to (observe).

several
subtract, spell, find
museum, library, subtraction

LINGUISTIC COMMENTARY

Typical language problems are: loss of ing.
as in Some of us find fly a kite hard to do
for Some of us find flying a kite hard to
do; loss of by, as in 1by 22ing to a library;
confusion of ride and drive;

going
for

subtract, and "espell" for spe117------

Review CONCEPTUAL FOCUS

Identifying, observing and reading
means of gathering information

Computing sums of 11 and 12

Identifying the ease or difficulty
learning a skill

Grouping pictures of tasks as to
their ease or difficulty

Identifying a museum and library as
places for gathering information

Computing differences of 11and 12

CONCEPTUAL COMMENTARY

Typical conceptual problems are: difficulty
understanding that what one person finds easy,
another may find difficult; and that there
are many ways of finding out information.

MATERIALS
Activity 1: Use the picture of children reading from Lesson 137, the pictures

of a child flying a kite, kicking a ball, riding a bicycle, and
jumping rope, all from Lesson 138, the accompanying pictures of
Blink skating, Wink adding and children counting, subtracting
and spelling, and tape and Blink.

Activity 2: Use the accompanying museum and library pictures, tape, Wink, Blink.
Activity 3: Use the library picture from Activity 2, 11 or 12 each of books

and other classroom objects, 2 paper bags, chalk and Wink.
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1. FINDING IT HARD OR EASY
Tape the pictures on the chalkboard one
at a time and ask what each person is
doing. Have Blink guide the class to
answer. Then ask if any of them find
that hard to do and have Blink guide
the class to answer, using some, fizz
a few, several, and a lot.

T: /taping plc. of boy flying kite/
What's the boy doing?

B&C: He's flying a kite.
T: Do any of you find flying a kite

hard to do?
B&C: /after a show of hands/

(Some) of us find flying a kite
hard to do.

Continue with the other pictures and
the expressions kicking a ball, rid-
ing a bicycle, 12.'ulpincliTie, skating,

reading, adding, counting, subtracting,
and spelling. Explain and demonstrate
subtracting and s ellin as those pic-
tures are presented. Repeat with easyy
for hard. After the pictures have all
been discussed, call on volunteers to
group the pictures according to
whether they think the tasks are
easy or hard to do. After several
groupings, guide the class to con-
clude that what is easy or hard to
do is not the same for everyone_

2. A MUSEUM ANa A LIBRAY
171701 that a museum is a place where
you can observe things on display.
Then ask if anyone knows about finding
out things. Have Blink say he does and
Wink and the class ask him to tell them.
After his reply, ask the class and Wink
if they know now.

T: Who knows how we can find out
about things?

B: I do. I know how.
W&C: He knows how. Tell us, Blink.

B: By going to a museum to observe.
T:, Nov! do you know how we can find

out about things?
W&C: Yes, we know. He can find out

by going to a museum to observe.

Divide the class in four groups and
have them ask each other, "How can
we find out things?" Next, tape up

the accompanying museum picture. Help
the class discuss kinds of things you
can find out in a museum, such as about
other people, places, or dinosaurs,
which are big animals that lived long
ap. Next, explain what a library is,

using the accompanying picture. Repeat
the dialog having Blink and then the
class use 12y_gaingtoalil:orai
read. Help the class discuss kinds of
things you can find out by reading using
recent classroom experiences.

3. SUMS AND DIFFERENCES
Displaying the library picture, help
the class tell you they find books
there. Have two pupils sit in front.
Count out twelve books. Secretly
give six to each pupil to hide in

their bags. Help the class ask one pu-
pil how many he has. After the reply,

have him show his books. Then ask
the class how they can find out how
many Pupil 2 has. Have Wink aid the
reply, then write the equation on the

board. Have pupils who find subtract-
ing easy and then hard raise their
hands. Count each. Help the class
say that many, several, or a few of

them find it easy or hard. Use sub -

traction for subtracting after firia:

T&C: How mcmy books do you have?

Pl: /showing books/
I have six.

T: How can we find out how many
(Jose) has?

W&C: By subtracting.
T&C: /after Wink writes equation and

pupils raise hands/
(Many) of us find subtraction
easy to do. (Several) of us
find it hard to do.

Confirm the equation by counting the

books. Repeat with other objects,
having volunteers compute sums and
differences of 11 and 12, on the board.1
TAKE-OFF IDEAS
*Have pupils bring in unusual objects
to construct a "museum". Have groups
observe at the "museum", using language
from Activity 2. Then help a pupil ask

a group what kinds of things they found
out while observing.
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REVIEW-EVALUATION

This lesson aims at determining how well pupils incorporate the structures
of Unit 14 into modified language situations. You should attempt to elicit
individual responses from all pupils and keep accurate records on the fol-
lowing RECORD SHEET. This should help you focus on specific problems.

The concepts listed in INCLUDED CONCEPTS are not necessarily the most im-
portant ones in Unit 14. They were selected because of their suitability
in reviewing the language structures.

The DIALOGS in Lesson 140 do not represent the only structures that pupils
might use; they are only sample responses. A stimulus is given and the pu-
pil will select his answer from among those structures he knows.

LINGUISTIC PROGRESS CHECK

Using to + verb and (how/where) with to + verb as complements
Using in order to to indicate purpose
Using -ing forms as subjects
Using questions with who, where, what, how, and jilw

[ill

INCLUDED CONCEPTS

Telling and writing time at the half-hour and hour
Constructing a calendar
Identifying learning through inner and outside motivation
Identifying a reason for learning a skill
Identifying means of gathering information

1,1111...,

Activity 1:
Activity 2:

Activity 3:

MATERIALS

Use Blink, a toy clock, and chalk.
Prepare a name card for and Saturday; use name cards for

Sunday and Monday from Lesson 132, for TuesIgy through Thursday
from Lesson 133, chalk, Blink, and tape.

Use the pictures of children doing things and learning skills
from Lesson 133, and 136-139, and tape.
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1. SHOWING AND LEARNING
Have a pupil be Blink and give him the
toy clock. Tell him to demonstrate set-
ting it. Then cue one pupil to ask an-
other about who demonstrated. Tell Pu-
pil 3 to ask Blink the time.

T: /to Blink/
Show us how to set the clock.
/after demonstration/
Ask (him) about it. Use who.

P1: Who showed us how to set the
clock?

P2: Blink showed us how to do it.
T: (Sue), ask Blink the time.

P3: Blink, what time is it?
B: It's (six)-thirty.

Continue the dialog with new pupils as
Blink. Vary the first directive by us-
ing write the time and read the clock,
having different volunteers set the
clock.

2. BLINK LEARNS ABOUT THE CALENDAR
Chalk a calendar on the board leaving
the days unlabeled. Have handy the
Friday and Saturday day name cards and
those from Lessons 132 and 133. Have
a pupil be Blink, choose a day name
card, and ask where to put it. Have
a volunteer show Blink where to tape
it on the calendar. Then tell a pupil
to ask another about who showed Blink
where to put it.

B: Where should I put (Tuesday)?
T: /after volunteer helps Blink/

Ask (Al) who showed Blink where
to ut it.

P1: (Al), who showed Blink where to
put (Tuesday)?

P2: (Mary) showed him where to put it.

Continue the activity having Blink ask
about the remaining days of the week.
Then, repeat the dialog having Blink
ask, "What day comes before (Friday)?"
Then cue a pupil to question another,
using Ask (Rosemary) what Blink found
out.

3. ANSWER TfME: LEARNING
Display the pictures from Lessons 133
and 136-139. Ask, "What kinds of
things do people want to learn?" Have

a pupil select one of the pictures to
cue his response. Then help the class
ask that pupil about how the pictured
person learned. Finally, have the pu-
pil tape up his picture.

T: What kinds of things do people
(411,0 want to learn?
PI: /selecting (flying kite) pies./

He wants to learn how to (fly a
kite).

T&C: How did he learn?
P1: His brother taught him.

P1 tapes up the pictures.

Continue, asking other pupils the ques-
tions, having each select an appropri-
ate picture and tape it up. After all

pictures are up, have a volunteer point
to one and ask a classmate why we
learn. Encourage them to use language
from Lesson 136.

T: /as V points to (brushing teeth)
picture/
Ask someone why we learn that.

Vl: (Ed), why do we learn to (brush
our teeth)?

P1: We learn to (brush our teeth) in
order to (kee,) healthy).

Continue with all the pictures. Then

ask, "Can any of these pictures go to-
gether?" Have several volunteers group
pictures into groups they see. Ask

them for reasons and names for their
grouping. Allow pupils to use pictures
that have been used by others. Next

ask individuals, "What is (one/another)
way to (find out/learn) things?" En-

courage them to respond using observ-
ing, reading, practicing, trying, and
experimenting.

TAKE-OFF PROGRESS CHECK
*Using the language as in Activities 1
and 2 in this lesson, have each pupil
construct a large calendar of one week.
Divide each day into morning and after-
noon, labeling each half. Help them

keep a pictoral record of the things
they do and what time they do them.
Have pupils show each other what to do.
Ask individuals, "Who showed you (what

to do/how to do it/ where to put the
day names on the calendar)?"
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RECORD SHEET - LESSON 140

Following is a list of the main structures checked in Lesson 140. As each pupil
responds to an item, place a mark indicating whether he uses a Standard or Non -

andard form. Compute the percentage of times the Standard form was used by
d 'ding the number of Standard form uses by the total number of times the
structure was used, and multiplying by 100. This is the percent of successfully
manip ted structures. For example:

Structure Standard Non-Standard Total Percentage

I learned
to (tell time). l-H-¢ -HU 15 10/15x100=67%

For this structure there were fifteen responses, 67% of these were in Standard
form.

NDA D kk, %BS $ I

PERCENTAGE
1 li:,

.

2.

3.

Who showed us how to (set
the clock ?

Blink showed us how to
do it.

Where should I put (Tues-
da ?

Who showed Blink where to
.ut Tuesd. ?

(She) showed him where to
put

day comes before
Frid ?

Blink found out what day
comes before (Friday).

He wants to learn how to
fl a kite .

His (brother) taught him.

W)y do we learn to (brush
our teetall

We learn to (brush our
teeth, l in order toC=12.

(Observ)ing is (one) way
to find out things.
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UNIT 15 OVERVIEW

The first graze child is curious
aboqt changes in his environment and
himself. Through structured activities he
is made aware of reversible and non-reversible changes,

00C0.)1Nejr:114

seaconal and growth changes, multiple causes of changes, etc. ="27-
To 4nderstand these elements of change the Spanish-speaking child /"177:_11-:c.:5)

needs to understand and use relevant questions and statements in standard English.

Unit Fifteen contains

USING WO-WORD VERBS
WITH NOUNS AND
PRONOUNS

USIHG WORD ORDER TO
SNOW DIRECT AND
INDIRECT OBJECT
RELATIONSHIPS

LINGUISTIC FOCUS

questions and answers prwiding

USING LONG TO EXPRESS
JUDGMENT AND DIREC-
TION OF MEASUREMENT

USING (TO/FOR) TO SHOW
DIRECT-TRUINDIRECT
OBJECT RELATIONSHIPS

the pupils with practice in:

USING HAVE, HAS, HAVEN'T,
AND HASN'T WITH REGULAR
AND IRREGULAR PAST PAR-
TICIPLES

USING TOO AND ENOUGH
IN EXPRESSIONS OF
QUANTITY

CONCEPTUAL FOCUS

Unit Fifteen contains activities which are basically designed to help the first

grade child with the following:

ORDERING THINGS BY LENGTH

IDENTIFYING A UNIT LENGTH
AS ONE, TWICE THAT
LENGTH AS TWO, ETC.

ESTIMATING AND MEASURING
LENGTH OF OBJECTS IN
INCHES

ADDING LENGTHS TOGETHER

COMPUTING SUMS AND DIF-
FERENCES OF 13 AND 14

DEMONSTRATING REVERSIBLE
AND NON-REVERSIBLE PHYS-
ICAL CHANGES IN OBJECTS

IDENTIFYING PROPERTIES OF
OBJECTS BY LIFTING,
LOOKING AND FEELING

IDENTIFYING AND DEMON-
STRATING MULTIPLE CAUSES
AND RESULTS OF PHYSICAL
AND SOCIAL CHANGE

IDENTIFYING A PLANT AS
BEING COMPOSED OF DIF-
FERENT PARTS SUCH AS
ROOTS, STEMS, ETC.

DEMONSTRATING THAT MIX-
ING TWO COLORS CAN
CHEATE A T4IRD ONE

IDENTIFYING GROWTH CHANGES
THROUGHOUT TIME PERIODS
OF LONG, SHORT AND STAG-
GERED DURATION

DEMONSTRATING AND IDENTIFY-
ING PROCESSES THAT CAUSE
CHANGE

IDENTIFYING CROPS AS A
CLASS LABEL
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BASIC CONCEPTUAL FOCUS: designed to be introduced in Spanish:
Ordering paper strips by length and adding lengths together
Identifying a unit length as one, twice that length as two, etc.
Observing and identifying physical and social changes
Identifying an inch as a unit length and masuring paper strips with a ruler
Identifying reversible and non - reversibly:; physical changes

Identifying causes and results of change, multiple causation and effect
Estimating length of an object in inches
Identifying different causes for the same change

MATERIALS:
Activity 1: Use clay, the accompanying picture of a birthday party and a paper

strip marked inch by inch up to 12 inches or less for each child.
Activity 2: Use 12 inch rulers, strips of paper, tape, and chalk.
Activity 3: Use the accompanying picture of Mr. Sanchez's family working on a

farm, a ruler and chalk.
Activity 4: Use the accompanying picture of Mr. Sanchez working in a factory,

a ruler and chalk.

O.

1. CAMBIOS FISICOS (to accompany lesson 141)

Mucstio la lamina a los nifts. Inte-
rrOguelos sabre su contenido. Guielos
a notar como la gente cambia fisicamen-
te cuando crece. Muestre tres bolas
iguales de plasticina. Trabgjelas en
tres formas distintas. Invite a un ni-
Eo a darles de nuevo su forma original.
Guie la clase a observar como hay cosas
que pueden cambiar de aspecto y luego
volver a su forma primitiva. De plas-
ticina a los niAos y Wales formar una
culebra. Reparta las tiras de papel e
invitelos a medir las culebras. Pida-
les hacer 3US c'i1ebras al largo de las
tiras. Recoja las tiras y pegue algu-
nas en la pizarra. Midalas tomando co-,
mo unidad la as pequeia.

2. MEDIDAS

PHYSICAL CHANGES

Show the picture to the pupils. Ques-
tion them on its content. Guide them
to discuss how people change physically
as they get older. Show three balls of
clay of the same size. Work them into
three different shapes. Have a pupil
work them into their original shape.
Guide the class to observe how some
things can change appearance and then re-
turn to their original shape. Give clay
to the pupils and ask them to make a
snake. Distribute the strips of paper
and have the pupils measure their snakes.
Have them make their snakes the size of
their strips. Collect the strips and
tape some on the board. Measure than,
using the smallest as a unit.

(to accompany lesson 142) MEASUREMERTS

Muestre una regla de 12 pulgadas. Pre-
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Show a 12 inch ruler and ask what it is



gunte para que sirve. Guie los nifios
a observer que estfi dividida en 12 pe-
quefias partes. Identifique Lade una
como una pulgada. Reparta algunas re-
glas e invite los nifios a medir dife-
rentes objetos. Pegue las tires de
papel en la pizarra. Midalas y anote
su largo debajo de ellas. Invite a un
nifio a ordenarlas de acuerdo a su lon-
gitud. PI dale tomer una de ellas y
romperla en varios pedazos. Pregunte
a la clase si con ellos pueden formar
de nuevo la tira y si esta sera exacta
a la original, Guielos a observar como
hay feniimenos que cambian el aspecto de
las cosas y despues no pueden volver a
su forma original

used for. Guide the pupils to observe
that the ruler is divided in 12 small
sections. Define each section as an
inch. Distribute some rulers and have
the pupils measure different objects.
Tape the strips of paper to the board.
Measure them and write their length be-
low them. Have a pupil order the
strips by length. Ask him to take one
of them and tear it in several pieces.
Ask the class if they can remake the
strip with the pieces, Ask if it will
be exactly' like the original. Guide
the pupils to observe that there are
phenomena which change the appearance
of things and that later these things
cannot return to their original shape.

3. EL SR. SANCHEZ (to accompany lesson 143)

Muestre la raisins- Diga que esa es la
familia del Sr. Sfinchez. Explique que
viven en Ohio y trabajan en el campo,
pero que tienen planes de trasladarse
a Michigan. Interrogue a los nifios pa-
ra saber que motivos creen ellos que
obligan al Sr. Sfinchez a trasladarse de
estado. Gufelos a dar respuestas como
Encontrei un mejor trabajo, Terming de
recolectar productos, etc. AnOtelos en
2.a pizarra y lealos. Guie los nifios a
observar que hay algunos cambios que
pueden tener mfis de una cause. Invite
varios nifios a medir con una regla las
figuras de la lfimina. Insista en que
al medir siempre se debe comenzar en
el O.

MR. SANCHEZ

Show the picture. Say that it's Mr.
Sanchez's family. Explain that they
live in Ohio and work in the fields,
but that they are planning to move to
Michigan. Question the pupils to find
out why they think Mr. Sanchez is mov-
ing to another state. Guide them to
give answers such as He found a better
Job, He finished harvesting the crops,
etc. Write them on the board and read
them. Guide the pupils to observe that
some changes may have more than one
cause. Invite various pupils to measure
the figures in the picture with a ruler.
Insist on always starting at 0 when
measuring.

4. UN NUEVO TRABAJO (to accompany lesson 144)

Muestre la lfimina. Explique que e2 Sr.
Sfinchez consiguiti trabajo en una ffibri-
ca y se ha trasladado a Michigan con su
familia. Pregunte que consecuencias
trajo este viaje en la vida de la fami-
lia. Guie las preguntas para obtener
respuestas como El papa comenz6 un nue-
vo trabajo, etc. Guie los nifios a ob-
servar que un cambio puede tener mfis de
un efecto. Mida con una regla a uno de
los nifios. Anote su largo en la piza-
rra. Repita con el otro nifio. Sume
los dos largos. Repita con otros obje-
tos que no sumen mfis de 12 pulgadas.
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A NEW JOB

Show the picture. Say that Mr. Sanchez
got a job in a factory and moved to Mi-
chigan with his family. Ask what ef-
fects this trip had on the family's
life. Guide the questions so they
give answers such as The father started
a new job, etc. Guide the pupils to ob-
serve that a change may have more than
one effect. Measure one of the chil-
dren in .:he picture with a ruler.
Write his height on the board. Repeat
with the other child and add the two
lengths together. Repeat with other
objects totalling 12 inches or less.
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Review

(Put away) the (balloon .

We can ( ) by ( ),

Which shortest 'ine)?
What did (he) do?

balloon, marble, bag
put away, look (at)
light, heavy, short, brig

LINGUISTIC FOCUS Introduce

(He) (blew) (up) (the balloon).
(He) (blew) it (up).

take/took out, blow/blew up, let
out, fill up, empty out, feel,
lift, tell

air
again, unit

LINGUISTIC COMMENTARY

Typical language problems are: misplacement
of it, as in lift up it for lift it up, loss
of second element in verb, as in blow for
blow up; substitution of "blowed" for blew,
"taked" for took, confusioiTOTTill and
feel; Substillaton of "back" for bag.

Review CONCEPTUAL FOCUS Introduce

Identifying an object as being big
or little

Hentifying zero as the place to
start measuring

Demonstrating physical changes in ob-
jects and that these can be reversed

Identifying objects as light or heavy
Identifying properties of objects by
lifting, looking and feeling

Ordering paper strips by length
Identifying a unit length as one,
twice that length as two, etc.

CONCEPTUAL COMMENTARY

A typical conceptual problem is: difficulty

1

understanding that zero is the place where
we start to measure. r=

Activity 1:

Activity 2:

Activity 3:

MATERIALS

Use a large number of marbles, a balloon, a small
box, a blindfold, Blink and Wink.

Use the balloon, bag, marbles and box from Activi
balloon and bag, 2 cups, paper clips, Wink and

Prepare 11 strips of paper of different lengths:
6", and 4", and 4 each of 3" and 2"; use tape,

paper bag, a

ty 1, another
Blink..

one each of 9",
chalk, and a box.
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1. CAN YOU DO IT AGAIN?
Have marbles handy. Place a balloon
and a bag in a box. Divide the class
in two groups and have a pupil at the
front of the room. Blinkfold Blink
and explain that he cannot see what is
happening. Help Group 1 tell the pu-
pil to take out a balloon, blow it up
and then let the air out. After each
action, have Blink ask Wink and Group
2 what the pupil did. Then help the
class ask the pupil if he can blow it
up again. After he replies, have him
do so.

/to pupil at front of class/
Take out a balloon.

B: What did he do?
W&G2: He took out the balloon.
111G1: Blow up the balloon.

B: What did he do with the balloon?
W&G2: He blew it up.
1741: Let out the air.

B: What did he do then?
W &G2: He let the air out.
T&C: Can you blow it up again?

P: Yes, I can.
Pupil blows up the balloon.

Let the air out of the balloon and re-
peat the activity with a bag, having a
pupil fill it up with the marbles. Use
fill up for blow up and empty out the
iharbIet for Tit out the air. Have the
class tell a pupil to put away the bal-
loon and the bag. Then repeat the ac-
tivity alternating the groups.

2. LIGHT OR HEAVY/BIG OR LITTLE
Pliaiito balloons, two bags and mar-
bles in a box. Have the class in two
groups. Have Wink and Group 1 fill one
bag with marbles and then question the
other group about the weight of the
bags. Have Blink aid the replies as
each Group 2 pupil lifts the bags. Cue

the second reply with By lifting,it.

W&Gl: /pointing, after filling bag
with marbles/
Is that bag light or heavy?

B&G2: /as each P lifts the bags/
It's (light).

MAG1: How can you tell?
T: By lifting it.

B&G2: We can tell by lifting it.
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Continue, having Wink's group ask a-
bout the other bag. Alternate groups
and repeat the activity having a Group
1 pupil blow up one of the balloons.
Have Blink and. Group 2 ask Wink and
Group 1 if each balloon is big or lit-
tle and then how they cart tell. Cue
with By_lookinq at it and By feeling
it, ma-Mg sure each pupil in the re-
sponding group looks at and feels them.
Repeat the activity with cups, having
pupils fill one up with paper clips.

3. ORDERING PAPERS
In a box p ace one 6 inch, one 4 inch,
and four 2 inch strips of paper. Help

the class direct pupils to each take
out one strip. Have the pupils place
them on the chalkledge. Then have an-
other pupil tape one 2 inch, the 4
inch and the 6 inch strips on the
board in order of length. Tell him to
place each against the left edge of
the board for comparison. Help the
class ask about the strips.

T&C: (Jo), take out one.
/after 6 strips are on ledge and
P places 3 of them in order/
Which is the shortest one?

Pl: This one is.
T&C: Which one is a little longer?
P1: This one is.

T&C: Which one is the longest?
P1: This one is.

Write 0 on the left and 1 to the right

of the first one. Call it one unit
and ask "How many units in TETneirt
one?" Guide pupils to call it two
units and accept appropriate reasons.
tiairize saying, "Because two one
unit pieces of paper would fit on this
one." Have a pupil demonstrate. Re-

peat asking the number of the 6 inch
strip, calling it three units. Then

repeat with 3, 6, and 9 inch strips.

1AKE -OFF IDEAS

*Have pupils make an object change its
appearance and then restore its origin-
al look. Have them make changes such
as refolding paper, filling and empty-
ing a box, covering and uncovering a
picture with paper, and taping up and
taking down papers from the board.

LESSON 141
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Review

Tell (what ).

take/took, happen, put, give
first, now
long (= judgement); red, blue,
yellow, green

paint, color, scissors, paper

LINGUISTIC FOCUS Introduce

(Take) them (the red paint).
She (took) them the (scissors).
It's (one) inch lono.

long (= measurement); purple, orange
change, hand, measure, find (= locate)
inch, ruler

LINGUISTIC COMMENTARY

Typical language problems are: addition of
to, as in She took to them the paint and
Find to Blink the longest one; misplacement
of is, as in Cary you tell how lom is the pa-
per; substitution of "measher" for measure,
"chanch" for change, "oranch" for orange.

Review

Identifying colors

CONCEPTUAL FOCUS Introduce

Identifying a non-reversible physical
change

Demonstrating that mixing 2 colors
can create a third one

Demonstrating measuring with a ruler
Identifying an inch as a unit length
Ordering paper strips according to
measured length

CONCEPTUAL COMMENTARY

A typical conceptual problem is: difficulty
understanding that an inch always remains
the same.

MATERIALS

Activity t: Use 2 jars each of red, blue, and yellow paint, Blink and Wink.
Activity 2: Prepare a 30" strip of purple paper, 26" of orange, and 22" of

green using the accompanying model, a 12" ruler, pair of
scissors, tape, chalk and Wink.

Activity 3: Use the cut-up strips from Activity 2, tape, a ruler, chalk,
an eraser and Blink.



1. CHANGJNG COLORS
Divide the class in two groups. Have
one of the jars of red and of blue
paint near Group 2. Have two pupils by
your desk. Have Blink and Group 1 tell
two Group 2 pupils 1.4 each take one of
the paints to the pupils by your desk.
Ask Wink and Group 2 what each did.

B&Gl: /to P1 from G2/
(Jo), take them the (red) paint.

T: /to Group 2, after action/
What did she do?

W&G2: She took them the (red) paint.

Next, have the two pupils put some blue
in the red paint until purple is formed.
Ask Wink and Group 2 about the change.
Have them reply and ask Blink and Group
1 to describe the change.

T: Can we make the red paint the
same again?

W&G2: No, we can't.
/to Group 1/

Tell us what happened to it.
B&G1: The paint changed color. First,

it was red. Then we put in
blue paint. Now it is purple.

Repeat adding red to yellow to get
orange, and blue to yellow to get
green.

2. INCHES

Prepare the three colored strips as in
the accomr.aying model. Have a 12 inch
ruler handy. Help Lie class direct two
volunteers to hand a pooil scissors and
one of the strips.

T&C: /to one volunteer/

Hand (Pepe) the (orange paper).

Have the pupil cut the stria into the
marked sections. Repeat with the other
strips. Next, have pupils tape up the
strips. Show and identify a ruler, ex-
plaining that it is divided into inches
and is like a number line starting at
0 and that is where we start to mea-
sure. Write 0 at the top left of the
one inch strip and write 1 inch next to
it. Explain it is one inaT6iTg. Ask
how long it is. Have Wink aid the re-
ply and help the clats tell you to give
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the ruler to a pupil and then tell him
to measure another strip. Have Wink
help the class ask the pupil to tell
how long it is. Help him write the
inches and aid his reply. Have Wink
and the class tell him who to give the
ruler to.

T: /after measuring, writing if
How long is it?

W &C: It's one inch long. (Miss May),
give (Jorge) the ruler.
/to pupil/

(Jorge), measure it.
/after P measures next strip/
Tell us how long the paper is.

T &P1: /after P writes (2) on board/
It's (two) inches long.

W&C: (Jorge) give (Ed) the ruler.

Continue until all the strips 're mea-
sured. Have pupils order them by size.

BLINK ARRANGES HIS BOOKS
Randomly tape the paper strips on one
half of the board. Tell the class that
these represent Blink's books and he
wants to arrange them in order of their
heights. Have a pupil be Blink. Help

the class direct another pupil to find
Blink the longest purple strip. Have
the pupil measure to find the appro-
priate one, chalking up the inches as
he measures. When he finds the longest
purple one have him give it to Blink.
Have Blink tape up the strip. Erase
any numerals the pupil wrote.

T&C: /to P, as T points to purple
strips/

Find Blink the longest purple
one.

P measures, finds it and gives it to
Blink who tapes it up.

Continue with other pupils measuring
the longest orange strip and then the
longest green one. Then go on to what
is now the longest purple, the longest
orange, etc. until all the strips are
arranged on the board in order.

TAKE-OFF IDEAS
*Have pupils use a ruler to measure

"various classroom Objects, such as
an eraser, a pencil and pictures.
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Review

(Blink) (is blowing up)
Tell us how long (
It's (_____) inchei17)

LINGUISTIC FOCUS Introduce

(a balloon). (She) (showed) (it) to (us).
(Show) (the picture) to (us).

g.

balloon, ruler, paper, work; us
long, old; colors (red, blue, etc.)
irregular past verb forms (blew up,
came, went), work, show; change

describe, hit, send
picture, pin, tape, change (noun)
maybe; too much; really; enough

LINGUISTIC COMMENTARY

Typical language problems are: difficulty
with irregular past verb forms; non-standard
word order, as in How lonsdo you think is
the red paper; addition of the, as in Juan
went to the school for Juan went to school;
substitution of "heet" for hit, "sent" for
send, "aws" ior ii7wpeen" AWIL.

AMMIMip

Review CONCEPTUAL. FOCUS Introduce

Inferring information
Demonstrating physical changes in

objects
Demonstrating measuring with a ruler

Identifying multiple causes of
physical and social change

Estimating length of an object in
inches

CONCEPTUAL COMMENTARY

A typical conceptual problem is: difficulty
understanding that physical and social
changes may have multiple causes.

MATERIALS

Activity 1: Use the accompanying 2 pictures of Blink, 2 balloons, a pin, Wink
and Blink.

Activity 2: Prepare strips of paper: a blue 3", a red 6", and a black 2";
use the green 4", the orange 5" and the purple 9" strips from
Lesson 142, a 12" ruler, tape, and chalk.

Activity 3: Use the accompanying 4 pictures of Juan coming to and being in
Michigan with his family, tape, and Wink.
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1. WHAT CAUSED IT?
Divide the class in two. Have a pupil
show Group 1 Picture 1. Ask who he
showed it to and have Wink help Group
1 answer. Then have Blink help Group
2 ask for a description and to see it.

T:

AG1:
b&G2:

W&Gl:

B&G2:

Who did (Jo) show the picture
to?

(She) showed it to us.
Describe the picture to us.
Blink is blowing up a balloon.
Now, show the picture to us.

Repeat having a pupil show Picture 2
to Group 2 and finally Group 1. Vext,
ask Wink and the class if the balloon
changed. Have them ask Blink to des-
cribe it. Ask about the cause allow-
ing guesses and then hay,ng Wink help
expand them.

T: Did Blink's balloon change?
MC: Yes, it did. Blink, descritee

the change to us.
B: First, the balloon was whole.

Then it popped. It's in pieces.
T: What do you think caused it?

MC: /expanding replies after guesses/
Maybe Blink hit it with a pin.
Maybe he blew it up too much.

Help the class find out. Give a pupil
a balloon to blow up and pop with a
pin. Give another to a different pu-
pil to pop by blowing it up too much.
Guide the class to have them describe
the changes. Guide the class to give
reasons for the balloon poppings.

.G17--HrNTTiOWLONG
Tape up the blue strip and have handy
the 6 inch red one. Have the class
in three rows. Help Row 1 tell each
pupil in Row 2 to seed the ruler down
to the last pupil in the row. Then
have the last pupil measure the blue
strip and write 3 inches by it. Us-
ing tape for ruler, have Row 2 tell
Row 3 pupils to pass the tape to the
end. Have the last pupil tape the
red strip under the blue one. Have
the class ask the pupil with the rul
er to guess the red strip's length.
Have him measure it. Help the class
tell him to say and write the length.
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T&C: /to each pupil in Row (2)/
Send the (ruler) to (Juan).

T: /when red strip's under blue one/
Ask (Al) how long he thinks the
red paper is.

C: How long do you think the red
paper is?

P: I think it's 5 inches long.
T&C: /after P measured it/

Tell us how long it really is.
P: It's 6 inches long.

Continue with the other lengths.

3. MANY REASONS
Place around the room tape and the ac-
companying pictures. As a pupil to
find the tape, and then have Wink and
the class tell him to take it to a pu-
pil, at the board. Continue with each
of the pictures having the pupil tape
them up in order. Then question Wink

Cillild:h:4111UsesgOg as pupils guess.

AC: Take the tape to (Susie).
/after tape is delivered/
Take the picture to (Susie).

T: /after 4 pics. are taped up/
What did the family do in Pic-
ture 1?

MC: They came to Michigan.
T: Why do you think they came?

/after pupil guesses/
Maybe they came to get a job.

Have Wink expand the guesses to include
There's more work here and They like to
TriVeT7737Vniussing.

T: /pointing to Picture 2/
What did Juan's family do in
Michigan?

AC: They worked in the fields.
T: What did Juan do in Picture 3?

MC: Juan went to school.
T: Why do you think he went?

AC: /after pupil guesses/
He went because he's old enough.

Have Wink expand including his parents
want him to and his sister's in school.

TAKE-OFF IDEA'S
*Have pupils tell a story about "Many
reasons a person is accident-prone".
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Review

(Move) (to) (the other side).
(The ) is (six) inches long.

LINGUISTIC FOCUS Introduce

(Get) (a balloon) for (Jose).
(She) got the picture for (Jo).
Let's describe it for Wink.

box, paper, balloon, air, room, circle,
family, money, work, picture,
vegetables

red, blue, small, long; other; same
get/got, describe, flew, came, change,
earn, move, stay, saw, blow up

around, in, to; again, then; Michigan

carry, make (= cause), heard,
pick (= harvest)

over there; for; out of
Ohio; tired; let's

LINGUISTIC COMMENTARY

Typical language problems are: confusion of
to and for; difficulty with irregular past
verb forms, as "ftes for flew, "get" for g_o_t_,
"heare& for hear] loss off' or 's in let s,
d in tired and d in carried.

Review CONCEPTUAL FOCUS Introduce

Demonstrating a reversible change Demonstrating and identifying multiple
Measuring objects using a 12 inch results of physical and social
ruler changes

Adding lengths together

CONCEPTUAL COMMENTARY

A typical conceptual problem 1: difficulty
understanding that physical and social
changes may have multiple results.

MATERIALS

Activity 1: Use a balloon, Wink, and Blink.
Activity 2: Use the 4 pictures of Juan and his family in Michigan from Lesson

143, the accompanying 3 pictures of Juan's family being paid,
and the family moving to Ohio, chalk, tape, Wink, and Blink.

Activity 3: Use a box and a book, each with sides no larger than 12 inches,
a 12 inch ruler, the 6 colored paper strips from Lesson 143,
tape, chalk, Wink, and Blink.
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T. MANY REASONS
He p the gir s tell a boy to get a bal-
loon and carry it to a pupil. Have him
blow it up, hold the end and then let

it go. Tell the class Wink wants to
know about it. Have Blink and the
class say they will describe it. Have
pupils begin the description having
Blink help the class expand it.

T&Gs:

T:

B&C:

P1:

B&C:

Get a balloon for (Jose).
/after pupil has balloon/
Carry it over there, (Paul).
/after P lets go of balloon/
It escaped. Wink wants to know
what happened.
Let's describe it for Wink.
It got smaller.
The balloon got smaller.

Continue, accepting other descriptions.
Include It flew around the room, The
air came out of the balloon. After
each ask, "Do you know because you
heard it or because you saw it?" Af-
ter the replies help the class summar-
ize, "We can make the balloon the same
again by blowing it up. Then we can
make it change again." Demonstrate
by repeating the activity.

27-1R67§17-77
Chnlk two circles on the floor. Have
two pupils sit in one. Help the class
tell one to move and the other to stay
as Wink asks the class what each did.

T&C:

T&C:

(Ed), move to
(Al), stay in
What did (Ed)
He (moved to)

the other circle.
that one.
do?

that circle.

Display the accompanying pictures and
those from Lesson 143. Have Oink and
the class tell a pupil to get Picture
2 for someone. Then ask the class what
he did. Then have them ask for a des-
cription. Have Blink aid the pupil re-
ply and tape up the picture. Ask what
happened in it. Have a pupil reply and
pantomime a related action. Have Wink
and the class repeat the reply.

W&C: (May), get Picture 2 for (Jo).
T: What did (May) do?

W&C: She got the picture for (Jo).

(Jo), describe it for us.
WW1: Juan's family picked vegetables

in Michigan.
T: What happened because of it?

P2: The family got tired.
W&C: /after P2 pantomimes tired/

The family got tired.

Continue with the other pictures. In-

clude The family earned money for their
work, and The family moved to Ohio as

replies.

3. IT'S SO bIG
Have Wink try to carry a box no larg-
er than 12 inches. Ask a pupil to
help her carry it. Ask Blink and the
class what he did. Then have Wink ask
how long one of the sides is.

T: Help Wink. John, carry the box
for her.
/to class/
What did John do?

B&C: He carried the box for Wink.
W: That box sure is big! How

long is that side?

Have a pupil measure the side with the
ruler. Have Wink repeat her question
having others measure the remaining
sides. Repeat with a large book.
Next, display the red and blue papers.
Help the class tell a pupil to get
each for Wink. When she has both,
have a pupil help her tape them up,
measure each and tell the length.
Next have him tape them together and
remeasure them. Help the class say
the equation.

T&C: (Al), get the (red) paper for
Wink.

W&Pl: /after both are up and measured/
The red paper is 5 inches long.
The blue one is 3 inches long.

T&C: /after papers are taped/
How long is the paper now?

P1: 9 inches long.
T&C: 6 inches 3 inches is 9 inches.

Repeat with the other paper strips.

TAKE-OFF IDEAS
*Pantomime the actions shown in the
pictures in Activity 2.

LESSON 144
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REVIEW

LINGUISTIC FOCUS - REVIEW

Using word order to show direct and indirect object relationships
Using to and for to show direct and indirect object relationships
Using long to express direction of measurement
Using irregular past verb forms

11
CONCEPTUAL FOCUS - REVIEW

Identifying single and multiple causes and results
of social and physical changes

Demonstrating a non-reversible physical change
Demonstrating measuring with a 12 inch ruler
Adding lengths together

Activity 1:

Activity 2t

Activity 3:

MATERIALS

Use the 7 pictures about Juan's family from Lessons 143 and 144,
and Wink.

Use several packages of one flavor of instant pudding (enough
to be divided up for the whole class), the appropriate amount
of milk, a large bowl, a spoon, paper cups, aui Wink.

Use 15 paper strips from Lessons 142 and 143, a box, tape, and
a 12 inch ruler.
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. WHY AM5-7770SE
Display t577seven pictures about Juan's
family from Lessons 143 and 144.
Choose seven volunteers to help tell
the pictured story. Help the class
tell Volunteer 1 to describe the first
picture. Have Wink help describe it.

T&C: Deecribe Picture 1 for us.
W&V1: Juan's family is coming to

Miehigan.

Continue until each volunteer has des-
cribed a picture. Then point to Pic-
ture 1 and ask, "Why do you think they
came to Michigan?" Have Wink aid the
responses using language from Lesson
143. Point to Picture 2 and ask what
happened. Have Wink aid responses
using language from Lesson 144.

T: Why' do you think they came to
Michigan?

W&C: Maybe they came to get a job.
T: /pointing to Picture 2/

WhA happened here?
W&C: The family got tired.

Continue using Pictures 3 and 7 substi-
tuting t:luan went to school, and They
moved to Ohio for The came to Mich-
igan in the question.

/. CHANGING PUDDING
Have on a desk the instant pudding mix.
Place around the room the milk, a bowl,
a spoon, and cups. Select a pupil to
be cook, and help him say that he needs
milk. Have Wink and the class tell a
pupil to take it to him. Continue
with dishes., having Wink help the class
use aiid the dishes for him. After a
pupiinds them, have the class say,
"Now give them to him."

T&Pl: I need some milk.
W&C: (Al), take him the milk.

T&Pl: 1 need some dishes.
W&C: Find the dishes for him.

/after pupil finds dishes/
4ow, give them to him.

Then help the cook show the class the
pudding, put the milk in, stir it up,
and pour it into cups. Discuss the
change with Wink and the class, expand-

ing pupil replies.

T: We saw a change. What do you
think caused it?

Pl: The (milk).
W&C: He (put the milk in).

T: What do we have now?
P2: Something to eat.

W&C: Now we'have something to eat.

Continue discussing the pudding. In-
clude It gets hard. We can eat it for
lunch. Point out that the milk can-
Tia-be made the same again. Save the
pudding to give out later.

3. IT'S MEASURING TIME AGAIN
Put fifteen paper strips from Lesson
142 and 143 in a box. Help the class
tell four pupils to each take out a
paper. Have them tape up the strips
and measure them. Help the class tell
each pupil to say how long is.

T&C: /to each of 4 pupils/
Take out a paper, (Sue).
/to each, after measuring/
(Sue), tell us how long it is.

P1: It's (5) inches long.

Then have a pupil tape two of the
strips together, making sure that the
new length is 12 inches or less. Have
him measure the new length as the
class repeats Tell us how long it is.
Continue with other pupils and the
other paper strips.

SUGGESTED I D TRIP
ake the class to a canning or pack-
aging factory. Try to see trucks or
trains being unloaded, and point out
the various raw materials. Watch the
various steps as the foods go through
changes, discussing what is happening.
After returning to the classroom, have
the class list, using words or pic-
tures, the various raw materials they
saw and then the final products. Then
help them make another list of the
results of the final products, the
cans or packages. Include such re-
sults as money for the factory, can-
ned or packaged foods for stores, i-
tems for store-keepers to sell, items
for people to buy, and food to sat.
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.BASIC CONCEPTUAL FOCUS: designed to be introduced in Spanish:
identifying what has changed; changes/time, or continuous change
Identifying change in the seasons, growth, needs
Constructing an addition facts table
Computing sums and differences of 13 and 14
Identifying the duration of changes (long and short term cyclical), weather,

seasons

MATERIALS:
Activity 1: Use the accompanying picture of a boy at different ages, 13 sticks

and chalk.
Activity 2: Use the four accompanying season pictures, 14 balls or marbles, 2

boxes open on top and one side, chalk, and tape
Activity 3: Use the season pictures, the accompanying circle cutouts and chalk.
Activity 4: Use chalk.

1. CAMBIOS (to accompany lesson 146) CHANGES

Muestre la lamina. Diga que ese nito
se llama Juan y que a Ud. le gustaria
que le contaran algo sobre el. Gufe la
clase a observer que el nifto en todos
los cuadros es distinto. Pregunte por
que. Gufe la clase a concluir que el
niflo ha cambiado por que ha crecido y
que seguire, cambiando conforme crezca.
Liame tres nifios al frente. Dele a uno
trece palillos. Pfdale a otro tomar
uno de ellos, y al tercer nifto anotnr
en la pizarra cuantos tiene cada uno y
sumarlos, 12+1=13. Repita pasando pa-
lillos de un lado a otro hasta obtener
0+13=13.

Show the picture. Say that the boy's
name is Juan ana that you would like to
know something about him. Guide the
class to observe that the boy is dif-
ferent in each picture. Ask why.
Guide them to conclude that the boy has
changed becease he has gotten older and
that he will continue to change as he
grows old. Call three pupils to the
front. Give one of them thirteen
sticks. Have the second take one of
the sticks and the third write on the
board how many each pupil has. Have
him add them, 12+1=13. Continue moving
sticks until reaching 0+13=13.

2. LAS ESTACIONES (to accompany lesson 147)

Muestre la 'bans 1. Invite a un nifto
a que describa lo que ve en ells. Re-
pita con el resto de las lgminas y
otros niftos. Peguelas en la pizarra.
invite a la clase a identificar las es-
taciones. Escriba sus nombres en la
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THE SEASONS

Show Picture 1. Have a pupil describe
what he sees in it. Repeat with the
rest of the pictures and other pupils.
Tape the pictures on the board. Have
the class name them by seasons. Write
those names on the board. Ask if sea-



pizarra. Pregunte si las estaciones
cambian y clue cambios se manifiestan
en ellas. Dirija la atencion de los
nifios hacia el manzano. Pidales obser-
varlo bien y decirle los cambios que
notan. Gale los nifios a concluir que
los cambios de las estaciones afectan
el crecimiento de las plantas. Coloque
sobre una mesa dos cajas y catorce bo-
las. Ponga en una de ellas trece bolas
y en otra una. Cu6ntelas y escriba
13+1=14. Invite un niflo a pasar otra
bola, escribir la ecuaci6n y resolver-
la. Repita hasta obtener 0+14=14.

sons change and what changen take place
during them. Direct the pupils' atten-
tion to the apple tree. Have them ob-
serve the tree carefully and tell you
the changes, they note. Guide the pu-
pils to conclude that seasonal changes
affect the growth of the plants. Put
two boxes on a table. Put thirteen
balls in one and one ball in the other.
Count them and write 13+1=14. Invite a
pupil to add another ball to the second
box. Have him write the equation and
solve it. Repeat until reaching 0+14=
14.

3. NECESIDADES (to accompany lesson 148)

Muestre las liminas e identifiquelas.
Mediante preguntas guie los niflos a ob-
server cuantas estaciones hay en un
cads cugnto cambian y en que orden lo
hacen. Invite a un niflo a colocar las
lfiminas en la pizarra. Converse con la
clase sobre los cambios que hay durante
las estaciones y coma ellos afectan las
necesidades de la gente. Muestre los
recortes. Invite a un nil() a seleccio-
nar los correspondientes a cada esta-
ci6n y pegarlos en la pizarra. Use es-
tos mismos recortes.. Forme un conjunto
de 5 elementos y otro de 8. Escriba
5+8=0. Invite a un niflo a resolver la
ecuaci6n. Repita con otras Burnes de
13 y 14.

NEEDS

Show the pictures and identify them.
Guide the pupils through questions to
observe how many seasons there are in a
year, how often they change and in what
order they come. Have a pupil tape the
pictures on the board. Discuss with
the class changes which take place dur-
ing the seasons and how they affect the
needs of the people. Show the cutouts.
Invite a pupil to select the appropri-
ate ones for each season and tape them
on the board. Using these same cut-
outs, make a set of 5 items and another
of 8. Write 5+8=0. Invite a pupil to
solve the equation. Repeat with other
sums of 13 and 14.

4. cAMBIOS CORTOS Y LARGOS (to accompany lesson 149) LONG AND SHORT CHANGES

Gule 10s niflos a observar la diferen-
cia entre cambios de corta y larga du-
raci6n. De varios ejeuplos de ellos
como la noche, las sombras, las esta-
ciones, el alio, etc. Invite a los ni-
fibs a nombrar algunos otros cambios.
Haga una marca en la pizarra por cada
uno de ellos, y com6ntelos con la cla-
se. Cuente cuatro marcas y encierrelas
en un circulo. Repita con nueve. Es-
criba en la pizarra 4+ =Q. Invite a
un nifto a resolver la ecusei6n. Dibu.
je un conjunto de catorce elementos
taehe seis de ellos y escriba 14-641
Invite un niflo a resolver la ecuaciOn.
Repita con otros e3emplos de sumas y
restas de 1:3 ;), 14 elementos.

Guide the pupils to observe the differ-
ences between changes of long and short
duration. Give several examples like
night, shade, seasons, the year, etc.
Have the pupils name some other changes.
Make a chalk mark on the board for each
change and discuss them with the class.
Count four marks and enclose them in a
circle. Repeat with nine. Write 4+9=0
on the board. Invite a pupil to solve
the equation. Draw a set of 14 items.
Cross off six of them and write 14 -6= E].
Invite a pupil to solve the equation.
Continue adding and subtracting with 13
and 14 items.
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Review LINGUIST IC FOCUS Introduce

There (is/are) ( ) What has (Blink) (done) (to the seed)7

box, water
red, blue
done, help

(He) has (helped) (the seed to grow).

seed, soil, planter, sunlight, stem,
root

grow, start, put (past participle)

LINGUISTIC COMMENTARY

Typical language problems are: non-standard
word order in questions, as in What has done
Blink for What has Blink done; confusion of
WNTar with irregular past participles and
past with past participles, as "putted" for
mil, did for done; substitution of "seetH
for see?, neifOr for stem, "dawn" for done,
and 1563i" for mkt:

Review CONCEPTUAL FOCUS Introduce

Identifying a physical change Identifying change through growth
Identifying multiple causes for Identifying what has changed and how
change it has changed

Demonstrating and identifying a
process causing change

Computing sums of thirteen

CONCEPTUAL COMMENTARY

A typical conceptual problem is: understand-
ing what happens to seeds as they germinate
although the initial changes take place with-
in the soil and cannot be seen.

MATERIALS

Activity 1: Ust a planter, several bean seeds, a water cup with water, a
table, the three accompanying pictures of Blink having per-
formed actions, Blink and Wink.

Activity 2: Use the two accompanying bean pictures, the three pictures from
Activity 1, and Wink.

Activity 3: Prepare on the board, a series of equations as in the accompany-
ing chart; use a table, a red box, a blue box, 13 seeds,
and chalk. -g2



1. WHAT TO DO WITH A SEED
Put the planter, seeds, and water cup
on a table in front of the class. Ex-
plain that you are going to plant a
seed. Have Blink help the boys ask
questions about what you have done and
have Wink help the girls to answer.

B&Bs: /after T has put seed in soil/
What has Mrs. done to
the seed?

W&Gs: She has put the seed in the
soil.

Continue, with put the planter in the
sunlight and put water in the planter.
Iiext, give three volunteers the three
planting pictures. Point to each vol-
unteer and guide pupils to ask and
answer the above questions about Blink.

2. HELPING IT GROW
Display the first seed picture. Iden-
tify it as a bean seed like the type
planted in Activity 1. Tell the class
that if they could see inside the
planter in a few days, they would see
that the seed had changed. Show the
second picture and identify the stem
and root. Question the class about the
seed. Have Wink aid the responses.

T: /showing second seed picture and
after identifying new parts/
What has happened to this seed?

W&C: The seed has started to grow.
T: What has started to grow from it?

W&C: /as T points to each part in
turn/
A (stem) has started to grow.

After repeating the last question to
identify the root, show the pictures
from Activity 1. Ask what Blink has
done in each. Show Picture 2 of Acti-
vity 2, asking Wink and the class what
Blink has helped the seed to do.

T: /showing each Act. 1 pic./
What has Blink done to the
(seed)?

C: He has put (the seed in the
soil),

T: /showing Pic. 2 of this Act./
What has he helped the seed do?

W&C: He has helped the seed to grow.

Repeat the activity, guiding groups
to ask and answer the questions.

3. SEED TRANS` ER

In preparation, copy the accompanying
chart on the board. Place a table in
front of the chalkboard. Put the seed
boxes side by side on the table. Count
out thirteen seeds with the class and
place them in the red box. Have the
class identify how many seeds are in
each box and fill in the first equation
on the chalkboard. Guide the class to
state the equation.

T: /after T puts 13 seeds in red box/
How many seeds are in the (red)
box?

C: There are (thirteen) seeds in the
red box.

Next, have a volunteer transfer the
seeds, one at a time, to the blue box.
Each time, ask the class how many seeds
he has put in the blue box. Guide a
Volunteer to write that number in the
appropriate equation. Then ask how
many are in the red box. Guide the
volunteer to complete the equation and
the class to state it.

T: /after V1 transfers each seed/
How many seeds has she put in the
blue box?

C: She has put (one) seed in the blue
box.

T: /after V2 fills in approp. boX/
How many seeds are in the red box
now?

C: There are (twelve) seeds in the
red box now.
/after V2 completes equation/
(Twelve) plus (one) is (thirteen).

Continue until the red box is empty.
Then repeat, transfering the seeds
back to the red box. Have new vvlun-
teers transfer seeds and write on the
board.

TAKE-OFP IDEAS
*Have each pupil decorate a styrofoam
cup and plant a flower seed in it. As

it begins to grow the pupils could give
their plant to mother for Mother's Day,
transplant it to the school grounds, etc.
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Review

How many ( )?
There (is/iFET( )

LINGUISTIC FOCUS Introduce

What new parts have grown from the
seed?

(A root and a stem) have grown from
the seed.

Have you (planted) (seeds)?
Yes, I (have) (planted) (seeds).seed, stem, root, leaves, spring,

fall, winter, summer bean, pod, part; grown, plant z harvest

LINGUISTIC COMMENTARY

Typical language problems are: confusion of
regular and irregular past participles; con-
fusion of have and has; loss of -ed ending
in questions, as in LalLeLysyplantspeds;
substitution of "pot" foros.V1wrIBT:
have.

Review CONCEPTUAL FOCUS Introduce

Identifying change through growth Identifying change over time
Identifying change in seasons and

growth
Computing sums of fourteen

...111110.

CONCEPTUAL COMMENTARY

A typical conceptual problem is: understand-
ing that growth in plants may occur during
different seasons dependent on the type of
plant and their location.

MATERIALS

Activity 1: Use the two bean pictures from Lesson 146, Activity 2, the two
accompanying plant pictures, chalk, tape and Blink.

Activity 2: Use the accompanying two pictures of a bean field, three pictures
of winter wheat, the picture of winter plants growing, and Wink.

Activity 3: Use the pictures from Activities 1 and 2, except the first bean
picture from Lesson 146, the accompanying series of equations
model, fourteen seeds, the red box and blue box used in Lesson
146, and chalk.
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1. I AM CURIOUS
Display the first bean picture. Ex-
plain that Wink is curious about what
happens to a seed after it starts to
grow. Point to the second picture
and have Blink guide the class to
identify the new parts.

T: /pointing to first bean picture/
What new parts have grown from
the seed?

B: /whispering to class/
A root and stem.

C: A root and stem have grown from
the seed.

Remind the class that it took several
days for the seed to grow. Write 1 to
7 on the chalkboard. Explain that
each number represents one day and se-
ven days equal one week. Tape the
first picture near 1 and the second
near 7. Next, write 8 through 21.
Place the third picture near 14. Re-
peat the dialog, substituting -Leaves
for Root and stem. Explain that the
two food parts on the stem are the
seed which has separated into two parts.
Place the last picture near 21. Repeat
the dialog using Bean ods aig leaves.
Repeat the activity, with girls, then
boys, asking each other the question.

2. SEASONAL FARMING
Divide the class in two groups. Have
Group 1 pretend to know nothing about
farming and Group 2 to know everything
about farming. Explain that Wink will
question each group about planting,
growing, then harvesting, then guess
which group is farmers. Have her be-
gin questioning each group. Cue the
first responses.

W: /to Group 1/
Have you planted seeds?

T:. No, I haven't.
Gl: No, I haven't planted seeds.

Continue, questioning Group 2 who ans-
wers affirmatively. Repeat, using the
pictures of the bean field before and
during harvest, substituting grown
beans then harvested beans for planted TARE-OFF IDEAS
seeds. Have Wink identify the "farmer *Keep a chart of the growth of the
group". Show the picturet of winter seeds from Lesson 146, noting changes.

wheat being planted, resting during
winter, and growing in spring. Also
show the plants that grow in winter.
Explain what is happening in each pic-
ture. Repeat the questioning, having
individuals respond. Add in spring to
each question, then repeat the sequence
three more times to include the other
seasons.

T.--ARMING AND TRANSFERRING
In preparation copy the accompanying
chart on the board. Distribute the
pictures from Activities 1 and 2.
Have each pupil show his picture, one
at a time. Guide other pupils to ask
picture pupils questions.

T&P2: /after P1 shows picture and
with teacher's help/
Have you (planted) (seeds)?

P1: (Yes), I (have) (planted) (seeds).

Continue with other pupils. Then place
the two boxes on the table as in Les-
son 146. Count with the class four-
teen seeds and put them in the red box.
Have a volunteer transfer seeds, one
at a time, to the blue box. Have the
class pantomime the same actions. Each
time, ask the class how many seeds they
have put in the blue box and how many
are left in the red box. Guide a sec-
ond volunteer to complete each equa-
tion and the class to state it.

T: /after V transfers each seed/
How many seeds have you put in the
blue box?

C: We have put (one) seed in the blue
box.

T: /after V2 fills in approp. box/
How many seeds are in the red box
now?

C: There are thirteen seeds in the
red box now.
/after V2 completes equation/
(Thirteen) plus (one) is (fourteen).

Continue until the red box is empty.
Then repeat, transferring the seeds back
to the red box. Select new volunteers.

LESSON 147
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Review

Who
What

(

( )?

-T-(gave/has) ( -ed) (

LINGUISTIC FOCUS Introduce

done

numeral, turn
connect, written, complete, had
dot, equation

LINGUISTIC COMMENTARY

Typical language problems are: use of non-
standard word order in questions, as What
she has done? for What has she done?; con-
fusion or loss of have and has; substitution
of "hat" for had.

Review CONCEPTUAL

Computing sums of thirteen and
fourteen

Identifying change in seasons and
growth

Identifying change in seasons and
needs (cyclical change)

FOCUS Introduce

Identifying a plant as being composed
of different parts such as roots,
stems, etc.

Identifying multiple effects of
change in seasons (growth and
needs)

[

CONCEPTUAL COMMENTARY

A typical conceptual problem is: understand-
ing that seasonal changes mat/ have multiple

1 effects which may not be related.

MATERIALS
Activity 1: Use the accompanying dot picture of Blink, a crayon to connect the

dots, tape, chalk, Wink, and Blink.
Activity 2: Use a picture of a plant fr mi Lesson 147, Activity 1, the dot pic-

ture of Blink from Activity 1, the accompanying plant part pic-
ture, Wink, and Blink.

Activity 3: Use the winter wheat pictures from Lesson 147, the sets of fall,
winter, and spring clothes, tape, and chalk.



1. FROM BLINK WITH DOTS
Have the class in front of the chalk-
board. Tape the Blink picture to the
chalkboard. Explain that if the dots
are connected the picture will be com-
plete. Guide Wink to connect dots 1
and 2. Ask the class what she did.
Have Blink cue with Connected the dots.
Then have Wink write one of the num-
erals just connected, on ti.e board and
use it in an equation totaling thir-
teen or fourteen.

T: /to C after W connects 1 and 2/
What has she done?

B: Connected the dots.
C: She has connected the dots.
Wink writes numerals on board and
completes equation.

Continue, asking What has she done?
Have Blink cue responses with Written
the numerals and Completed the equation
Next, guide pupils to connect the next
two dots, and complete equations while
Blink helps the class answer the ques-
tion after each action. Finally, ask
who the picture is of.

2. HAVING TURNS
Refer to the Blink picture. Ask who
has had, then who hasn't had a turn to
connect the dots. Have Wink cue the
first response with appropriate pu-
pils, and Blink cue the second response.

T: /pointing to picture of Blink/
Who has had a turn to connect the
dots?

W: /pointing to appropriate pupils/
You have.

Ps: I have had a turn.
T: Who hasn't had a turn?
B: You haven't.

Ps: /pointing to appropriate pupils/
I haven't had a turn.

Display the pictures of plant parts.
Ask for their names.

T: /pointing to picture/
What (are) (these)?

C: (Those) (are) (roots).

Continue with other parts. After sev-
eral responses, ask who has had and who

hasn't had a turn, pointing out that
everyone has. Finally, display the
plant picture. Point out that all the
parts together are called a plant.

3. SEASONAL DOTS
Tape the winter wheat pictures to the
board. Remind the class which season
is represented in each picture. Point
out that while the seeds were growing,
the seasons changed. Place the cloth-
ing pictures in random order under the
wheat pictures. Draw a dot under each
wheat picture and over each clothing
picture. Guide a volunteer to connect
a clothing picture dot with an appro-
priate wheat (seasons) picture dot.
Guide the girls to ask the boys what
the volunteer has done, then who has
had and who hasn't had a turn.

T: /guiding V to connect appropriate
dots/
Which clothes go with this season?

V: These do.
Gs: /to Bs with T's help after V con-

nects appropriate dots/
What has (he) done?

Bs: (He) has connected the dots.
T: Ask who has had a turn.

Gs: Who has had a turn?
/with T's help/

V: I have had a turn.
T: Ask who hasn't had a turn.
Gs: Who hasn't had a turn?
Bs: I haven't had a turn.

Continue having different boys connect
the dots. Then, rearrange the clothes
pictures and guide different girls to
connect the dots. Have the boys ask

the above questions after each set of
pictures is matched.

TAKE-OFF IDEAS
k,isplay the bean plant picture. Ask

the class what they think is inside the
pods. If possible, have a bean pod on
hand, °nen it and have the children
compare the contents with other seeds.
Ask what could be done with the beans.
If someone mentions planting, ask when
they would plant and how long it would
take to grow a new bean plant. Finally
ask for suggestions as to what they
would do with the new beans.

7
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Review

What (have/has) ( )?

The ( ) (have/
many

T (
How i577 )?

LINGUISTIC FOCUS Introduce

)

leaves, farmer, bean, apple, tree,
seed, kind

grow/grown, start, harvest, happen,
plant, pick

each; first; long

wheat, plant, nothing, time, crop
taken, become
ripe
once

LINGUISTIC COMMENTARY

Typical language problems are: addition of
s, as in beans plants and apples trees; con-
fusion or loss of have and has; substitution
of "no thing", "nosing", or-9Toting" for
nothing; "peek" for pick, "plan" for plant,
and "ones" for once; loss of ed endings.

Review

Identifying change
growth

Identifying change
Computing sums and
fourteen

CONCEPTUAL FOCUS Introduce

in seasons and

over time
differences of

Identifying the duration of change
Identifying relative short term and
long term change

Identifying staggered growth cycles
Identifying crops as a class label

CONCEPTUAL COMMENTARY

A typical conceptual problem is: understand-
ing that crop cycles may vary from crop to
crop and that the planting, growing, har-
vesting sequence may vary with each crop.

MATERIALS
Activity 1: Use the spring, summer, fall apple tree pictures from Spanish

Activity 2 supporting Lesson 147, 2 winter wheat pictures and
2 bean field pictures both from Lesson 147, the accompanying
empty field pictures, tape and Blink.

Activity 2: Use the Pictures from Activity 1, and Blink.
Activity 3: Use the bean pod picture from Lesson 148, 14 bean seeds, and

chalk.
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1. PLANT-GROW-HARVEST
Tape the pictures to the
board in the following sequence:

spring sum. fall
(apple tree) #1 #2 #3
(wheat) #1 #2 #3
(beans) #1 #2 #3

Point to each #1, in turn, and ask
What has happened to the (apple tree/
wh_at/bean plants). Have Blink cue
with the first three words of LeLves
have started to grow, The farmiFFii
harvested the wheat, Bean p ants have
started to grow.

1% /pointing to #1 (apple tree) pic./
What has happened to the (apple
tree)?

B: (Leaves) (have started).
C: (Leaves) (have started to grow).

After completing the #1 pictures, con-
tinue with the #2 pictures, eliciting
Apples have started to grow, Nothing
has happened, The farmer has harvested
the beans. Repeat with #3 pictures,
eliciting The farmer haiFcked the
apples, Thi-Tirmer has planted the
wheat, and Nothing has happened; the
(tree) is the same. Repeat the delTif-
ity, guiding girls then boys to ask
each other the questions.

27-13MVESTIWZROPT
Tape up the pictures as in Activity 1.
Explain that the apples, wheat, and
beans all grew this year. Point to
the apple and bean pictures and ask
Which have become ripe first.

T: /pointing to apnles then beans/
(Which) (have become) (ripe first),
the apples or the beans)?

B: (The) (beans) (have).
C: The (beans) (have become) (ripe

first).

Continue the questions, asking Which
has taken longer to vow? and. How many
times has the farmer harvested each
this year? Have Blink cue with The
apples have, and Once this year. Next,
point to the harvest pictures. Ex-
plain that foods growing in soil are

often called crops. Ask how many the
farmer has harvested. Guide the class
to count and tell the answer.

T: /pointing to harvest pictures/
How many different kinds of crops
has the farmer harvested this year.

C: /with T's help/
One,...three. The farmer has
harvested three kinds of crops
this year.

Repeat the activity, cuing the girls
then the boys to ask the questions.

3. FROM BEAN POD TO PLANT
Show the bean pod picture. Explain
that eventually it will open up and
the seeds will fall out. Some of them
may start to grow. Place the fourteen
bean seeds on the table. Count them
with the class and have a volunteer
write 14= on the hoard. Take away some
seeds, and have the class pretend that
they have started to grow. Question
the class about them. Identify the
remaining seeds as not having grown.
Have the volunteer complete the equation.

C: /with T counting seeds/
One, two, three,...fourteen.
/counting growing seeds after V
writes 14= on board/
One, two-,7.(four).

T: How many seeds have started to
grow?

C: (Four) seeds have started to grow.
T: /after V writes (4) near 14/

How many seeds have not grown?
C: One,...(ten). (Ten) seeds have not

grown.
V completes equation 14=(4)+(10).

Read the equation with the class. Con-

tinue with different combinations of
seeds, guiding pupils to ask and an-
swer questions and complete equations.

TAKE-OFF IDEAS
*Show the pictures of bean seeds grow-
ing. Have pupils pretend to count
seeds you give them from the pods, then
tell how the seeds may grow to plants.
Have the class identify the new parts
of the plants they describe. Have them
draw and label pictures of the plants.

LESSON 149
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REVIEW-EVALUATION

This lesson aims at determining how well pupils incorporate the structures
of Unit 15 into modified language situations. You should attempt to elicit
individual responses from all pupils and keep accurate records on the fol-
lowing RECORD SHEET. This should help you focus on specific problems.

The concepts listed in INCLUDED CONCEPTS are not necessarily the most im-
portant ones in Unit 15. They were selected because of their suitability
in reviewing the language structures.

The DIALOGS in Lesson 150 do not represent the only structures that pupils
might use; they are only sample responses. A stimulus is given and the pu-
pil will select his answer from among those structures he knows.

LINGUISTIC PROGRESS CHECK

Asking and answering questions using the past participle
form of verbs, such as has grown and have wr4:..t.ni

Using indirect objects in directives

INCLUDED CONCEPTS

Identifying change through growth
Identifying parts of plants
Computing sums and differences of 12, 13,
and 14

Identifying and explaining physical changes

Activity 1:

Activity 2:
Activity 3:

MATERIALS

Use the accompanying pictures of a bean, corn, rose, and carrot
plant, each cut into 3 sections, the chalkboard-arrangement
model and tape.

Use the accompanying dot picture of Texas, and chalk.
Use the picture of blink and the balloon from Lesson 143, the

bean seed growing from Lesson 146, and the bean plants from
Lesson 147, tape, pencil, and paper.
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1. PLANT HYBRIDS: PUPIL MADE
Tape up the accompanying pictures as
in the accompanying model. Explain
that they are four different kinds of
plants and that the seeds they grew
from are also pictured. First, point
to the bean plant. Then have indivi-
duals ask others to identify the parts
of the plant.

T. /pointing to bean plant/
Ask (Al) what has grown from this
seed.

Pl: (Al), what has grown from that?
P2: A (stern) has grown from it.

Continue until all the parts of each
plant are identified. Next, explain
and demonstrate that the pictures of
each plant can be moved. Explain how
pupils may rearrange parts to make new
plants as long as the parts pictures
remain in the same horizontal row.
After each pupil exchanges parts, tell
him to have a classmate tell a friend
what he has done.

T: /to P1 after "parts" rearranged/
Ask (Ed) to tell (Bob) what you
have done.

P1: (Ed), tell (Bob) what I've done.
P2: (He)'s changed the leaves.

Continue having pupils change parts.
Encourage them to use has put on an-
other 'stem) and has moved the
(roots . Then, have them make up
names or the new plants.

2. DOTS AND EQUATIONS
Chalk up the accompanying dot picture.
Elsewhere on the board, have a pupil
write the numerals 1- 14, one under
the other. Have another use the first
numeral and complete an equation to e-
qual 14. After each action have a pu-
pil ask another what has taken place.

T: /after P chalks upl - 14/

(Al),
ue), ask (Al) what he's done.

Pl: (l what has (Ed) done?
P2: (He)'s written the numerals,
T: /after equation 1+13 is up/

(May), ask (Jo) WiT (he)'s done.
P3: (Jo), what has (Jose) done?
P4: (He)'s completed an equation.

Next, have a pupil connect dots 1 and
2, and then write an equation to equal
T4, using 2. Repeat the questioning,

encouraging there uJ use He's connected
the dots, cuing if needed. Then con-
tinue until all the dots are connected
and all the equations are complete.
next, tell a pupil, "Tell (Juan) to
find out who has had a turn." After
he finds out, erase the equations and
help the remaining pupils make equa-
tions which equal 12, 13 or 14.

3. AMSR TIME CHANGES
Display the pictures rom previous les-
sons. Ask, "What of things can
change?" As a pupil responds, have
him tape up an appropriate picture or
briefly sketch one for him. Then help
the class ask him how.

T: What kinds of things can change?
P1: /taping up balloon picture/

A balloon can change.
TEIC: How can a balloon change?
Pl: It can (break).

Continue until many pictures are up.
Ask volunteers to group the pictures,
encouraging groupings such as rever-
sible/non-reversible, long or short
term, or any they may see. Then ask
the pupils to name the groupings.

TAKE-OFF PROGRESS CHECK
*Show the pictures from Lesson 143,
Activity 3. Ask pupils what has hap-
pened in each picture. Ask how they
think the individual people in each
picture felt about what they had done
and why the pupils think the people
felt that way. Next, ask if they or
someone they know has had similar ex-
periences. Ask them to describe what
had happened to themselves or the
other people. Ask how they felt and
why they felt that way.

*Have pupils draw sequences of pictures
showing changes taking place, such as
plants growing. Suggest to pupils
types of things which may change such
as a seed. Then ask pupils to expla
their predictions and what has happen
ed to cause the changes. Use language
from Lessons 141-149.

LESSON 150



RECORD SHEET - LESSON 150

Following is a list of the main structures checked in Lesson 150. As each pupil
responds to an item, place a mark indicating whether he uses a Standard or Non-
Standard form. Compute the percentage of times the Standard form was used by
dividing the number of Standard form uses by the total number of times the
structure was used, and multiplying by 100. This is the percent of successfully
manipulated structures. For example:

Structure Standard Non-Standard Total Percentage

What has (he)
done? YY471 11(711- 15 10/15x100=67%

For this structure there were fifteen responses, 67% of these were in Standard
form.

STRUCTURE STANDARD NON-STANDARD TOTAL
PERCENTAGE
STANDARD

1. What has grown from
that?

A (stem) has grown
from it.

Tell (him) what I've
done.

(He)'s (changed) the
(leaves).

ILILLP2IIILIALIIT12/14_____

2. What has Ed done?

(He)'s (written) (the
numerals).

Find out who has had
a turn.

3. A (balloon) (can
change).
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The first grade child discovers that he
cannot always accurately predict changes. He
finds that there are some things that always hap-
pen, but there are other things that may or may not oc-
cur. In order to participate in activities that involve mak-
ing statements about predictable and non-predictable events, the Span,
ish-speaking child needs to understand and use questions and statements in Eng ish.

LINGUISTIC FOCUS

Unit Sixteen contains language patterns drawn from all units in the Primary One pro-

gram and serves as a general review of the basic problems of word order and form pre-

sented in Parts One through Four.

CONCEPTUAL FOCUS

Unit Sixteen contains activities which are basically designed to help the first

grade child with the following:

COUNTING BY TENS, STATING PREDICTABLE EVENTS DESCRIBING SIMILAR SIT-
TWOS AMD FIVES IN THE ENVIRONMENT, AT UATIONS AND FEELINGS

HOME AND AT SCHOOL
ENUMERATING AND PRE- DESCRIBING FEELINGS ABOUT
DICTING EVENTS

GIVING REASONS FOR
PREDICTIONS

MAKING AND EXPLAINING
INFERENCES

IDENTIFYING SKIP COUNT-
ING BY SEVENS ON A
CALENDAR

MAKING SHORT TERM AND THE SCHOOL YEAR ENDING
LONG TERM PREDICTIONS
ABOUT EVENTS AND DESCRIBING FEELINGS ABOUT
CHANGES WHAT NEXT YEAR MIGHT

BE LIKE
GROUPING CHANGES THAT

OCCUR AT HOME OR AT
SCHOOL, AND THAT ARE
LONG TERM OR SHORT TERM-

94
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SPANISH SUPPORT ACTIVITIES

SIC CONCEPTUAL FOCUS: designed to be introduced in Spanish:
Predicting and stating changes and events
Counting by tens up to 12 tens
Describing day and night in terms of the earth's rotation
Practicing counting by twos, and tens

MATERIALS:
Activity 1: Use a globe, flashlight, and colored chalk.
Activity 2: Use a globe, flashlight, a piece of clay, and chalk.
Activity 3: Use colored chalk.
Activity 4: Use colored chalk.

1. EL DIA Y LA NOCHE (to accompany lesson 151)

Muestre la esfera e identifiquela. Ex-
plique que la Tierra gira en el espacio
todo el tiempo y que nosotros giramos
con ells tambien. Diga que el Sol
alumbra todo el dia y la noche, pero
que solo podemos ver su luz durante el
dia. Encienda el foco y alumbre la
esfera. Hfigala girar. Guie los nifios
a observar comp cuando una parte de la
esfera recibe la luz del foco la otra
estfi a oscuras. Compgrelos con la Tie-
rra y el Sol. Dibuje en la pizarra una
hilera de diez bolitas. Invite a un
niflo a contarlas y a escribir el nume-
ral morespondiente. Dibuje otra hile-
ra mfis y diga "Diez y diez mes son vein-
te." Escriba el numeral 20. Repita
agregando decenas haste obtener 120.

DAY AND NIGHT

Show the globe and identify it. Ex-
plain that the earth turns in space all
the time and that we ride and turn on
it. Say that the sun shines day and
night, but that we can only see its
light during the day. Turn the flash-
light on it and rotate the globe. Guide

the pupils to observe that when one part
of the globe receives the light from the
flashlight, the other part is in dark-
ness. Compare the globe and flashlight
with the earth and sun. Draw a hori-
zontal row of ten balls on the board.
Ask a pupil to count them and to write
the corresponding numeral. Draw anoth-
er row and say "Ten and ten more is
twenty." Write the numeral 20. Re-

peat adding tens up to 120.

2. EL TIEMPO ES VARIABLE (to accompany lesson 152) WEATHER IS CHANGEABLE

Coloque en la esfera un pedacito de
plaaticina en el centro de los Estados
Unidoe. Enaienda el foco y alumbre la
esfera. Diga que es de dia. Haga ver
que es de dia solo para la parte que
alumbra el foco. Pregunte qug es en la
otra parte. Guie los niftos a observar
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Put a piece of clay on the globe in the
center of the United States. Turn the
flashlight on it and say it is day.
Guide the pupils to observe that it is
daytime only where the light is shining.
Ask what it is in the other part.
Guide the pupils to observe that the



que es el movimiento de la Tierra el
que determine el dia y la noche. Co-
mente con los nifios el tiempo que tu-
vieron ayer. Pregunte como es el de
hoy y si con base en esto pueden pre-
decir el de mafiana. Haga diez sombri-
llas en la pizarra y encierrelas en
un cfrculo. Dibuje otros conjuntos de
diez. Cuente con los nifios los ele-
mentos del primer conjunto. Repita
con los otros diciendo, "diez y diez
mils, son veninte; veinte y diez
son treinta" etc.

3. CAMBIOS PREDECIBLES

movement of the earth causes day and
night. Discuss yesterday's weather
with the pupils. Ask what kind of
weather it is today and if they can
predict tomorrow's weather using today
as a basis. Draw ten umbrellas on the
board and enclose them in a circle.
Draw other sets of ten. Count the marks
in the first set with the pupils. Re-
peat with the other set saying, "Ten
and ten more is twenty; twenty and ten
more is thirty," etc.

(to accompaay lesson 153) PREDICTABLE CHARGES

Pregunte a is clase si acertaron en las
predicciones que hicieron sobre el
tiempo el dia anterior. Comentelas
con los niflos. Invitelos a predecir
algunas aetividades que Ud. piensa ha-
cer ese dia en clase. Pidales nombrar
algunas de ellas y decirle con uase en
que hicieron sus predicciones. Guielos
a nombrar algunos otros cambios de la
escuela que seen a corto plazo. Dibu-
je aigz conjuntos de dos elementos
iguales cada uno. Diga que dos elemen-
tos iguales hacen un par. Identifique
algunos de ellos. Cuente los elementos
de uno en uno dando enfasis con la voz
en los ndmeros pares. Cuente los ele-
mentos de dos en dos. Invite a varios
niflos a contar de dos en dos.

Ask the class if they were right in the
predictions they made regarding the
weather of the day before. Discuss the
predictions with the pupils. Have them
predict some activities which you are
thinking about having that day in class.
Ask them to name some of them and to
give a basis for their predictions.
Guide them in naming some other short
term changes in school. Draw ten sets
of two like-items. Say that these
items are a pair and identify some of
the items. Count the items one by one.
Emphasize the even numbers with your
voice. Count the items by twos. Ask
several pupils to count by twos.

4. CAMBIOS A LARGO PLAZO (to accompany lesson 154) LONG TERM CHANGES

Converse con los niflos sobre algunos
cambios a largo plazo como el creci-
miento del pelo despues de que se ha
cortado, la cafda de los dientes de le-
che etc. Interrogue los niflos sobre

cambios en la escuela que estudia-
ron ayer. Pidales pensar en algunos
otros que puedan erecter la casa. In-
vite a algunos nifios a nombrarlos.
Guie la clase a observer como hay cam-
bios predecibles y no predecibles y
como unos suceden mfis a menudo que
otros. Dibuje diez conjuntos de dos
elementos cada uno. Cuente los ele-
mentos de uno en uno y luego de dos en
dos. Invite a algunos nifios a contar
los elementos de dos en dos.
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Discuss with the pupils long term
changes, such as the growing of hair
after it has been cut, the losing of
baby teeth, etc. Question the pupils
about the changes in school which the(
studied yesterday. Ask them to think
about some other changes which can af-
fect the home. Ask score pupils to name
them. Guide the class in observing how
there are predictable and unpredictable
changes and how some occur more often
than others. Draw ten sets of two
items each. Count the items one by
one and then by twos. Have some pupils
count the items by twos.
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LINGUISTIC REVIEW FOCUS

Using expressions of frequency, such as every night, every day
never, sometimes, often, always

Using it as pseudo-subject, as in It is sometimes cloudy
Using singular and plural subject pronouns, such as he, 1125
Using singular and plural possessive adjectives, such as 'lib
Using here and there as expressions of place
Using expressions of means with in and on, as ride on a bike,

, every week,

ES, MI, they
her, their, our

ride in a car

Review CONCEPTUAL FOCUS Introduce

Identifying and distinguishing
jumping and turning

Describing and distinguishing how
often an action is performed

Stating predictable events
Counting by tens up to 120
Describing predictable events about

the sun and earth

CONCEPTUAL COMMENTARY

A typical conceptual problem is: difficulty
understanding that we are always riding on
the turning earth.

MATERIALS

Activity 1: Use Blink and a globe.
Activity 2: Use the accompanying pictures of a car, bike, truck and bus, a

globe and chalk; note: small pieces of clay may be used to
mark India and "our part" on the globe.

Activity 3: Use the accompanying picture of an Indian family, a globe, clay
for marking globe, and a flashlight.
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1. TURNING AND TURNING AND TURNING
Have on hand Blink and a globe. Turn
Blink around and around on your hand
and ask it he is jumping or turning.
After the response, hold up the globe
and recall with the class that it re-
presents the earth, the place where we
live. Explain that the real earth
turns every day. Then question the
class about the turning of the earth.

T: /turning Blink on her hand/
Is Blink jumping or turning?

C: He's turning.
T: /after explaining that the earth

turns every day/
Does the earth turn every day?

C: Yes. It turns every day.

Continue, asking if the earth turns
ever ni ht week month/s rin summer/
fa 1/winter/a the time a ways
ter the responses, explain that the
earth is turning right now, and that no
matter what we might be doing, it is
still turning. Have everyone jump up
and sit down and explain that the earth
was still turning while they were jump-
ing. Count to 120 by tens with the
class and then explain that the earth
was turning then too and still is. Re-
peat the dialog with groups and indi-
viduals questioning each other.

2. RIDE THE TURNING EARTH
Display the accompanying vehicle pic-
tures and the globe. Print never,
sometimes, and often on the EiiiiRland
read them with the class. Explain that
you will ask some questions about those
words and the bicycle picture and that
the pupils should only answer when you
use the word that best describes how
much they ride on a bike.

T: /points to bike pic., then often/
Do you often ride on a bike?

Gl: /pupils who do ride often/
Yes, I often ride on a bike.

T: /points to bike, then sometimes/
Do you sometimes ride on a bike?

G2: /pupils who sometimes ride bike/
Yes. I sometimes ride on a bike.

T: /to pupils who haven't responded/
Don't you ever ride on a bike?

G3: No. I never ride on a bike.

Continue with the other pictures, us-
ing in a car, in a truck, on a bus.
Then ask, other things do you
(sometimes/often) ride?" and accept
any appropriate answer. Then, hold up
the globe and while turning it around
and around, tell the class that we al-
ways ride the earth because it is al-
ways turning. Print_alwayson the
board and ask the class, "Do we always
ride on the earth?" After the reply,
"Yes. We always ride on the earth",
point to groups and individuals, using
Ibex, he she and yot instead of we.
Repat-theglobe dialogog having groups
and individuals question each other.

THESUN ALWAYS- SHINES ON SOMEONE
Have on hand the accompanying picture,
a globe, and a flashlight. While shin-
ing the flashlight on the moving globe
point out that the sun always shines
but on different parts as the earth
turns. Point out our area, have the
"sun" shine there, and ask about it.

T: /shining "sun" on our area/
Is the sun shining on our part?

C: Yes. It's shining on our part.

Continue, moving the "earth" so the
sun shines on India, referring to
the accompanying Indian picture and
using their, his, and her instead of
our, andfiii-e and they-Instead of our
part. Also ask, "iiif day or night
( ere/there)?" After the replies,
help volunteers arrive at some conclu-
sions about the sun and earth.

T.: Are there some things about the
earth and sun that always happen?

Vl: Yes. The earth always turns.
V2: The sun always shines.
T: When the sun shines on our part

of the earth it is our daytime.
Every day we have daytime, but is
it always sunny during daytime?

V3: No. It is sometimes (cloudy).

Have volunteers manipulate the "earth"
and "sun" and ask and answer questions..

TAKE-OFF IDEAS
* Make up with the class a chart story
about "Our Ride on the Earth".
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ORAL LANGUAGE LESSON 152

LINGUISTIC REVIEW FOCUS

Using expressions of time such as yesterday, today, tomorrow, now
Using to form noun-adjective contrast
Using frequency expressions such as almost always and more often
Using comparisons with more than, less than
Using will with verbs to express future

Review CONCEPTUAL FOCUS Introduce

Stating predictable events Making short term predictions
Counting by tens Predicting changes

CONCEPTUAL COMMENTARY

A typical conceptual problem is: difficulty
understanding that a prediction involves the
use of available information.

MATERIALS

Activity 1; Use the accompanying picture of the weatherman, and Blink.
Activity 2: Prepare the Wonderful Weather Machine, using the accompanying

model; use clay, chalk and Wink.
Activity 3: Use chalk and Wink.
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1. THE GREAT PREDICTOR
Using the accompanying picture explain
that people sometimes predict things
such as the weather or what will hap-
pen at school tomorrow, etc. Give sev-
eral examples showing that sometimes
predictors are wrong. Then pretend to
be The Great Predictor who is always
right. Have Blink guide the class to
ask you a question about the earth's
turning, using Will at the beginning.

B&C: /to T, the Great Predictor/
Will the earth always turn?

T: Yes. I predict that the earth
will always turn.
It did yesterday.
It is turning now.
It will turn tommorrow.

Continue, answering a Will question
about the sun always shining. Then
let the class be the predictors and
answer your questions, with Blink mo-
deling the responses, statement by
statement.

2. THE WONDERFUL WEATHER MACHINE
Prop up the "Wonderful Weather Machine"
referred to in the materials section.
Introduce the idea of change by chang-
ing your happy face into a sad face, a
clay ball into a string of clay, etc.
Explain that the weather changes also,
drawing a cloud, sun, raindrops, etc.
on the board and asking if the weather
changes. Have Wink model the response.
Then have a volunteer unroll the ma-
chine's answer in the yestez'cia slot
while the class counts by tens until
he finishes and shows the weather draw-
ing to the class. Ask the class a ser-
ies of questions, eliciting negative
responses. Then, elicit the affirma-
tive response.

T: /pointing to weather symbols/
Does the weather change?

W&C: Yes. The weather changes.
T: /after V unrolls answer and

class counts by tens/
Was it (rainy) yesterday?

C: No. It wasn't (rainy) yesterday.
T: /after several questions that

didn't describe yes. weather/
Was it (cloudy) yesterday?

C: Yes. It was (cloudy) yesterday.

Repeat, using today's rolled up weath-

er picture. Then ask the class and
individuals about tomorrow's weather
and have Wink help the responses.

T:

W&C:

T:

W&Pl:

Will it be (rainy) tomorrow?
I don't know. Weather changes.
Can you predict what the weath-
er will be tomorrow?
Yes. I predict that it will

be (sunny).

Continue until several pupils predict
tomorrow's weather.

3. WINDY WINK AND THE WEATHER

711dc14Inig(glp=,fosr
squares,

ab:111:

Draw appropriate weather symbols in
each, making a lot of "suns" for sum-
mer, many "raindrops" for spring, etc.
to show which seasons are the rainiest,
etc. Then introduce Windy Wink the
Weather Wonder. Help the class ask
her many questions about the local
weather using Will and more, less, as
often, most often, almost always and
iTiFit never.

T&C: /to Windy Wink/
Will the sun shine more in win-
ter than in summer?

W: The sun will shine more in sum-
mer than winter.

T&C: Will it almost always be sunny

in the summertime?
W: It will almost always be sunny

in the summertime.

Continue until all four seasons and
the above-listed words are reviewed.
Then have Wink ask the class, groups
and individuals the questions. Guide

them to use the weather squares on the
board to help with the answers. Con-

clude with the class that weather can
change each day and each season but we
can make predictions about the weather.

Mr-OFF
*Have each pupil cut nut a big blue
puddle from heavy pape and paste cut-
out ducks, kids, worms, etc. on it.
Splatter white paint on for the rain.
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LINGUISTIC REVIEW FOCUS

Using expressions of desire, necessity, and permission with marked infinitive
phrases, such as want to do, have to work, get to play

Using will ('11) + verb as a signal of future
Using questions beginning with what, how, which, when, and where

Review CONCEPTUAL FOCUS

Identifying and distinguishing
positions

Describing and distinguishing how
often an action is performed

Introduce

Stating predictable events at school
and possible short term changes

Skip counting by two's

CONCEPTUAL COMMENTARY

A typical conceptual problem is: difficulty
understanding that counting by two's means
one counts two objects at a time and says
every other numeral.

MATERIALS

Activity 1: Use the accompanying pictures of Blink and his two elephant puppet
friends, on their way to school and in school, and Wink.

Activity 2:. Use ten chairs, a numeral label for each chair, 1-10, tape and
Wink.
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1. THE PUPPET PUPILS
Show the accompany n7 picture of Blink
and his two elephant puppet friends
on their way to school. Question Wink
and the class about each "pupil's"
school day.

T:

W&C:
T:

W&C:

T:

W&C:

/points to elephant with ball/
What do you think he wants to do?
He wants to play.
What do you think he'll get to
do?

He'll get to play.
What do you think he'll have to
do?
He'll have to (work).

Continue, pointing to the other "pu-
pils" and having Wink help volunteers
answer the questions, using to paint,
Ioread, and any appropriate answer
to the last question. Then have Wink
and the class ask you the questions.
Next show the second picture and have
groups ask individuals what each "pu-
pil" wanted to do, got to do, or had
to do.

2. WALV THE LINE
Arrange ten chairs, numbered 1-10 in
a line with space between each. Ex-
plain that, one by one, volunteers
will "Walk the Line". Each will go
in and out among the chairs and sit
down on chairs 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10.
Demonstrate, having the class whis-
per the odd numbers and then loudly
say the even numbers as you sit down.
Choose a volunteer and question Wink
and the class about what he will do.

T: /referring to volunteer/
How does (he) have to go?

W&C: (He) has to go in and out.
1: Which chairs does (he) have

to sit on?
W&C: (He) has to sit on 2, 4, 6, 8,

and 10.

Have the volunteer "Walk the Line" as
the class counts as described above.
Continue the activity, having the ques-
tion period before each volunteer has
his turn. Sometimes have Wink and the
class, groups, and individuals ask and
answer the questions.
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3. BUT SOMETIMES WE DON'T
t5liin that there are some things
that we almost always get to do at
school but that sometimes things
change and we don't get to do these
things. Give a situation about play-
ing and ask volunteers about it, ac-
cepting any appropriate responses.

T: We almost always get to play
but sometimes we don't.
When don't we get to play?

Vi: When we have to work.
V2: When we have to rest.

Continue, giving situations and asking
questions using draw and sing. Accept

any appropriate responses. Then, have

groups ask volunteers the questions.
Then explain that there are certain
places where we almost always do cer-
tain things but that sometimes things
change and we don't use those places.
Give a situation about reading in the
reading group area and ask volunteers
about it, accepting any appropriate
responses.

T: /points to reading group area/
We almost always read there,
but sometimes we don't.
Where do we sometimes get to read?

Vl: At our desks.
V2: In the hall.

Continue, giving situations and asking
questions using play outside, stay in
our room, print at our desks, etc.
TfiiiiTiVie groups question volunteers.

TAKE -OFF IDEAS
*During recess have the class play
"Follow the Leader", having the leader
shout, "I've changed my mind" each time
he wants to signal a change in his be-
havior that the others should follow.

*Whenever convenient, surprise the
class by changing the classroom routine
or arrangement of desks, etc.

*Tape masking tape on the floor and
print numerals 1-50 on it. Have pupils

put one foot one and their other one
on

time counting
then step on two numerals at

a time counting by 2's down the strip.
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LINGUISTIC REVIEW FOCUS

Using was and were to express past tense
Using will with verbs to express future tense
Using probably to express a degree of certainty
Using always to express a degree of frequency
Using would and because to express casual relationships
Using questions with jtv

Review CONCEPTUAL FOCUS Introduce

Counting by two's Predicting events and changes at
Recalling and enumerating past events school

Stating long term changes

CONCEPTUAL COMMENTARY

A typical conceptual problem is: difficulty
understanding that long term changes such as
growing taller are in a continuous process
of change.

MATERIALS
Activity 1: Use chalk.
Activity 2: Use chalk picture from Activity 1, chalk and Wink.
Activity 3: Use Wink.



I. MEMORIES OF THE OLD DAYS
Surprise the class by pretending that
this is the first day of school. In-

troduce yourself, tell what room the
class is in, what they will do this
year, etc. Then, explain that you
were joist pretending in order to help
them remember what the first day was
like. Have volunteers tell you what
things were new that first day. Have
them use was or were in their answers.
Draw a picture on the chalkboard of
each thing mentioned.

T: Tell me about some things that
were new when you came to school
this year. Use was or were.

Vl: The teacher was new.
Teacher draws a stick figure teacher.
V2: The books were new.
Teacher draws books.

Continue with more volunteers, always
putting the corresponding picture on
the board. Then, point to each pic-
ture and ask the class, groups and
individuals, "What was new?", having
them respond with the was or were
structures. Save the aures on the
board for Activity 2.

2. PREDICTING THE NEW
Pointing to the pictures on the board
recall Activity 1 with the class. Ex-
plain that you will make another set
of pictures as the volunteers tell you
what things they think will probably
be new next year. Tell them to use
will and probably in their answers.

T: What will probably be new next
year?

Vl: The teacher will probably be new.
Teacher draws a stick figure teacher.
V2: The room will probably be new.
Teacher draws a room outline.

Continue with other volunteers, making
pictures each time. Then compare the
pictures from Activity 1 with the pic-
tures for this activity. Have volun-
teers draw lines between items that
are the same. Then ask why the things
for this activity would be new. Have
Wink help volunteers use would and be-
cause in their responses.

T: /points to Activity 2 teacher/
Why would you have a new teach-
er?

W&V1: I would have a new teacher be-
cause I'll be in second grade.

W&V2: I would have a new teacher be-
cause I will go to a new room.

Continue, asking about each Activity 2
picture, sometimes helping the class
ask volunteers the why questions.

3. WE KNOW FOR SURE
Explain that next year certain things
will change such as those they have
talked about before. Point out that
there are some changes that people go
through that take a long, long time
such as the way we grow taller and
elder and the way we learn more all
the time. Question Wink end the class
about these long term changes.

T: Will you be taller next year?
W&C: Yes. We'll be taller.

T: How do you know that?
W&C: Because we're always growing.

Continue, using older for taller and
getting older for grorlra, know more
for be taller and leariing or growing.

Have groups ask eaaiither and indivi-
duals the questions. Then, have the
class pretend to be cheerleaders
for their room and chant "age rhymes"
such as "Two, four, six, it's late.
Before you know it, well be eight.
Ten, twelve, fourteen, plus two. Will

I reach sixteen before you do?", etc.

TAKE:WITMk§
*Create with the class an imaginary
animal. First chalk a body on the
board. Then, each day choose one pu-
pil to make one addition to the draw-
ing. Discuss the chances taking place
each day until the animal is complete.
Help the class name the animal.

*Tell the story of Pinocchio and dis-
cuss the changes that happened to him.

*During art have pupils finger paint
with two fingers. As you count by
twos, each pupil makes two new marks
on his painting for each number.
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LINGUISTIC REVIEW FOCUS

Using adjectives and nouns as pre-noun modifiers
Using questions with how, how many, what kind,
and which

Review

Counting by two's

CONCEPTUAL FOCUS Introduce

Stating changes that occur at home
Grouping and labeling changes at

home, at school and in the weather
Stating changes as a class that has

sub-groups within it
Generalizing that all families change
and that some changes are similar

CONCEPTUAL COMMENTARY

A typical conceptual problem is: difficulty
understanding that changes are infinite in
kind and number.

Mk7ERIALS

Activity 1: Use chalk and snapshots of something that has changed in your
family such as a new house, etc.

Activity 2: Use the chalk pictures from Activity 1.
Activity 3: Use the chalk pictures from Activities 1 and 2 and chalk to make

additional pictures of things that might change at school from
Lesson 154 and weather changes from Lesson 152.
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1. OUR CHANGING FAMILIES
Tell the class about some things that
have changed in your family this past
year. If possible show them pictures
of the changes, such as a new car, a
new tree, a new family member, etc.
Then help the class question volun-
teers about changes in their families.
Draw a picture for each change and
label it with the volunteer's name.

T&C: /to volunteer/
Did your family change this year?

Vl: Yes.

T&C: How did your family change?
Vl: We got a new baby.
T draws baby and puts V's name nearby.
T&C: How else did your family change?
Vl: We moved to a new house.

Continuing questioning other volunteers,
drawing the pictures and labeling them
with the volunteers' names. Save the
board work for Activities 2 and 3.

2. MORE INFORMATION PLEASE
Recall the first activity with the
class. Then, pointing to one board
picture from Activity 1 at a time,
help the class ask for more details
about the things that changed.

T&C: IT points to V's picture from
Activity 1/

(John), did your family get a
baby boy or a baby girl?

Vl: We got a baby ooy.
T&C: IT points to another volunteer's

picture/

What kind of house did you move
to?

V2: A big white house.

Continue, eliciting detailed responses
from volunteers. Then, referring to
all of the pictures, help the class
generalize that all families change
and that some of them have similar
changes. Save the pictures for Activ-
ity 3.

3. THE BIG CHANGE BOARD

In preparation for this activity draw,
near the pictures from Activity 1, pic-
tures to represent the things that

might change at school that were dis-
cussed in Lesson 154, and pictures to
represent changes in the weather that
were discussed in Lesson 152. At the
top of the board write CHANGES and ex-
plain that all of the piEtriFii repre-
sent things that could chance. Help

the class ask volunteers to label the
changes that are home changes, school
changes, or weather changes. Label

home changes with an 0, school changes
with an X, and weather changes with
an asterisk *.

T&C: Which changes go together?
Vl: /points to moving van and baby/

That one and that one.
T&C: Why do they go together?
Vl: Because they're both home changes.

T puts an 0 next to moving aid baby
pictures.

Continue, talking about and labeling
all the pictures. Then identify each
group of changes with the class, using

These are all changes. Some of them are
TTEMejschool/weath&T changes.

Then point to one picture at a time
and ask, "How many of you (got a new
car) this year?" Then touch two pu-
pils with raised hands at a time and
count by twos with the class.

T: /points to car picture/
How many of you cot a new car
this year?
Raise your hand.
Let's count the hands by twos.

T&C: Two, four, six...

Continue with other pictures, having
volunteers ask the question sometimes.

TAKE-OFF IDEAS
*During gym have exercise leaders who
say, "Change" each time they want the
class to do a different exercise.

*During free time have pupils help one
another count books, .oys, etc. by twos.

*During art have pupils draw pictures
of a change that they wish would occur.
Print stories about each picture.
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INTERDISCIPLINARY ORAL LANGUAGE
SPANISH SUPPORT ACTIVITIES

BASIC CONCEPTUAL FOCUS: designed to be introduced in Spanish:
Enumeration and predicting events from a picture, giving reasons for predictions,
making and explaining inferences about the feelings of the characters

Describing similar situations and feelings in children's school and home lives
Practicing skip counting by fives, tens and twos
Describing changes from different view points
Describing changes that are similar
Identifying skip counting by other numbers
Identifying skip counting by sevens on a calendar

MATERIALS:
Activity 1: Use the moving van picture from English lesson 156, and colored chalk
Activity 2: Use the picnic picture frorz Lesson 159, colored chalk and some ob-

jects of the classroom.
Activity 3: Use a picture from English lesson 156, pictures from English lesson

158 and enough sticks for each child.
Activity 4: Use the accompanying gymnasium picture, a calendar, and chalk.

1. TRASLADANDOSE DE CASA (to accompany lesson 156)

Muestre la limina. Interrogue a los
niffos sobre su contenido. Gulelos me-
diante preguntas a nombrar algunas ac-
ciones o sucesos que ellos puedan pre-
decir. Pregunte con base en que hicie-
ron las predicciones. Llame la aten-
ci6n sobre las expresiones de los niflos
y pregunte el por que de ellas. Gule
la clase a observer comp la gente algu-
nas veces reacciona distinto ante las
mismas situaciones. Dibuje en la piza-
rra diet conjuntos de cinco elementos.
Cuente los elementos del primero y es-
cribs el numeral Guie los niflos a
observer que todos los conjuntos tie-
nen el minmo ntmero de elementos.
Cuentelos de cinco en cinco y escriba
los numerates correspondientes.

MOVING OUT OF THE HOUSE

Show the picture and question the pu-
pils on its contents. Guide them
through miestions to name some events
which they can predict. Ask on what
basis they made their predictions.
Call their attention to the children's
expressions and ask why they look that
way. Guide the class to observe how
people sometimes react differently to
the same situations. Draw ten sets of
five items on the board. Count the
items in the first set and write the
numeral 5. Guide the pupils to observe
that all the sets have the same number
of items. Count the items by fives and
write the corresponuing numerals.

2. PASEO EN FIN DE Ago (to accompany lesson 157) END-OF-THE-YEAR OUTING

Muestre la Amine e identifiquela. In- Show the picture, identify it and ques-
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terrogue a la clase sobre su contenido.
Pregunte que hacen la maestra y los
alumnos, y c6mo creen que los nifios se
sienten al recordar que es el paseo de
fin de aflo. Pidales observar bien la
lfimina y decirle algunos sucesos que
ellos puedan predecir. Pregunte con
base en que hicieron las predicciones.
Invite a la clase a contar con Ud. de
cinco en cinco los algunos. Repita
usando algunos objetos de la clase.
Dibuje diez conjuntos de cinco elemen-
tos cads uno. Llame varios nifios a
que los cuenten de cinco en cinco.

3. NUEVAS SITUACIONES

tion the class on its contents. Ask
what the teacher and pupils are doing
and how they think the pupils feel
about the end-of-the-year outing. Ask
them to look at the picture carefully
and to tell you what events they can
predict. Ask on what basis they made
their prediction. Have the class
count the pupils by fives with you.
Repeat using some classroom objects.
Draw ten sets of five items each.
Call several pupils to count them by
fives.

(to accompany lesson 158) NEW SITUATIONS

Muestre la lfimina de la lecci6n 156
Invite a un nifio a describir lo que ve
en forma de cuento. Repita con las
otras dos laminas y dos nifios mfis.
Pregunte a la clase si ellos han tenido
experiencias similares a esas. Invite
a algunos nifios a contarlas a sus com-
pefieros. Pidales describir cufiles
fueron sus sentimientos respecto a
ellas. Cuente varios objetos de dos
en dos, de cinco en cinco y de diez en
diez. Reparta palillos entre los ni-
fios. Pfdalea formar conjuntos de dos.
Invitelos a contar sus elementos de
LJS en dos. Repita con conjuntos de
cinco y diez elementos.

Show the picture from Lesson 156 and
have a pupil describe in story form
what he sees. Repeat with the other two
pictures and two more pupils. Ask the
pupils if they have had similar experi-
ences. Have some of the pupils tell
them to their classmates. Ask the pu-
pils to describe their feelings about
their experiences. Count several ob-
jects by twos, by fives, and by tens.
Distribute sticks among the pupils and
ask them to form sets of twos. Have
them count their items by twos. Repeat
with sets of five and ten items.

A. CONTANDO A SALTOS (to accompany lesson 159)

Muestre la lfimina e identifiquela. In-
vite a un alumno a describir lo que ve.
Llame la atenci6n sobre las diferentes
expresiones de los nifios. Pregunte
la clase por que creen ellos que los
nifios reaccionan distinto. Gufelos a
observer que algunos veces la gente
siente y reacciona diferente ante si -
tuaciones iguales. Dibuje dieciocho
bolitas en la pizarra. Cugntelas de
tres en tres y escriba los numerates
correspondientes debajo de ellas; 3, 6,
2 etc. Muestre un calendario. Cuente
de uno en uno los dfas de un mes. Re-
pita contgndolos de siete en siete.
Guie los nifios a observar que se puede
contar a saltos de muchas maneras, si-
guiendo distintos patrones.

SKIP COUNTING

Show the picture and identify it. Have
a pupil describe what he sees. Call
the class' attention to the pupils'
different expressions. Ask the class
why they think the pupils react differ-
ently. Guide them to observe that
sometimes people feel and react differ-
ently to the same situations. Draw
eighteen balls on the board. Count
them by threes and write the corres-
ponding numerals below the balls' 3.
6, 2, etc. Show a calendar and count
the days of a month one by one. Re-
peat, counting them by sevens. Guide
the pupils to observe that one can skip
count in many ways, following different
patterns.
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1

LINGUISTIC REVIEW FOCUS

Using questions with why, and responses with because
Using might with verbs to signal possibility
Using look and feel as linking verbs

Review CONCEPTUAL FOCUS Introduce

Enumerating events from a picture Predicting events on the basis of a
Giving reasons for predictions picture
Making and explaining inferences

about the feelings of characters

CONCEPTUAL COMMENTARY

A typical conceptual problem is: difficulty
understanding that different people inter-
pret picture activities in different ways.

1....MATERIALS

Activity 1: Use the accompanying picture labeled Picture 1.
Activity 2: Use the accompanying picture labeled Picture 2.
Activity 3: Use the accompanying picture labeled Picture 3 and chalk.
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1. WHAT'S HAPPENING
Display the accompanying Picture 1.
Help the class question volunteers
about what is happening and what each
member of the family is doing.

T&C:

Vl:

T&C:
Vl:

Ti; C:

Vl:

T&C:

V2:

/T refers to Picture 1/
What's happening in this picture?
They're moving<
Why do you think that?
Because there's a truck.
What else makes you think that?
They're putting things in boxes.
/to another V as T points to
one person in picture/
What's (he) doing?
(He)'s putting toys in a box.

Continue, asking other volunteers the
last question as you point one by one
to each person in the picture. Repeat
the activity having groups ask volun-
teers the question.

2. WHAT'S GOING TO HAPPEN?
Display the accompanying Picture 2.
Help the class question volunteers
about what might happen to each of
the people in the picture.

T&C: IT points to little boy in
the picture/
What might happen to him?

Vl: He might fall down.
T&C: Why do you think that?
Vl: Because he is carrying too much.

Continue, questioning different vol-
unteers about each person in the pic-
ture, sometimes using What do you
think che)'s going to de instead of
What might happen to him? Then have
groups and individuals ask volunteers
the questions. Finally have volun-
teers ask you the questions.

3. THE PACKED PEOPLE
Display the accompanying Picture 3.
Help the class question volunteers
about how they think each person in
the picture feels now that they are
all packed and sitting in the ctr and
trick ready to leave.

T&C: /T points to one family member/
How do you think (she) feels?
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Vl: I think (she) feels sad.
T&C: Why do you think that?
Vl: Because (she) looks sad.

(She)'s crying.
T&C: Why do you think (she)'s crying?
Vl: Because (she) doesn't want to

move.

Continue, having the class question
more volunteers about other people in
the picture. Then have groups ask vol-
unteers the questions. Finally, ask
the pupils if they have ever moved.
Have them raise their hands. Put a
mark on the board for each raised
hand. Then draw circles around every
five marks, counting by fives with
the class. If necessary, add enough
marks to count up to twenty-five.

TAKE-OFF IDEAS
*During art have pupils finger paint
while counting by fives. Show them
how to gently dip all five fingers on
one hand in a pan of paint and then
touch the paper, making five marks at
a time. As they do this have them
count out loud by. fives. After the
paint dries, have them circle each set
of five and practice counting quietly
at their seats during free time.

*During recess have small groups of
volunteers stand near you to observe
their classmates at play and to pre-
dict what things might happen to them
as they play. Discuss whether their
predictions were correct or whether
other things happened.

*Have the pupils exchange seats for a
day. Have them pack up their things
and move, discussing how they feel
about moving and what things are hap-
pening or might happen as they move
around.

*During story time make up parts of
stories and have individuals fill in
what they think will happen next.

*Help the pupils think of different
things to count by fives, and share
their ideas with the class. For ex-
ample, they might count the houses
on the way home from school by fives.
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LINGUISTIC REVIEW FOCUS

Using to to signal indirect object
Using questions with hty and responses
with and without because

Using indirect clauses after think

Review CONCEPTUAL FOCUS

Enumerating events from a picture
Predicting events on the basis of
a picture

Giving reasons for predictions
MAking and explaining inferences

about the feelings of characters

Introduce

None

=.,'

CONCEPTUAL COMMENTARY

A typical conceptual problem is: difficulty
understanding that home arl school situations
can be similar, both in a, .ivities and in
feelings about these activities.

MATERIALS

Activity 1: Use the accompanying picture labeled Picture 1.
Activity 2: Use the accompanying picture labeled Picture 2.
Activity 3: Use the accompanying picture labeled Picture 3.



17WirlWrigf
Have a pupil-TTde the accompanying
\Picture 1 behind his back. Tell him
that he should show the class the pic-
ture after they say, "Show the pic-
ture to us" five times, since five is
the magic number they have been learn-
ing about. Then help groups ask vol-
unteers about what is happening in the
picture and what each pictured pupil
is doing.

T&C:

Vl:

T&C:
V2:

T&C:

Vl:

/5 times to pupil holding
concealed picture/
Show the picture to us.
/after seeing picture/
What's havening in this
picture?

They're cleaning up the room.
Why do you think that?
because they're putting things
in boxes.
Why do you think they're
cleaning up on this day?
It might be the last day of
school,

If the volunteer did not mention that
the picture might be about the last
day of school, explain that that is
what it is about in addition to what-
ever the volunteer said. Then, con-
tinue, having the class ask other
volunteers, "What's (he) doing?" in
reference to each of the pupils in
the picture.

2. PICTURE PREDICTIONS
Have a pupil stand far away from the
class, holding the accompanying Pic-
ture 2. Tell him that he should bring
the picture close to the class after
they say, "Bring the picture to us" five
dines. Then help the class question
volunteers about what might happen to
each of the people in the picture.

T&C: /T points to a boy in picture/
What might happen to him?

Vl: He might bump into that girl.
T&C: Why do you think that?
Vl: Because he can't see her.

Continue, questioning different vol-
unteers about each person in the pic-
ture sometimes using, What do you
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think (he)'s going to do? instead of
What might happen to (h Then have
groups and individua s ask volunteers
the questions. Finally have volunteers
ask you the questions.

3. HURRAH FOR SUMMER VACATION!
Have a pupil hide with the accompany-
ing Picture 3 in a corner of the room.
Tell him to bring the picture to you
after the class counts by fives to
twenty-five. Then help the class
question volunteers about how they
think each person in the picture feels
now that they are all packed, lined
up and ready to go home for the summer.

T&C: IT points to one family member/
How do you think (she) feels?

Vl: I think (she) feels happy.
T&C: Why do you think that?
Vl: Because (she) looks happy.

(She)'s smiling.
T&C: Why do you think (she)'s happy?
Vl: Because (she) likes summer

vacation.

Continue, having the class question
more volunteers about other people
in the picture. Then have groups ask
volunteers the questions.

TAKE-OFF IDEAS
*During free time have pupils trace
around their hands and then cut out
their hand prints. Have them tape the
hands up all around the room. After
seat work assignments are completed,
they can walk around placing their
hands on paper hands and counting
quietly by fives.

*During art periods have pupils paint
a large mural entitled Summertime,
that shows the many activities they
hope to be involved in during the
summer vacation.

*Instead of story time have volunteers
pantomime situations where something
is about to happen. Just before that
something happens have the volunteers
stop and ask the class to predict what
will occur. Then have the pantomime
continue to see if the predictions
were accurate.
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ORAL LANGUAGE LESSON 158

LINGUISTIC REVIEW FOCUS

Using have and has with past participles
Using was and were to signal past tense
Using did to signal past tense
Using questions with who

Review CONCEPTUAL FOCUS

Enumerating events in pictures
Describing similar situations and

feelings in children's lives
Describing situations that are
similar

Skip counting by five's, ten's,
and two's

Introduce

None

CONCEPTUAL COMMENTARY

A typical ccnceptual problem is: difficulty
understanding that different people feel
differently about changes in the family.

MATERIALS

ActivityActivity 1: Use the ,3 pictures of a family moving from Lesson 156.
Activity 2: Use the accompanying picture of a new baby arriving at home.
Activity_. 3: Use the accompanying picture of a boy getting a new bike.
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1. THAT'S JOST LIKE MY FAMILY!
Recall the family moving situation, us-
ing the pictures from Lesson 156. Then
guide the class in a discussion about
their personal experiences with moving.
Include questions beginning with Has
and Have.

T: / to volunteer/
Has your family ever moved?

Vl: Yes. We have moved a lot.
T: How did you feel about moving?

Vl: I was happy.
T: Why were you happy?

Vl: Because I got a new house.
T: Have you always been happy to move? guide

Vl: Yes. who's
T: Will you always be happy to move? bike.

Vl: I don't know. I might not.

Continue, helping the class ask other
volunteers about moving, being sure to
include questions beginning with Has
and Have. Then let one pupil be the
"teacher" and ask questions about mov-
ing and how the pupils felt.

yourself, how they and you have felt
about similar new baby situations.
Use Has your family ever had a new
baby?, How did you feel about it?,
Have you ever felt that way?, etc.

3. IT'S HERE TOO!
Hold the accompanying picture face
Own to conceal it and tell the class
that a boy in this Picture is about to
get something brand new that he has
wanted for a long time. Let the pupils
guess until someone says, "A bike" or
until the guessing has gone on for
quite awhile. Then show the picture and

the class in a discussion about
teaching the boy how to ride the

2. ITS HERE!

Concealing the accompanying picture,
tell the class that the family in the
picture is getting something new. Have
individuals guess what it is. Either
when someone guesses, "A baby" or af-
ter the guessing has gone on for quite
awhile, show the picture. Guide the
class in a discussion about how the
family members in the picture feel
about the new baby and then talk at:out
similar experiences in the pupils' own
families.

T&C: /after class guesses what the
family in the picture is getting
and T points to one member/
How do you think (he) feels about
the new baby?

Vl: I think (he) feels happy.
T&C: Why do ynu think that?
Vl: Because (he) looks happy.

TZO: Why do you think (he)'s happy?
Vl: I think (he)'s happy because

(he) likes the baby.

Continue guiding the discussion about
the other picture family members. Then
have groups ask individuals, including

T:. /after guessing, then T shows
the Picture/
Let's see if you guessed what
the toy is getting.
What did he get?

C: A bike!
T&C: Who's teaching him how to ride

the bike?
Vl: His big brother.

T&C: Who's watching him learn how to
ride the bike?

V2: His mother.
V3: Nis father.

Continue, until all the pictured peo-
ple are identified as onlookers. Then
help groups and individuals ask volun-
teers who taught them how to (ride a
bike/fly a kite/play ball), etc.

Finally, help the class count by
twos, fives, and tens and then ask them
who taught them how to count.

TATE=OFF IDEU
*During recess, tell the class that
they are all "number people" and that
they speak a "number language". All

during recess, ask them questions to
which they must always respond by count-
ing by twos, fives or tens, no matter
what the question is. If they forget
and give you another answer, they have
to be the auestioner.

*Sitting in a circle, have one pupil
whisper 5, the next pupil 10, etc.

LESSON 158
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LINGUISTIC REVIEW FOCUS

Using forms of feel and look as linking verbs
Using included clauses after think
Using have and has with a past participle

Review CONCEPTUAL FOCUS Introduce

Enumerating events in a story
Cescribing similar experiences with
changes at school and feelings
about these changes

Identifying skip counting by seven's
Comparing different types of changes
Stating different reasons why changes
occur

CONCEPTUAL COMMENTARY

A typical conceptual problem is: difficulty
understanding that different people inter-
pret changes in different ways.

Activity 1:

Activity 2:,

Activity 3:

MATERIALS

Use the accompanying 2 pictures of pupils not sharing and then
sharing.

Use the non-sharing picture from Activity 1 and the accompanying
picture of a pupil who just lost a front tooth.

Use a calendar and the accompanying school picnic picture.
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1. WHAT A CHANGE!
Show the accompanying picture of pupils
not sharing. Discuss the situation
with the class. Then show the picture
of the same pupils sharing and disuss
the change in behavior.

T:

Vl:

V2:

T:

V3:

T:

V3:

V4:

/refers to non-sharing picture/
What's happening in this picture?
They're not sharing.
He's mad.
/after all volunteers have talked
about non-sharing picture, T re-
fers to sharing picture/
Have the pupils changed?
Yes. They're sharing now.
Why do you think they changed?
Maybe they felt bad.
I think they all wanted a turn.

Continue, discussing personal exper-
iences when individuals in the class
have changed their behavior.

2. ANOTHER KIND OF CHANGE
Have concealed the Activity 1 non-

sharing picture and show the accom-
panying picture of a first grader los-
ing one of his front teeth. Discuss
what's happening in the picture in-
cluding the change in his appearance
and how he and his classmates feel a-
bout the event. Then compare the type
of change in Activity 1 with this type
of change.

T: /shows accompanying picture/
What's happening in this picture?

Vl: That boy just lost a tooth.
T: What else is happening?
V2: All the kids are looking at him.
T: Has he changed?

V3: Yes. He doesn't have his tooth.
T: How do you think he feels?

V4: I think he feels happy.
T: Why do you think that?

V4: Because he looks happy.
T: How do you think his friends

feel?
V5: I think they feel happy too.
T: /shows Activity 1 non-sharing

picture and tooth picture/
Do these pictures show the same
kind of change?

V6: No.

T: That one is about a change

in how someone looks.
/refers to other picture/
This one is about a change in how
people act.

Continue, discussing otaer changes in
appearance or behavior such as a hair-
cut, a change of behavior from running
to resting, etc.

37--ITTORTTO
Have on hand a calendar and display
the accompanying school picnic picture.
After discussing what is happening in
the picture, help the class sing about
some things that are fun to do using
the picture to get ideas. Use the tune
of "The Mulberry Bush" and ing forms
such as "Eating hotdogs is fun to do,
fun to do, fun to do, Eating hotdogs
is fun to do, to do, to do, to do."

T&C: /after discussing picnic picture,
sing to tune of "Mulberry Bush"/
Eating hotdogs is fun to do, fun
to do, fun to do, eating hotdogs
is fun to do, to do, to do, to
do.

Stop singing for awhile and show the
class a calendar. Tell them that they
can continue to sing the song about
things that are fun to do in the month
that the calendar shows. First point
out that the calendar days are arranged
in rows of sevens and demonstrate count-
ing by sevens. Then continue singing
the ing forms, such as Riding a bike,
Roasting hotdogs, Swimming a lot, etc.

TAKE-OFF IDEAS
*During clean up, line up, gym periods,
etc. lead the class in singing the ing
song from Activity 3, substituting ap-
proprUte ;29. words as you work, play,
line up, etc.

*Choose a volunteer each day to be Mr.
or Miss Change. Let this person change
his name, his seat, etc. for a day,
periodically discussing these changes
with the class.

*At the end of each day, discuss with
the children the many changes the class
has gone through that day.
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LINGUISTIC REVIEW FOCUS

Using going_ta, will, might, could, and would to signal
degree o intent, probability and possibility

Review

None

CONCEPTUAL FOCUS Introduce

Describing feelings about the school

year ending
Describing what one hopes to do dur-

ing summer vacation

CONCEPTUAL COMMENTARY

A typical conceptual problem is: difficulty
understanding that people can feel very dif-
ferently about similar situations.

MATERIALS

Activity 1: Prepare a "stage" out of a box with cloth curtains; use Wink and
Blink.

Activity 2: Use the "stage" from Activity 1, Wink and Blink.
Activity 3: Use the "stage" from Activity 1, Wink and Blink.
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1. THE LAST ACT
Prepare a box "stage" with a cloth cur-
tain. Explain that Blink and Wink will
put on a play about the last day of
school. Use a dialog similar to the
one below.

B: School is almost finished for
this year. How do you feel
about that Wink?

W: Well, I feel happy and sad.
B: Why do you feel happy and sad?
W: Well, I'm happy because I want to

go on a vacation, but I'm sad be-
cause I will miss my friends.

Continue for awhile and then let two
volunteers at a time take Wink and
Blink's places as the theater puppets
talking about the last day of school.
Close the "stage curtains" after each
act.

2. MORE
Using the "stage" from Activity 1, have
different pairs of volunteers put on
plays using Wink and Blink. The theme
for each play this time is "Plans for
The Summer Vacation". Encourage the
pupils to use going to, might, could
and would. You may wish to emonstrate
the theme with an appropriate dialog
such as the one shown below.

W: Blink, summer is going to be here
soon. What are you going to do?

B: I don't know. I wish I could go
to a lake.

W: If you could go to a lake, what
would you do, Blink?

B: I would swim and play and have
fun.

Continue, having pupils be Wink and
Blink talking about summer vacation
plans. Close the "stage curtains"
after each "act".

3. CURTAIN CALL
Explain that Wink and Blink were go-
ing to stop putting on plays but they
just thought of another idea for a
final act. They want to act out how
they feel about next year at school
with a new teacher, new room, new books
and supplies, etc. You may wish to
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demonstrate the theme with an appro-
priate dialog such as the one shown
below.

W: What grade will you be in next
year?

B: Second grade.
W: How do you feel about that?
B: Happy.
W: Why do you feel happy?
B: Because I'm going to learn more.

Continue having pupils be Wink and
Blink talking about next year. Close
the curtains for the last time, but
have Wink and Blink and all the "play-
ers" take a bow.

TAKE-OFF IDEAS
* Have the pupils make their own puppets
out of aid socks or tagboard on tongue
depressor sticks. Let them out on
plays for each other or for other rooms
in the building.

*If possible, show pupils some of their
first printing papers to let them see
the progress they've made throughout
the school year.

*Instead of reading stories to the
pupils, have volunteers read or tell
stories in your place.

*If board space permits, chalk off a
section of the board for each pupil,
label it with his name and let him
use it during free time throughout a
day. He may write his favorite words,
solve math problems, draw pictures,
write stories, etc.

*Have a "question box" on your desk.
During free time let pupils write down
questions that they have wanted to ask
you and put them in the box. At the
end of each day, open the box, read and
answer the questions.

*Make a "dice word block" by printing
a question word such as How, What, Who,
When, etc. on each flat surface of a
plain block. As individuals throw the
"dice" they must make up a question to
ask you using the word that turns up on
the "dice".
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WORD LIST LESSONS 1-160

a 6 I don't have a car. No tengo un carro.
17 He wrote a two. El escribiS un dos.

about 134 He asked the boys about El le pregunt6 a los nifos
por los papalotes.the kites.

across 58 He went across the bridge. Fug por el puente.
act 122 Did he act happy or sad? ae port6 como si estuviera

feliz o triste?
add 88 Corn is a food that we can

add to that group.
El mafz es un alimento que

podemos agregar a ese
grupo.

addition 137 Do you learn about addition? Uprenden Lids. sumas?
adobe but 77 Those people live in adobe Esa gente vive en casas de

adobe.huts?
after 68 after summer despues del verano
afternoon 132 What does Wink do in the

afternoon?
LQu6 hace Wink en la tarde?

again 141 Can you blow it up again? auedes inflarla otra vez?
ahead 51 Go straight ahead. Siga recto.
air 141 Let out the air. Deja salir el aire.
airplane 59 He went in an airplane. Fu6 en avi6n.
all 42 all of them todos

46 All families need Todas las familias necesi-
tan

all of the time 78 Some families live on house-
boats all of the time.

Algunas familias viven en
casas-bote siempre.

almost 97 They almost always work to- Ellos casi siempre traba-
jan juntos en la finca.gether on the farm.

also 129 Other people also want to Otros tambfen quieren ha-
blar.talk.

always 69 It's always hot here. Siempre hace calor aqui.
am 2 I'm in Baker School. Estoy en la escuela Baker.

3 Yes, I am. si.
an 17 He used an eraser. El us6 un borrador.
and 42 Some of us live in this

house and some of us live
Algunos de nosotros vivimos

en esta casa y algunos
en aquella.in that house.

another 136 We learn to crawl in order to
get from one place to an-
other.

Aprendemos a gatear para
trasladarnos de un lugar
a otro.

animal 81 Beef belongs in the group
with the animals.

La carne pertenece al gru-
po de los animales.

answer 126 He probably likes to answer. Probablemente a 61 le gus-
ts contester.

129 Sometimes we don't know the
answer.

Algunas veces no sabemos
la respuesta.

41 I don't have any. sisters. Yo no tengo hermanas.
84 There aren't am on the map No hay ninguno en el mapa

de Michigan.of Michigan.
apartment 49 It's an apartment house. Es una casa de apartamentos.
apple 47 These are apples. Estas son manzanas.
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are
47

2

4

12
26

26

That's apple pie. Eso es pastel de manzana.
LEn que grado estAs?
Ougntos afios tienes?
06nde estgs?
Esas son camisas.
Esas no son camisas.

What grade are you in?
How old are you?
Where are you?
Those are shirts.
Those aren't shirts.

28 Those clothes are not red. Esa ropa no es roja.
37 Are they working together? LEstgn trabajando ellos

juntos?
38 Yes, we are, Si.
38 No, we aren't. No.

around 59 She walked around the hill. Ella camin6 alrededor de
la colina.

as 44 as large as tan largo como
44 as many people as tanta gente como
99 James didn't work in the

fields as much as Jose.
James no trabaj6 en el cam-

p° tanto como Jose.
99 Why didn't James earn as

much money as Jose?
LPor que James no gan6
tanto diiiero como Jose?

ask to 104 When her mother asks her to. Cuando su madre se lo pida.
104 Because the teacher asked Porque la maestra le pidi6

que ayudara.him to help.
at 69 at the North Pole en el Polo Norte.
at noon 132 He has lunch at noon. El almuerza al medio dia.
aunt 42 She's my aunt. Ella es mi tia.
away, far 111 It's far away. Es muy lejos.
away from 13 Go away from the window. Retirate de la ventana.
away, put 92 Did you put away the blocks LGuardastes s6lo los blo-

ques?by yourself?

baby 41 baby (brother/sister) (hermanito/hermanita)
back of in 12 I am in back of Mary. Estoy detrgs de Mary.
bad 124 I think they felt bad. Yo creo que ellos se sin-

tieron mal.
12.m. 136 He's writing that in order

to tell us what's in the
bags.

El estg escribiendo eso Pa-
ra decirnos que hay en
las bolsas.

baked 18 Do you like baked chicken? LTe gusta pollo horneado?
ball 6 I have a bail. Yo tengo una bola.
balloon 23 That balloon is big. Ese globo es grande.
band-aid 9 He doesn't have a band-aid. El no tiene una curita.
be 18 Be careful! !Ten cuidado!
be fair 117 To be fair they should share. Para ser justos deberian

compartir.
bead 22 This is a bead. Esa es una bolita. (cuenta)
bean 147 Bean pods and leaves have Las vainas del frijol y

hojas han crecido de la
semil)a.

grown from the seed.

because 71 Because it's cold. Porque hace frio.
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become 149

114

81

84

68

71

The beans have become rite Los frijoles han madurado
primer°.

Deberiamos acostarnos tem-
prano.

LA qufi grupo pertenece el
bistec?

tHay algunas remolachas en
el maps de Michigan?

antes del verano
El no tenfa un sombrero
puesto antes.

bed
first.

We should go to bed early.

beef steak What group does beef steak

beet, sugar
belong in?

Are there any sugar beets

before
on the map of Michigan?

before summer
He wasn't wearing a hat

before.
113 Why should we look both

ways before we cross the
LPor que deberiamos mirar
ambos lados antes de cru-
zar la calle?street?

belong 43 All of them belong to the Todos ellos pertenecen a
la misma familia.same family.

beside 12 It's beside the cupboard. Estg al lado del armario.
better 47 I like cherry pie better Me gusts mgs ei pastel de

cereza que el de manzana.than apple pie.
47 Which do you like better? Leugl to gusta mis?

bicycle 59 Which is faster, a car or a
bicycle?

LCugl es inns rgpido, un
carro o una bicicleta?

114.13..
23 That ball is big. Esa bola es grande.

black 29 Are those clothes black? LEs esa ropa negra?
blew up 141 He blew it 211,.. El la inf16.
Blink His name is Blink.2 Se llama Blink.
block 21 That's a block; Ese es un bloque.
blow 62 The wind is blowing. Hace viento.
blow 141 Blow up the balloon. Infla el globo.
blue 28 These clothes are blue. Esa ropa es azul.
boat 74 They're going to row a

boat.

Ellos van a remar.

book 7 I don't need a book. Yo no necesito un libro.
boot 71 He's wearing boots. Lleva las botas puestas.
both 44 Both of them are large. Los dos son grandes.

83 Farmers in both places Los agricultores en ambos
lugares siembran frutas.raise fruit.

b x 11 It's in the box. Estg en la caja.
boy 73 What's the box going to

put on?

EQufi se va a poner el mu-

chacho?
break 138 We found out that the bal-

loon will break.

Descubrimos que el globo
se rebentarg.

brick 49 It's made of brick. Estg hecho de ladrillos.
49 a brick house una casa de ladrillos

bridge 58 He went across the bridge. Fufi por el puente
bring 14 Bring the paper here. Traiga el papel aqui.
broom 91 What do you do with a broom? .1Q114 paces con una escoba?
brother 41 That's Manuel's brother. Es el hermano de Manuel.
brought 19 He brought me home. El me trajo a casa.
brush 16 He didn't cut the brush. El no cort6 la brocha.

136 We learn how to brush our Aprendimos como lavarnos
los dientes.teeth.
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bus 18
19
66

96
59

He walked to the bus. El naming hacia el autobus.
Ulug hizo el chofer?
Nieva algunos dfas en el

invierno, pero no todos
los dfas.

Ellos lo compran.
en avi6n

bus driver What did the bus driver do?
but It snows some days in winter,

but it doesn't snow every

12a
day.

They lay. it.

by airplane
112 We can keep safe by:looking

both ways.
Podemos mantenernos a sal-
vo mirando a aMbos lados.

113 Because we might get hit loy.

a car.

Porque nos podrfa golpear
un carro.

calendar 132 We learned where to put Sun-
day on the calendar.

Aprendemos donde poner el
domingo en el calendario.

CaMP 18 He came home. El vino a casa.
camera 89 A camera is not something Una cgmara fotogrgfica es

algo que no todos nece-
sitan.

that everybody needs.

can 88 Why can they go together? &For qug pueden it juntos?
car 6 I have a car. Yo tengo un carro.
care 108 I have to take care of the Tengo que cuidar a la fa-

milia.family.
careful 18 Be Careful! !Ten cuidado:
carry 144 Cara it over there, Paul. Llgvalo allg, Paul.
catch 82 Some people with boats catch Algona gente con botes

pesca peces para alimen-
to.

fish for food.

celery 83 Farmers in Texas don't raise
a lot of celery.

Los agricultores en Texts
no cultivan mucho apio.

cent 96 It's one cent. Es un centavo.
chair 12 I am beside the chair. Estoy al lado de la silla.
chalk 17

101
She used a piece of chalk, Ella us6 una tiza.

No sg quign borr6 la pi-
zarra.

chalkboard I don't know who erased the
chalkboard.

chance 129 It's important to give others
a chance.

Es importante darle a otros
su turn.

change 136 We can also find out how to
change a tire.

Podemos aprender tambign
como cambiar una Manta.

142 The paint changed color. La pintura cambi6 de color.
143 Blink, describe the change Blink, describenos el cam-

bio.to us.
cherry 47 These are cherries. Estas son cerezas.

47 This is cherry pie. Este es un pastel de ce-
reza.

chicken 48 Do you like fried chicken? 'We gusta el polio frito?
children 43 They're the children. Son los hijos.
chocolate 48 Do you like chocolate milk? LTe gusta el chocolate?
circle 38 Are you making a circle? LEstgs haciendo un cfrculo?
class 34 Do you teach the class? Onseflas tfi a la clase?
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clay 99

Si

5C

126

Ana has as much c3 ay as Mary. Ana tiene tanta plastilina
como Mary.

Tfi limpias la acera con

El escal6 esa montafia pri-
mero.

Es probablemente un reloj.

clean You clean the sidewalk with

climb
it.

He climbed that mountain

clock
first.

It's probably a clock.
close to 52 Pete is close to the docr. Pete estg cerca de la puer-

ta.

53 Whose house is closer to LLa casa de quien est6 m6s
cerca de la escuela?school?

clothes 26 Those are clothes. Esa es ropa.
clothing 89 Clothing is something that La ropa es algo que todos

necesitan.everybody needs.
cloud 62 There are a lot of clouds Hay muchas nubes en el cie-

lo.in the sky.
cloudy 62 it's a cloudy day. Es un dia nublado.
coat 71 He's wearing a coat. Tiene un abrigo puesto.
cold 61 It's a cold day. Es un dia frio.

86 People who are going out
in the cold wear heavy

La gente cuando hace frio
usa ropa abrigada.

clothes.
collect 101 I don't know who collected No s6 quien recogi6 los

libros.the books.
color 28 What color are they? LDe que color son?

116 What do we have to do so
all of us can color?

4Qu6 podemos hater para que
todos podamos colorear?

come 13 Come to the table. Ven a la mesa.
68 Fall comes first. El otoflo viene primero.

come out 67 Do leaves come out in fall? nacen las hojas en el
otofto?

complete 148 She has completed the equa- Ella ha compietado la equa-
ci6n.tion.

concrete 49 It's made of concrete. Estg hecha de concreto.
connected 148 She has connected the dots. Ella ha unido los puntos.
cook 32 Is the cook working? Est trabajando la coci-

nera?
cool 67 Is it ever cool? LEs alguna vez fresco?
corner 114 at the corner en la esquina
could 114 Could we fall if we ran in 4Podriamos caernos si co-

rreMoe en e3 corredor?the hall?
114 Yes, we could. Si, si podriamos.

count 36 He's counting points. Estg contando puntos.
cousin 42 Is that Maria's cousin or tEs Esa la prima o la her-

mana de Maria?sister?
cow 83 Some farmers there raise

cows.
Algunos agricultores crian
vacas ahl.

crawl 136 We learn how to crawl. Aprendemos comp gatear.
crayon 7 I need a crayon. Necesito una crayola.
creek 51 The creek is narrower. El arroyo es inns angosto.
czsm 149 The farmer has harvested

three kinds of crops this
El agricultor ha recogido
tres clases de cosecha
este afto.year.
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cross 57 It takes longer to cross Se tarda mes cuzando el
rio.the river.

crosswalk 111 Crosswalk. Zona de peso.
cupboard 11 It's in the cupboard. Estg en el armario.
custodian 31 What's the custodian doing? Que estg haciendo el por-

tero?
cut 8 He wants to cut. El quiere cortar.

16 He didn't cut the brush. El no cort6 la brocha.
16 He cut the paper. El cort6 el papel.
33 I'm cutting the grass. Estoy cortando el cesped.

113 Because we might get cut. Porque podrfamos cortarnos.

61 What kind of cla is it? tC6mo es el dfa?
describe 143 Blink, describe the change Blink, describenos el cam-

bio.to us.
desk 33 That's a desk. Eso es un escritorio.
different 27 The;'re different. Son diferentes.

44 a different number of people diferente ndmero de perso-
nas.

dime 106 a dime una moneda de diez centa-
vos

dirt 98 That's dirt. Eso es tierra.
dish 91 You dry the dishes with it. T. secas los trastos con

el.
dish towel 91 What do you do with a dish tQue haces con un limpi6n?

towel?
do 3 Where do you live? LD6nde vives?

6 I don't have a car. Yo no tengo un carro.
8 What does he need? Qu6 necesita 61?
9 He doesn't have a kleenex. El no tiene un klinex.

13 Don't run to the table. No corras haste la mesa.
16 He didn't cut. El no cort6.
16 Did he paste? Ongom6 el?
17 What did he do? Que hizo 61?
17 What did he draw? tiQu6 dibug 61?
21 What do you do with it? Qu6 hazes con eso?
31 What's the teacher doing? &Que estg haciendo la maes-

tra?
34 What does he do? Ntu6 hace 61?
34 Does she teach the class? ansefla ells a la clase?
34 Do you teach the class? LEnseflas tfi a la claFe?
34 Yes, I do. (teach the class) Si, yo lo hago.
34 Yes, she does. (teach the Si, elle lo hace.

clase)
34 What does he do? &Que. hace 61?
54 It takes Ivy longer than

it does Jo.
Se demora Ivy mfrs que Jo.

66 Does it snow every day? ENieva todos los dfas?
116 What do we have to do so all

of us can color?
Aiu6 podemos hacer para que
todos podamos colorear?
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doll 6

117

12
148
51

113

7

I have a doll. Tengo una mufieca.
Para terminar ellos debe-
r.an compartir.

Estoy al lado de la puerta.
El ha unido los puntos.
Baja la mono izquierda.
Podriamos caernos.
Quiero dibujar.

done To get done they should share.

door I am beside the door.
dot He has connected the dots.

Put your left hand down.down

draw
We might fall down.
I want to draw.

dress 26 Those are dresses. Esos son vestidos.
drew 17 He drew a ball. El dibuj6 una bola.
drink 48 Do you like to drink orange &Tie gusta beber jugo de

naranja?juice?
drive 32 He's driving. ( a bus) Estes manejando. (un autobus)
driver 19 What did the bus driver do? &Que. hizo e_ chofer?
dry, 61 It's a dm day. Es una dia seco.

91 You dry the dishes with it. Pu secas los trastos con el.
dust 31 He's dusting the desk. Estg sacudiendo el escri-

torio.

each 127 What do you think is impor-
tant to each boy?

&Que. crees que es importat-
te para cada nifio?

early 114 We should go to bed early. Deberiomos acostarnos tem-
prano.

earn 99 Jose earned more money than Jose gang mess dinero que

easy 129
James.

Some people think it's easy
James,

Alguna gente cree que es
fgcil contestar.to answer.

eat 48 Do you like to eat fried &Te gusta comer polio frito?
chicken?

-ed 16 He needed paste. El necesit6 goma (de pegar).
17 He used paste. El us6 soma.
17 He erased a two. El borr5 un dos.

eight 3 six, seven, eight seis, siete, ocho
eighteen 114 eighteen dieciocho
eighth 62 The eighth one. El octavo.
eighty 104 eighty ochenta
either 77 Those people don't live

in adobe huts either.
Esa gente tampoco vive en

casas de adobe.
eleven 112 eleven once
else 76 What else do they need &Para que mgs necesitan

ellos vivienda?shelter for?
empty 46 It's the empty set. Es el conjunto vacfo.
empty out 141 Empty out the marbles. Vacie las canicas..
enough 143 He 'vent because he's old

enough.
El fug porque ya tiene

edad para ir.
equal, 79 One plus one equals two. Uno mgs uno igual a dos.
equation 148 She has completed the

emotion.
Ella ha completado la ecua-

elem.
-er 17 He used an eraser El us6 un borrador.
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19 What did the bus driver do? LW: hizo el chofer?
31 What's the teacher doing? Logue est haciendo la maes-

tra?

53 Whose string is longer; &De quign es la cuerda mgs
larga?

53 longer than mgs largo que
erase 17 What did he erase? LQug borr6 el?

17 He erased a two. El borro un dos.
eraser 17 He used an eraser. El us6 un borrador.

-est 56 Which hill is highest ,f &Cugl loma es la lgs alta
de todas?all?

59 Which is fastest? Leugl es el mgs rgpido?
ever 67 Is it ever cool? &Es alguna vez fresco?

69 Does it ever snow? &Nielm alguna vez?
every 66 It doesn't snow evem day. No nieva todos los dfas.
everybody 89 A camera is not something

that everybody needs.

Una cgmara fotogrgfica es
algo que no todos nece-
sitan.

experiment 138 Experimenting is another Experimentando es otra ma-

nera de aprender.way to find out things.

face 126 It's probably the face. Probablemente el cuadrante.

136 We learn how to wash our
face.

Aprendemos como lavarnos
la cara.

factory 97 The father works in a
factory and gets money

El padre trabaja en una
fgbrica y recibe
por su trabajo.for his work.

fair be 117 To be fair they should share. Para ser justos deberfan
compartir.

fall 67 Is it ever cold in fall? &Es alguna vez frio en 0-
toflo?

fall down 113 Because we might fall down. Porque podri4mos caernos.
fall off 67 Do leaves fall off in spring? &Se caen las hojas en pri-

mavera?
family 43 They're a family. Es una familia.

49 a one-family house una cases pares una sola fa-

milia.
far away 111 It's far away. Es muy lejos.
far from 52 Pete's far from the door. Pete eats lejos de la

puerta.
farm 82 Some people on farms raise Alguna gente en las fincas

cultiva vegetates para
alimento.

vegetables for food.

farmer 82 Two farmers are raising Dos agricultores estgn pro-
duciendo carne.meat.

far :her 53 Whose house is farther from &La case de quign est mgs
lejos de la escuela?school?

fart 18 Run fast. Corre ligero.
fsther 41 That's Manuel's father. Ese es el papg de Manuel.
feel 121 Did he feel happy or sad? Se sentfa 61 felfz o tris-

te?
141 We can tell by feeling it. Si lo tocamos podemos sa-

ber.
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feet 122 He has puppets on his feet. El tiene titeres en sus
pies.

fell down 113 What would happen if he fell Nude pasarla si 61 se
cayera?AM?

felt 121 He felt sad. El se sentia triste.
few, a 62 There are a few clouds. Hay pocas nubes.

77 A few live in trailers. Unos pocos viven en casas-
remolques.

field 98 That's a field. Eso es un campo.
fifteen 113 fifteen quince
fifth 57 Is the fifth river the LEs el quinto rfo el mgs

ancho de todos?widest of all?
fib 102 fifty cincuenta
fill up 141 Fill up the bag. Llene la bolsa.
fin& 139 Several of us find it hard Algunos de nosotros encon-

tramos dificil hacerlo.to do.
142 Find Blink the longest purple Encuentrale a Blink la mo-

rada mss larga.one.
find out 101 Find out who put away the Descubre quien guards los

lgpices.pencils.
finish 93 We finish faster when we Terminamos mgs rgpido cuan-

do compartimos el traba-
jo.

share the work.

first 2 I'm in first grade. Estoy en primer grado.
54 First he . Then he Primero 41 , Despugs

el .

56 The /1rst mountain is the La primera montafia es la
rags baja.lowest.

56 Which mountain did he climb
first?

Wugl montafia 41 escal6
primero?

68 Fall comes first. El otofio viene primero.
fish 82 The fish belong in the group Los peces pertenecen al

grupo del mar.with the sea.
five 2 four, five cuatro, cinco
fix 32 She's fixing lunch. Estg preparando el almuer-

zo.
flew 134 He flew a kite himself. El solo vole un papalote.
floor 11 It's on the floor. Estg en el suelo.

11X 134 He saw the boys flying
kites.

El vi6 a los nifios volando
papalotes.

food 48 Do all families need food? Oecesitan aliment° todas
las familias?

81 All of the things in those
groups are foods.

Todas las cosas en esos
grupos son alimentos.

foot 51 Put your left foot up. Levanta to pie izquierdo.
for 76 What else do they need

shelter for?
Para qu4 mgs necesitan
ellos vivienda?

82 Some people on farms raise
vegetables for food.

Alguna gente en las fincas
cultivan vegetates para
alimento.

94 We go for a ride. Vamos a pasear.
97 They work on a farm and get

money for their work.
Ellos trabajan en una finca

y reciben dinero por su
trabajo.
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forty
found out

four
fourteen
fourth
Friday_

from

front of, in
fruit

fun

garden

as station

get

get cut
get done

get hit

get hurt
get off
girl

give

glove
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111 Yok2 should listen for cars.

144 She got the picture for Jo.

124 Yes, they need rules for
sharing.

102 forty
101 They found out who grouped

the pencils.
2 three, four, five

113 fourteen
57 It's the fourth river.

134 Friday comes before it.
48 Do you like fried chicken?
13 Come away from the door.
52 as far from the door as Jo

52 from the desk to the door
53 farther from
12 I'm in front of Mary.
81 The things in that group

are fruit.
129 Some people think it's fun

to answer.
81 The potatoes belong in the

group with the garden.
97 The father works at a gas

station and gets money for
his work.

58 How did Juan Bet to the other
side of the river?

82 How do some people get food?

113 Because we might get cut.
117 To get done they should

share.
113 Because we might get hit

by a car.
113 He would get hurt.
114 To, the dirt off.
73 What's the girl going to

put on?
117 To give, everybody a turn.

72 They're wearing Eloyes.
13 Go to the table.
86 These go together.
86 They're things which people

wear when they Ea swimming.

128

Ta deberfas de escuchar
para saber si vienen ca-
rros.

Ella consigui6 la pintura
para Jo.

Sf, ellos necesitan reglas
para compartir.

cuarenta
Ellos descubrieron quign

agrup6 los lgpices.
tree, cuatro, cinco
catorce
Es el cuarto rfo.
Viernes viene antes.
VTe gusts el polio frito?
Vente de la puerta.
tan lejos de la puerta co-
mo Jo

del escritorio a la puerta
mgs lejos de
Estoy delante de Mary.
Las cosas en ese grupo son

frutas.
Algunos creen que es di-
vertido contester.

Las papas pertenecen al
grupo del huerto.

El padre trabaja en la es-
taci6n de gasolina y re-
cibe dinero por su tra-
bajo.

&CiSmo lleg6 Juan al otro
lado del rfo?

LC6mo consigue elguna gen-
te el alimento?

Porque podrfamos cortarnos.
Para terminar deberfan de

compartir.
Porque nos podrla golpear
un carro.

El podrla herirse.
Para eliminar la suciedad.
&Qug se va a poner la nifa?

Para darles a todos un
turno.

Tienen guantes puestos.
Ve a la mesa.
Estos van juntos.
Hay cosas que la gente usa

cuando va a nadar.
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94

94

94

86

73
74

We go for a ride.
We go to the park.
We go out to eat.
People who are going out in
the rain wear a raincoat.

What's he going to put on?
We're going to need light

clothes.

Vamos a pasear.
Vamos al parque.
Vamos a comer afuera.
La gente clue sale cuando
llueve usa impermeable

tQue se va a poner 41?
Vamos a necesitar ropa

fresca.

2.29d 47 Cherry pie is good. El pastel de cereza es bue-
no.

gat, cut 113 What would happen if he got LQug pasarfa si se cortara
con les tijeres?cut with the scissors?

gab hit 113 What would happen if he 21 LQue pasarfa si lo golpea-
ra un carro?hit by a car?

gab hurt 113 What would happen if he got 1Que pasarfa si se hiriera?
hurt?

grade 2 I'm in first grade. Estoy en primer grado.
grlIndchildren 43 They're the grandchildren. Son los nietos.
grandfather 42 That's Maria's grandfather. Ese es el abuelito de Maria.
grandmother 42 That's Maria's grandmother. Esa es la abuelita de Maria.
grandparents 43 They're the grandparents. Son los abuelitos.
grape 88 Why do grapes go in that LPor que las uvas van ea

ese grupo?group?
grapefruit 89 Are there any grapefruit; on Hay alguna toronja en el

maps. de Michigan?the map of Michigan?
grass 33 I'm cutting the grass. Estoy cortando el cesped.
green 29 Are these clothes green? LEs esta ropa verde?
green light 111 You should wait for a green Deberfas esperar por la

luz verde.liralrt
10:11.1 39 Which group is making circles? teugl grupo estfi haciendo

circulos?
101 Who grouped those pencils? LQuien agrup6 esos Apices?

grew 146 A stem has started to grow. Un tallo ha comenzado a
crecer.

grown-ups 93 We set the table with Esown-
ups.

Ponemos la mesa con los
adultos.

EE2Yri 147 A root and stem have grown Una raiz y un tallo han na-
cido de la semilla.from the seed.

had 148 I haven't had a turn. Yo no he tenido un turno.
half 116 That's a half and that's a Esa es ura mitad y esa es

una mitad.half.
half -past 131 It's half-past seven. Son las siete y media.
hall 102 The custodian cleans the

halls.

El portero limpia los co-
rredores.

halves 116 They're halves. Esas son mitades.
ham 81 What group does ham belong LA que grupo pertenece el

jam6n?in?
hand 51 Put :our left hand up. Levanta to mano izquierda.
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126 Its probably the long hand. Probablemente es el minu-

tero.

142 Hand Pepe the orange paper. Dg.le a Pepe el papel ana-

ranjado.

happen 109 What happens when everybody tQug pasts cuando todos tra-
bajan fuera de la caseworks outside the home?

happy 121 He looks happy. El parece fellz.

hard 129 Some people think it's hard Alguna gente tree que es
dificil contestar.to answer.

harvest 147 The farmer has harvested the El agricultor ha cosechado
los frijoles.beans.

hat 71 He's wearing a hat. El estg usando un sombrero.
have 6 I have a book. Tengo un libro.

8 He has scissors. El tiene tijeras.
have to 108 I have to take care of the Yo tengo que cuidar a la

familia.family.
he 2 He's in first grade. El estg en primer grado.
head 122 He has puppets on his head. El tiene titeres en su ca-

beza.

htEIL*' 136 We learn to wash our hands
in order to keep healthy.

Aprendemos como lavarnos
lets mans para mantener-
nos saludables.

heard 144 Do you know because you heard LTfi sabes porque lo oistes

o porque lo vistes?it or because you saw it?
heavy 46 Do you need light clothes or

he clothes in winter?
&Necesitas rope fiesta o
abrigada en el invierno?

helrilet 74 They're going to wear helmets. Van a user caseos.
36 We're helping. Estomos ayudando.

helper 36 We're helpers. Soms ayudantes.
her 1 Her name is Mary. Ella se llama Mary.

19 He took her home. El la llev6 a su casa.
here 14 Bring the paper here. Trte el papel aqui.

83 Do some farmers here raise &C.71an algunos agriculto-

,res cerdos aqui?pigs?
hers 52 Pete's line isn't as long as

hers.

linea de Pete no es tan
/larga comp la de ella.

herself 92 Mary is setting their table
by herself.

Nary eats poniendo sola la
mesa de ellos.

high 56 That hill is higher. 'Esa loma es lugs alta.

113 He's making a high sound. EI estg haciendo un sonido
agudo.

hill 56 That hill is lower. Esa loma es mgs baja.
him 19 Take him to the store. Llgyalo a la tienda.
himself 92 Joe is setting their table

by himself.
Joe estg poniendo solo la
mesa de ellos.

his 1 His name is John. El se llama John.
52 Is his line as long as hers? &Es la linea de gl tan

larga comp la de ella?
52 Is her line as long as his? &Es la linea de ella tan

larga como la de 61?
hit 143 Maybe Wink hit it with a Tal vez Wink la punz6 con

un alfiler.pin.
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hit, get 113 Because we might get hit Porque nos podria Rolpear

un carro.by a car.
home 18 He came home. El vino a casa.
hot 61 It's a hot day. Es un dla caliente.
house 42 in the same house en la misma casa
houseboat 78 When do families live on

houseboats?
LCugndo las families viven
en casas-bote?

how 4 How old is he? LCugntos ahos tiene el?
29 How many socks are green? LCuentos calcetines son

verdes?
54 How does John come to school? LC6mo viene John a la es-

cuela?
108 How many members of that fam- LCugntos miembros de esa

familia viven en la casa?ily work at home?
hundred 108 one hundred ci en

hungry 123 One looks hungry. Uno parece que tiene hambre.
hurt 113 He would get hurt. El podrfa herirse.
hut adobe 77 Those people live in adobe Esa gente vive en casas de

adobe.huts.

I 2 I'm in first grade. Estoy en primer grado.
3 I live on Elm Street. Vivo en la calle Elm.

ice 63 That's ice. Eso hielo.
ice skates 64 Did you wear roller skates

or ice skates.
LUsastes patines de ruedas
o de nieve?

63 It wasn't icy. yesterday. No hubo helada ayer.
if 113 What would happen if he got

hit by a car?
LQue pasarfa si lo golpeara
un carro?

igloo 77 Those people live in igloos. Esa gente vive en chozas
de esquimales.

important 127 It's probably important to Probablemente es importante
pare John hablar mucho.John to talk a lot.

in 2 I'm in first grade. Estoy en primer grado.
11 It's in the box. Est en la caja.
42 Some of them live in that

house.
Algunos viven en esa casa.

46 We need heavy clothes in
winter.

Necesitamos ropa abrigada
en invierno.

49 All families need houses to
live in.

Todas las families necesi-
tan casa pare vivir.

59 in a car en un carro
86 People who are going out in

the cold.
La gente que sale al frfo.

86 People who are going out in
the rain.

La gente que sale cuando
llueve.

132 She gets up in the morning. Ella se levanta en la =a-
fiana.

in back of 12 I'm in back of Juan. Estoy detrgs de Juan.
in front of 12 I'm in front of Mary. Estoy delante de Mary.
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-ing 31

61

136

She's teaching.
It's snowing.
We learn to crawl in order

Ella estg enseulando.
Estg nevando.
Aprendemos a gat ear para
movernos de un lugar a
otro.

in order to
to get from one place to
another.

inch 142 It's one inch long. Tiene una pulgada de largo.
inside 64 Did you skate inside? 1Patin6 adentro?
is 1 My name is John. Me llamo John.

4 He is six years old. El tiene seis afios.
11 The ball is on the table. La bola estg en la mesa.
21 This is a ball. Esta es una bola.
22 Is this a set of five? LEs ebte un conjunto de

cinco?
23 Is that ball little? LEs esa bola pequefia?
32 Is the cook working? LEstg trabajando la coci

nera?
32 Yes, she is. Si.
32 No, she's not. No.
38 He is. El es.
38 He isn't. El no es.
71 One and one more is two. Lino y uno mgs son dos.

it 11 It's on the box. Este sobre la caja.
17 Erase it. B6rralo.
21 I play with it, Yo juego con ella.
22 Yes, it is. S.
54 Does it take John as long

to walk to school as it
does Bill?

LTarda John lo mismo que
Bill en caminar heists, la

escuela?
61 It's snowing. Estg nevando.

101 It was Blink. Fug Blink.
jacket 27 Those are jackets. Esas son chaquetas.
41212 93 What lap do they do by

themselves?
Nue trabajos hacen ellos

solos?
juice 48 Do you like to drink orange

juice.
LTe gusts tomer jugo de

naranj a?
412LmE 133 She wanted to learn how to

jump rope.
Ella queria aprender a sal-
tar la cuerda.

keep 76 We need a place to keep us Necesitamos un lugar para
abrigarnos.warm.

112 How can we keep safe? 06mo podemos mantenernos
seguros?

kick 138 His brother taught him to
kick a ball.

Su hermano.lo ensefi6 a pa-
tear la bola.

kind 49 What kind of house is it? LQue clase de case es?
kite 134 He saw the boys flying kites. El vi6 a los nifios volando

papalotes.
kleenex 9 He doesn't have a kleenex. El no tiene un klinex.
know 101 I don't know yho erased the No se quien borr6 la piza-

rra.chalkboard.
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lake
large

leaf
learn

leaves
left

let

let out
letter

let's
lettuce

libr

Lifejacket

lift

light

light, green

like

line

listen

little
live
lobster

long

look
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57 That lake is smaller.
44 Is Mark's family as large

as Manuel's?
67 This is a leaf.
36 We're learning to count

points.
67 The leaves fall off in fall.
51 Put your left hand up.
51 He turned to the left.

129 It's important to let others
talk.

141 Let out the air.
137 The secretary's job is to

type letters.

144 Let's describe it for Wink.
47 That's lettuce.
47 I like lettuce and tomato

salad.
139 We can find out by going to

a library to read.
74 They're going to wear life-

jackets.
141 We can tell by lifting it.
46 We need light t.clothes in

summer.
111 You should wait for a green

light.
47 Do you like cherry pie?

69 Where is it like Michigan?
52 Draw a line from to

36 Vl'e're listening.

111 You should listen for cars.

23 That ball is little.
3 I live on Elm Street.

82 The lobster belongs in the
group with the sea.

52 Is Pete's line as loran, as
Alice's?

54 Does it take Bill as long
to walk to school as it
does Bob?

112 Was that (sound) 12Bg.or
short?

142 It's one inch lam.
111 She should look both ways.

121 Why does he look sad?

133

Ese lago es mgs pequeflo.

Os la familia de Mark tan
grande comb la de Manuel?

Este es una hoja.
Estamos aprendiendo a con-

tar puntos.
Las hojas se can en otofto.
Levanta to mano izquierda.
Se volvi6 hacia la izquier-

da.

Es importante permitir que
otros hablen.

Deja salir el aire.
El trabajo de la secretaria

es escribir cartas a mg-

quina.
Describamoselo a Wink.
Esa es una lechuga.
Me gusta la ensalada de

lechuga y tomate.
Podemos aprender yendo a

una biblioteca a leer.
Ellos van a user salve-

vidas.
Podemos saber levaLtgndola.
Nosotros necesitamos ropa

fresca en verano.
Deberfas esperar por la

luz verde.
Lire gusta el pastel de
cereza?

LD6nde es como en Michigan?
Dibuja una llnea de

a .

Estamos escuchando.
Tfi deberfas escuchar para

saber si vienen carros.
Esa bola es pequefla.
Vivo en la calle Elm.
La langosta pertenece al

grupo del mar.
Os la lines de Pete tan
larga como la de Alice?

Mirth). Bill lo mismo que
Bob en caminar hasta la
escuela?

&rug ese (sonido) largo o
corto?

Mide una pulgada de largo.
Ella deberIL mirar a ambos

lados.
LPor qu6 el parece triste?
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lot, a 62

68

83

There are a lot of clouds Hay muchas nubes en el cie-
lo.

Generalmente nieva mucho
en el invierno.

Los agricultores en Texas
no cultivan mucho apio.

----
in the sky.

It usually snows a lot in
winter.

Farmers in Texas don't raise
a lot of celery.

loud 112 Was that (sound) loud or
soft?

LFue ese (sonido) fuerte
o bajo?

low 56 That hill is lower. Esa Loma es mgs baja.
113 He's making a low sound. El estg haciendo un sonido

bajo.
lunch 32 She's fixing lunch. Ella estg preparando el

almuerzo.

'm 2 I'm in Baker School. Estoy en la escuela Baker.
33 No, I'm not. No, yo no.

mad 122 He looks mad. El parece bravo.
made 49 It's made of wood. Esta hecho de madera.
make 38 Are you making a circle? LEstgs haciendo un circulo?

144 We can make the balloon the Podemos poner el globo co-
mo antes soplgndolo.same again by blowing it

up.
man 98 No, the man is too old to No, el hombre es muy viejo

para trabajar con ellos.work with them.
many 29 How many socks are green? 6Cu6,ntos calcetines son

verdes?

n2122 84 Are there any grapefruit
on the maw of Michigan?

4Hay alguna toronja en el
mapa de Michigan?

marble 21 This is a marble. Esta es una macs- (bolita)
maybe 143 Maybe she blew it up too Tal vez la sopl6 mucho.

much.
me 19 Put me on the bus. Ponme en el autobds.
measure 142 Jorge, measure it. Jorge, mfdela.
meat 81 The things in that group

are meat.
Las cosas en ese grupo son

carne.
Michigan 68 in Michigan en Michigan
might 113 He might get hurt. El podria herirse.
milk 48 Do you like to drink milk? LTe gusta tomar leche?

48 chocolate milk chocolate
mine 53 Mine is closer. El mfo estg mgs cerca.
minus 88 We can say "Two minus one." Podemos decir "Dos menos

uno ".

mittens 71 He's wearing mittens. Tiene mit6nes puestos.
Monday 132 We learn were to put Monday Aprendemos donde colocar

el lunes en el calenda-
rio.

on the calendar.

money 96 That's money. Eso es dinero.
more 71 One and one more is two. Uno y uno mgs son dos.

134
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96 do they buy more often, IQug compran ellos m6s a
menudo, un carro o una,
case?

a car or a house?

99 Jose earned more money than Josh gan6 inns dinero que

James. Tames.
morning 132 She gets up in the morning. Ella se levanta en la ma-

?Jana.

most 77 Most of them live in houses. La mayoria Ae ellos viven
en casas.

96 Which do they buy most often? Kug compran ellos inns a
menudo?

mother 41 That's Manuel's mother. Esa es la mama de Manuel.
motorcycle 74 They're going to ride a motor- Van a andar en motocicle-

ta.cycle.
mountain 56 That mountain is higher. Esa montafia es rags alta.
move 127 We waited for it to move. Esperamos a que se movie-

ra.

much 99 James didn't work in the
fields as much as Jose.

James no trabaj6 en el cam-
po tanto comp Josg.

much, too 143 Maybe he blew it up too Tal vez el la sop16 mucho.
much.

museum 139 We can find out by going to
the museum to observe.

Podemos aprender yendo a
un museo a Observer.

SY. 1 My name is John. Me llamc john.
self 92 I picked up the blocks by

myself.
Yo solo recogi los bloques.

name 1 My name is John. Me liamo John.
108 We can name it ten tens or Podemos decir diez decenas

o una centena.one hundred.
narrow 57 The creek is narrower. El arroyo es mgs angosto.
near 111 The car is near. El carro estg cerca.
need 7 I need a book. Necesito un libro.

8 He needs scissors. El necesita tijeras.
46 We need heavy clothes in Necesitemos ropa abrigada

en invierno.winter.
neither 79 That family doesn't and

neither does that one.
Esa familia no, ni aquella

tampoco.
never 69 It never snows here. Aqui nunca nieva.
never almost 97 They almost never work to- Ellos casi nunca trabajan

juntos en la estaci6n
de gasoline.

gether at the gas station.

next 134 What day comes next? tQug dla estg despugs?
nickel 96 nickel una moneda de cinco centa-

vos.
night 61 It's a snowy night. Es una noche nevada.
nightl_at 132 She goes to bed at night. Ella se acuesta cuando es

de noche.
nine 4 eight, nine, ten ocho, nueve, diez
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nineteeiY

ninety
ninth
no

nobody

1191EL

none

noon
north
not

nothing
now
number

numeral

observe

o'clock
of

of, out

off

often
Ohio
oil

old

on
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114 nineteen
104 ninety
63 It's the ninth one.
16 No. He didn't cut the brush.
22 No, it's nck.. (a set)
10qw There's nobody to take care

of the house.
123 Because they wanted the boys

co get quiet but they stayed
noisy.

43 None.
43 None of them.

132 He has lunch at soon.
69 at the North Pole
17 It's not on the floor.
33 No, I'm not.

149 /±yt1,4a4 has happened.
71 What's he wearing now?
44 It has the same number of

people.
126 It's probably a numeral.

137 We find out about things
by observing.

128 It's 8 o'clock.
7 a piece of paper
21 a set of one
26 a pair of pants
44 number of people
49 made of wood
56 It's the widest of all.
84 There aren't any on the

map of Michigan.
144 The air came out of the

balloon.
67 Do leaves fall off in spring?

66 It often rains in summer.
144 The family moved to Ohio.
138 What happens if we put oil

in water?
4 He's six years old.
98 He's too old to work with

them.
3 I live on Baker Street.

11 It's on the box.
59 on his bicycle

136

diesinueve
noventa
Es el noveno.
No. El no cort6 la bro a.

No, no es. (un conjunto)
No hay nadie que cuide la

casa.

Porque ellas querian que
los nifios estuvieran ca-
llados y ellos estuvie-
ron hacienda ruido.

Ninguno.
Ninguno de ellos.
El almuerza al media dia.
en el Polo Norte
No es,,tg en el suelo.

No, yo no.
Nada ha pasado.
&Que. tiene puesto ahora?

Tiene el mismo Amer° de
personas.

Es probablemente un numeral.

tIr

Aprendemos sobre las cosas
observando.

Son las ocho en punto.
vn papel
un conjunto de uno
un pantal6n
nfimero de personas
hecho de madera
Es el mgs ancho de todos.
No hay ninguno en el mapa

de Michigan.
Se le sali6 el sire al glo-

be.

&Se caen las hojas en pri-
mavera?

A menudo llueve en veraao.
La familia se =16 a Ohio.
LOug pasa si pcaemos aceite
en el aqua?

El tiene seis afios.
El es muy viejo para traba-

jar con ellos.
Yo vivo en la calle Baker.
Estg Jobre la caja.
en su bicicleta



82 Some people on farms rail'
.:getables for food.

Alguna gente en las fincas
cultivan vegetales para
alimento.

on, put 73 MI's going to wit on his El se va a poner el abrigo.
coat.

on vacation 78 Some families live in tents
when they're on vacation.

Algunas familias viven en
tiendas de campafla cuan-
do estgn de vacaciones.

once 149 Once this year. Una vez este afto.
one I one, two, three uno, dos, tres

17 He wrote a one. El escribi6 un uno.
24 Which one is bigT Xufil es grande?

one-family 49 a one-family house una casa para una sola fa-
milia

83 Only farmers in Michigan Solo los agricultores en
Michigan cultivan rancho
apio.

raise a lot of celery.

or 24 Is this round or square? LE-, este redondo o cuadra-
do?

29 Are tkey dresses or shirts? &Son vestidos o csmisas?
32 Is she working or resting? Est ella trabajando o

descansando?
82 Is one farmer raising meat

or are two farmers raising
meat?

LHay un agricultor produ-
ciendo carne o hay dos?

orange 48 They're oranges. Son naranjas.
48 orange juice jugo de naranja

142 The paint changed color. First
it was red. Then we put in
yellow paint. Now it is

21,.311_110._

La pintura eambi6 de color.
Primer° era roja. Despues
le pusimos amarilla y
ahora es anaranjada.

other 58 How did Juan get to the other X6mo llegorJuan al otro
lado del rlo?side of the river.

others 129 It's important to give others Es importante darle a otros
su turn.a chance.

our 92 We are all setting our table. Nosotros estamos poniendo
naestra mesa.

ourselves 93 We clean our rooms by our-
selves.

Nosotros limpiamos solos
nuestros cuartos.

out, come 67 Do-leaves come out in spring? Oacen las hojas en pri-
mavera?

out empty 141 He emptied out the marbles. El vaci6 las canicas.
out find 101 Find out who put away the Descubre quign guard6 los

lapices.pencils.
out of 144

101

The air came out of the Se le sali6 el aire al glo-
bo.

Ellos descubrieron quign
agrup6 los lgpices.

out, foundL
balloon.

They found out who grouped
the pencils.

out, go 94 We go out to eat. Vamos a comer afuera.
86 People who are going out in La gente que sale cuando

llueve usa impermeable.the rain wear a raincoat.
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out, let 141 Let out the air. Deja salir el aire.
out, pass 101 I don't know who passed

out the paper.
Yo no se quien reparti6

el papel.
out, take 141 Take out a balloon. Saca un globo.
outside 64 Did you play outside yes-

Wugastes afuera ayer?terday?
over 58 He went over the mountain. Fue por la montafia.
over there 144 Carry it over there. Llevalo allg.

paint 16 He needed paint. El neeesit6 pintura.
16 He wanted to paint. El queiia pintas'.

pair 26 That is a pair of pants. Ese es un panta/6n.
pajamas 73 He's going to put on pajamas. Se va a poner la pijama.
pants 26 Those are pants. Esos son pantalones.

72 They're wearing snowpants. Mos eo-An usando panta-
lones de nieve.

paper 7 a piece of paper un papel
9 He doesn't have a paper El no tiene una toalla de

papel.towel.
parents 43 They're the kslegts. Son los padres.
park 9h We got out to the park to- Nosotros vamos al parque

juntos.gether.
part 147 What new parts have grown 4Que otras parses han na-

cido de la semilla?from the seed?
pass out 101 I don't know who passed out Yo no se quien reparti6 el

papel.the paper.

2112L1 8 He wants to paste. El quiere engomar.
8 He nerds paste. El necesita goma.

patrol boy_ 111 You should wait for the
patrol boy.

Tfi deberfas esperar por la
patrulla de seguridad.

107 People need money to pm the
rent.

La gente necesita dinero
para pager el alquiler.

pencil 7 I want a pencil. Yo quiero un lepizi
penny 22 This is a penny. Este es un centavo.
people 44 It has the same number of

people.
Tiene la miama cantidad de

personas.
pick 144 Juan's family picked vege-

tables in Michigan.
La familia de Juan recogiS
vegetales en Michigan.

pick up 92 Did you pick up the blocs Mecogistes los bloques tfi
solo?by yourself?

picture 143 Now show the picture to us. Ahora, muestranos la lgmi-
na a nosotros.

47 I like apple pie. Me gusta el pastel de man-
zana.

2212.9.2. 7 a piece of paper un papel
83 Some farmers here raise

2.140.

Algunos agricultores crian
cerdos aqul.

143 Maybe Blink hit it with
a pin.

Tal vez Blink la punzi5 con
un alfiler.
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place 76 They need a place, to eat. Necesitan un lugLr pare co-
mer.

plant 147 Have you planted seeds? tHas sembrado semillas?
149 Bean plants have started

to grow.
Las plantas de frijoles han

comenzado a nacer.
planter 146 She has put the planter in Ella ha puesto la mac eta a

la luz del sol.the sunlight.
play 21 He plays with it. El juega con ella.

21 I play with it. Yo juego con ella.
64 I played house. Jugu6 de "casita".
73 to play in the snow Jager en la nieve

plus 74 Two plus one is three. Dos mgs uno son tres.
147 Bean 221s and leaves have

grown from the seeds.
Las vainas del frijol y las
hojas han crecido de las
semillas.

point 36 He's counting points. (of
a triangle)

El estg contando puntas.(de
un trigngulo)

pole 69 North Pole; South Pole Polo Norte; Polo Sur
popcorn 124 They should share the 2227

corn.
Ellos deberlan compartir

las palomitas de malz.
potato 47 Those are potatoes. Esas son papas.

47 I like potato salad. Me gusta la ensalada de
papas.

practice 133 She learned by practicing. Ella aprendi6 practicando.
principal 102 That's the principal. Ese es el director.
probably 126 He probably likes to talk Probablemente a 61 le gus-

ta hablar mucho.a lot.
Puerto Rico 69 Is it Puerto Rico? /Es Puerto Rico?
puppet 122 He looks sad because he

can't play with many pup_

2210.

El parece triste porque no
puede jugar con muchos
tfteres.

purple 142 Now it is purple. Ahora es morada.
14 Put the truck there. Pon el cami6n ahf.

146 She has art the seed in the Ella ha puesto la semilla
en la tierra.soil.

put TISE 92 Did you put away the blocks Wuardastes los bloques tfz
solo?by yourself?

put on 73 What are you going to put on? Wu6 to vas a poser?
put up 51 Put your left hand up. Levanta to mano izquierda.
puzzle, They should share the puzzle.124 Deberian compartir el rom-

pecabezas.

rain 61 It's raining. Estg lloviendo.
86 People who are going out in the

rain *rear raincoats.
La gente que sale cuando

estg lloviendo usa im-
permeables.

rainclothes 72 Are they wearing rainclothes? tEstgn usando ropa de llur-
via
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raincoat 72 They're wearing raincoats. Ellos tienen puestos imper-
meables.

rainhat 72 They're wearing rainhats. Ellos tienen puestos som-
breros pe:ra el aqua.

rainy 61 It's a rainy day. Es un dia lluvioso.
raise 82 Some people on farms raise Alguna gente en las fincas

cultivan vegetales para
alimento.

vegetables for food.

ran 18 He ran to the bus. El corriS al autobfis.
read 7 I want to read. Quiero leer.
really 143 Tell 'is how long it really Tinos de que largo realmen-

te es.is.

rectangle 39 Which group is making rec- 4Cugl grupo estg haciendo
rectgngulos?tangles?

red 28 Those clothes are red. Esa rope es roja.
rent 107 He pays the rent with money. El paga el alquiler con

dinero.
rest 32 She's resting. Ella estg descansando.
restaurant 97 They work in a restaurant Ellos trabajan en un res-

taurants y reciben dine-
ro por su trabajo.

and get money for their
work.

ride 74 They're going to ride a Van a ander en motocicleta.
motorcycle.

94 We go for a ride. Vamos a pasear.
ri ht 51 He turned to the right. Se volvi6 a la derecha.

51 Put your right hand up. Levanta la mano derecha.
ripe 149 The beans have become ripe Los frijoles han madurado

primero.first.
river 57 The river is wider. El rfo es mAs ancho.
roller skates 64 Did you wear roller skates LUsastes patines de ruedas

o de nieve?or ice skates?
room 2 He's in Miss B's room. El estg en la clase de la

Srta. B.
mot 146 A root has started to grow. Una raiz ha comenzado a

nacer.
sem 133 She wanted to learn how to

J1011)

Ella querfa aprender a
saltar la cuerda.

!swift 81 It's rough. Es gspero.
round 24 Is this round or square? &Es gsto redondo o cuadra-

do?
row 74 They're going to row a boat. Van a remar un bete.
rule 124 Yes, they need rules for Si, ellos necesitan reglas

para compartir.sharing.
ruler 142 Jorge give Ed the ruler. Jorge dale la regla a Ed.
run 13 Run to the table. Corre a la mesa.

-s 4 1'm-six years old. Yo tengo seis aflos.
8 He wants to read. El quiere leer.
8 He needs scissors. El necesita tijeras.

26 They're shirts. Son camisas.
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's 1

2

11

What's your name?
Miss B's room
Where's the ball?

4C6mo to llamas?
La clase de la Srta. B.
ID6nde estg la bola?

44 as large as Rosa's tan grande como la de Rosa
61 It's snowing. Est nevando.

sad 121 He looks sad. El parece triste.
safe 112 We can keep safe by not Podemos mantenernos segu-

ros si no corremos en el
corredor.

running in the hall.

salad 47 I like potato salad. Me gusts la ensalada de
papas.

same 27 They're the same size. Son kel mismo tamafSo.
Saturday 134 It'n Saturday. Es sfibado.

saw 134 He saw the boys flying El vi6 a los niflos volando
papalotes.kites.

say 88 We can say, "Ten minus one." Podemos decir, "Diez menos
uno 11

.

school 2 What school are you in? LEn ou4 escuela estgs?
scissors 8 He needs scissors. El necesita tijeras.
sea 82 The lobster belongs in the

group with the see.

La langosta pertenece al
grupo del mar.

seafood 82 The things with the sea are
seafood.

Las cosas con el mar son
alimentos marinos.

season 68 What season comes after fall? Wug1 estaci6n sigue al
otoflo?

second 56 the second mountain la segunda montafta
56 He climbed that mountain

second.

El escal6 la montafta de
segundo.

secret 84 Three plus the secret Tres mods el ndmero secreto
es igual a cinco.number equals five.

secretqm 102 That's the secretary. Esa es la secretaria.
seed 146 She has put the seed in the Ella ha puesto la semilla

en la tierra.soil.
see 134 What did he see? &flue vi6 41?
send 143 Send the ruler to Juan. Envie la regla a Juan.
set 21 T h a t is a set of two. Ese es un conjunto de dos.

92 We are all setting our table. Nosotros estamos poniendo
nuestra mess.

131 We learn to set the clock. Aprendemos a poner la hors.
seven 3 five, six, seven cinco, seis, siete
seventeen 114 seventeen diecisiete
seventh 58 the seventh mountain la sgptima montafla
seventy. 103 seventy setenta
several 139 Several of us find flying Algunos de nosotros encon-

tramos diffcil volar pa-
palotes.

a kite hard to do.

shape 24 What shape is that &De qug forma es eso?
share 37 We're sharing crayons. Estamos compartiendo cra-

yolas.
she 2 She's in first grade. Ella estg en primer grado.
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shelter 76

62
26
27
52

What do they need shelter Oars que necesitan vivien-
da ellos?

El sol estg brillando.
Esas son camisas.
Esos son zapatos.
&Es la llnea de Pete tan
corta como la de Alice?

shine
for?

The sun is shining.
shirt Those are shirts.
shoes Those are shoes.
short Is Pete's line as short as

Alice's?
112 Was that (sound) long or

short?

Oue ese (sonido) largo o
corto?

should 111 He should stop before he El deberfa detenerse antes
de cruzar la calle.crosses the street.

shouldn't 114 Why shouldn't we run in IPor qug no deberfamos co-
rrer en el corredor?the hall?

shovel snow- 91 What do you do with a snow- LQug haces con una pals
pare la nieve?shovel?

show 103 I'm showing you how she Les estoy ensefiando como
ells ayuda en la escuela.helps at school.

sick 98 He is too sick to work today. El estg muy enfermo para
trabajar hoy.

side 37 We're counting sides. Estamos contando lados.
58 How did Juan get to the other

side of the river?
tamo lleg6 Juan al otro
lado del rfo?

sidewalk 91 You clean the sidewalk with it. Tfi limpias la acera con eso.
silly 122 They looked silly. Ellcs se ven c6micos.
sing. 133 She wanted to learn how to

sing a song.

Ella querfa aprender como
cantar una canci6n.

sister 41 That's Manuel's sister. Esa es la hermana de Manuel.
sit 94 Some of them are sitting Algunos de ellos estgn

sentados juntos.together.
six 3 five, six, seven cinco, seis, siete
sixteen 113 sixteen dieciseis
sixth 57 Is the sixth river the &Es el sexto rfo el mgs

ancbo?widest?
sixty 103 sixty sesenta
size 23 What size is that ball? &De qu6 tam& es la bola?
skate 64 Did you skate outside? Uatinastes afuera?

64 roller/ice skates patines de ruedas/hielo

3& 62 Are there any clouds in
the s0

LHay nubes en el cielo?

slee 73 Because he's going to sleep. Porque el va a dormir.
114 To get lots of sleep. Para dormir mucho.

slowly 18 He walked slowly. El camin6 despacio.
small 44 Is Mark's family as small as LEs la familia de Mark tan

peque'ta como la de Manuel?Manuel's?
smooth 81 That's smooth. Eso es liso.
snow 61 It's snowing. Estg nevaudo.

72 Were they wearing mompants
before?

nenfan ellos puestos pan-
talones de nieve antes?

73 Because he's going to play
in the snow.

Porque el va a jugar en la
nieve.
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snowshovel

snowy
so

sock

soft
soil

some

somebody

something

sometimes

song

sooner

sound

south

Mtn
sing

square

start

station, gas

stay
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91 What do you do with a snow-
shovel?

61 It's a snowy day.
79 That family lives in a house

and so does that one.
116 What do we have to do so all

of us can color?

124 So the little boy gets a
turn and doesn't feel bad.

27 Those are socks.
112 Was that loud or soft?
146 She has put the seeds in

the soil.
42 some of them
82 Some people on farms raise

vegetables for food.

109 There's samebody_to earn
money.

89 Is a camera something that
everybody needs?

66 It sometimes rains in fall.

133 She wanted to learn how to
sing a song.

118 If everybody helps we can
go home sooner.

113 He's making a high sound.

69 South Pole
139 Some of us find spelling

hard to do.
67 Is it ever cold in spring?

24 Is this round or square?
39 Which group is making

squares?
146 A stem has started to grow.

97 They never work together in
a as station.

123 Because they wanted the boys
to get quiet but they stayed
noisy.

stem 146 A stem has started to grow.

143

LQug haces con vna pale
para la nieve?

Es un dia de nieve.
Esa familia vive en una

case y esa ot.ra tambien.
LQug tenemos que hacer pa-

ra que todos podamos co-
lorear?

Para que el niRito tenga
un turn y no se sienta
mal.

Esos son calcetines.
LFug eso fuerte o bajo?
Ella ha puesto las semi-
llas en la tierra.

algunos
Alguna gente en las fincas

cultivan vegetales pare
alimento.

Hay alguien que gana di-
nero.

LEs una cgmara totogrg-
flea algo que todos ne-
cesitan?

algunas veces llueve en
otoflo.

Ella querfa aprender a
canter um. canci6n.

Si todos ayudan podemos
irnos pronto a la case.

El estg haciendo un sonido
alto.

Polo Sur
Algunos de nosotros encon-

tramos diffcil deletrear.
Os a veces frfo en pri-
mavera?

Os 6sto redondo o cuadrado?
Leugl grupo estg haciendo
cuadrados?

Un tallo ha comenzado a
racer.

Ellos nunca trabajan jun-
tos en la estaci6n de
gasolina.

Porque ellas querfan que
los nifios estuvieran ca-
llados pero ellos per-
manecieron haciendo rui-
do.

Un tallo ha comenzado a na-
cer.



stop 18
19

121

51
88

Stop! Mare!
Lleve. a Blink a la tienda.
Es un cuento felfz porque
el nino grande comparte.

Siga recto.
Las fresas pueden it en ese

grupo.

store Take Blink to the store.
story It's a happy story because

straight
the big boy shares.

Go straight ahead.
strawberry Strawberries can, go in that

group.
street 111 He should stop before he

crosses the street.
El deberia detenerse antes
de cruzar la calle.

string 53 Ned's string is longer. La cuerda de Ned es mgs
larga.

subtract 139 By subtracting. Restando.
subtraction 139 Many of us find subtraction Muchos de nosotros encon-

tramos fgcil restar.easy to do.
sugar beet 84 Are there any suer beets on alay algunas remolachas en

el mapa de Michigan?the map of Michigan?
suit, swim 73 He's going to put on his

swimsuit.
Se va a poner su traje de

summer 46 We need light clothes in
summer.

Necesitamos ropa fresca
en verano.

46 Some of them are summer Alguna es ropa de verano.
clothes.

sun 62 The sun is shining. El sol estg brillando.
Sunday 132 Wink showed Paul where to

put Sunday.
Wink le mostr6 a Paul don-
de colocar el domingo.

sunlight 146 She hPs put the planter in
the sunlight.

Ella ha puesto la mac eta
a la luz del sol.

sunny 62 It's a sunny day. Es un dia de sol.
sure 126 He probably likes to be sure. A el probablemente le gus -

ta estar seguro.
sweep 33 I'm sweeping the floor. Estoy barriendo el pizc.
swim 73 Because he's going to swim. Porque va a nadar.

86 They're things people wear
when they go swimming.

Son cosas que la gente usa
cuando va a nadar.

swimsuit 73 He's going to put on his
swimsuit.

El se vg a poner su traje
de bail°.

swing 89 Is a swing something that &Es un columpio algo que
todos necesitan?everybody needs?

table 11 It's on the table. Estg sobre la mesa.
take 14 Take the paste there. Lleva la Boma allg.

54 Does it take Paul as long iTarda John lo mismo que
Bill en caminar hasty la
escuela?

to walk to school as it
does Bill?

take care of 108 I have to tak,1 care of the Tengo que cuidar a la fa-
milia.family.

take out 141 Take out a balloon. Saca un globo.
take turns 117 To be fair we should take Para ser justos deberia-

mos tomar .L.Jrnos.turns.
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taken 149 The beans have taken longer Los frijoles se han demora-

do mgs para crecer.to grow.
talk 102 The principal talks to El director habla a los

padres.parents.
tape 143 Take the tape to Susie. Llevale la 'Ante a Susie.
taught 131 You taught us to tell time. Nos ensefiastes a decir la

hora.
teach 31 She's teaching. Ella estg ensefiando.
teacher 31 What's the teacher doing? LQue estg haciendo la

maestra?
teeth 136 We learn how to brush our

teeth.

Aprendemos a lavarnoa -los
dientas.

telephone 89 Is a telephone something LEs un telefono algo que
todos necesitan?that everybody needs?

television 94 We watch television to- Nosotros vemos juntos te-
levisi6n.gether.

tell 129 It's important to tell others Es importante decirle a
otros lo que piensas.what you think.

141 We can tell by lifting it. Sabremos levantgndolo.
ten 4 eight, nine, ten ocho, nueve, diez

101 two tens, three tens aos decenas, tres decenas
tent 77 Those people live in tents. Esa gente vive en carpas.
tenth 63 It's the tenth one. Es la decima.
Texas 83 Farmers in Texas don't Los agricultores en Texas

no cultivan mucho apio.raise a lot of celery.
than 47 I like cherry pie better

than apple pie.

Me gusta mgs el pastel de
cereza que el de menzana.

53 closer to Pete's than to Jo's mgs cerca de Pete que de Jo
99 Jose earned more money than Jose gan6 mgs dinero que

James. James.
that 21 That's a ball. Esa es una bola.

21 What's that? V4ue es eso?
21 What's in that? LQue hay en eso?
23 That ball. Esa bola.
88 Corn is a food that we can

add to that group.

El malz es una alimento
que podemos agregar a
ese grupo.

the 11 Where's the ball? 06nde estg la bola?
their 92 Joe is setting their table Joe estg poniendo sole la

mesa de ellos.by himself.
them 42 some of them algunos
themselves 93 What jobs do they do by

themselves?

LQue trabajos hacen ellos
solos?

then 54 First he . Then he Primero el . Desptes
el

there 14 Take the paste there. Lleva la goma allg.
62 There are a lot of clouds Hay muchas nubes en el

cielo.in the sky.
83 Some farmers there raise Algunos agricultores crfan

cerdos ehf.pigs.
these 26 tihat are these? Nue son gtos?
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they 26

34

36

81

89

122

56

They're shirts. Son camisas.
4Qug estgn haciendo ellos?

Estgn contando puntos.
Ulug son las cosas en ese
grupo?

La ropa es algo que todos
necesitan.

Yo creo que gl se siente
triste.

la tercera montafla

thing

What are they doing?

They're counting points.
What are the things in

think

that group?
Clothes are things that
everybody needs.

I think he feels sad.

third the third mountain
56 He climbed third. El escal de tercero.

thirteen 112 thirteen trece
thirty 101 thirty treinta

131 It's six-thirty. Son las seis y treinta.
this 21 This is a block. Este es un bloque.

21 What's in this? &Qug hay en esto?
23 This ball. Esta bola.

those 26 What are those? LQug son esos?
46 Those are light clothes. Esa es rope fresca.
77 Those people live in igloos Esa gente vive en chozas

de esquimales tambfen.too.
thought 123 I thought they acted silly. Me parecieron c6micos.
three 1 one, two, three uno, dos, tres

17 He wrote a three. El escribi6 un tres.
through 58 He went through the tunnel. Fug por el tunel.
Thursday 133 It's Thursday. Es jueves.
time 78 all the time todo el tiempo

128 What time is it? ZQug hora es?
149 How many times has the farmer Ougntas veces el agricul-

tor ha cocechado este aEo
cads una?

harvested each this year?

tire 136 We can also find out how to
change a tire.

Tambign aprendemos Como
cambiar una llanta.

tired 144 The family got tired. La familia se cans&
to 7 I want to read. Quiero leer.

13 Go to the table. Ve a la mesa.
43 All of them belong to the

same family.
Todos pertenecen a la
misma familia.

49 All families need houses to
live in.

Toda familia necesita
casa para vivir.

51 to the right a la derecha
52 close to the desk cerca del escritorio
52 from the desk to the door del escritorio a la puerta

107 He works in a store to
earn money.

El trabaja en una tienda
para ganar dinero.

109 There's nobody to take
care of the house.

No hay nadie que cuide la
case.

143 Show ix to us. Muestrgnoslo.
today 61 Today is a rainy day. Hoy es un dfa lluvioso.
together 37 They're working together. Estgn trabajando junto,I.

86 These go together. Estes van juntas.
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tomato

too

took

took out

towel
towel, dish

town

1.2L

tractor

trailer

travel

tree
triangle

truck

Tuesday
tunnel
turkey

turn

T.V.

twelve
twenty
two

type

-29-
47 These are tomatoes.
47 I like lettuce and tomato

salad.

77 Those people live in igloos
too.

98 He's too old to work with
them.

143 Maybe he blew it up too
much.

19 He took Blink to the store.

141 He took out the balloon.
138 It comes to the 122.
9 a paper towel
91 What do you do with a

dish towel?
58 He went through the town.

116 Everybody doesn't have a
toy.

136 We can find out how to
drive a tractor.

77 Most of them live in houses,
but a few live in trailers.

87 People who travel often use
that kind of shelter.

67 That's a t1ee.
38 Are you making a triangle?

6 I have a truck.
127 It's probably important to

John to try a lot.
133 It's Tuesda.
58 He went through the tunnel.
83 Some farmers there raise

turkeys,
51 Which way did he turn?

104 Lu helped when it was her
turn.

117 To give everybody a turn.

89 Is a T.V. something that
everybody needs?

112 twelve
101 twenty
1 one, two, three

. 17 He wrote a two.
137 The secretary's job is to

type letters.

147.

Estos son tomates.
Me gusts la ensalada de

lechuga y tomate.
Esa gente vive en chozas

de esquimales tambign.
Es muy viejo para trabajar

con ellos.
Tal vez ella lo infl6 de-

masiado.
El llev6 a Blink a la tien-

da.

El sac6 el globo.
Llega hasta arriba.
una toalla de papel
LiQug hates con un limpi6n?

El atraves6 el pueblo.
No todos tienen un jugue-

te.

Podemos averiguar como
manejar un tractor.

La mayoria viven en casas,
pero algunos viven en
casas-remolque.

La gente que viaja a menu-
do usa esa clase de vi-
vienda.

Eso es un grbol.
LEstga hacienda un trign-

gulo?
Yo tengo un cami6r.
Tal vez es importante para
John tratar mucho.

Es mantes.
Fug por el tunel.
Algunos agricultores crian
pavos

Macia d6nde se volvi6?
Lu ayud6 cuando fug su

turno.
Para darle a cada uno un

turno.
LEs una televisi6n algo
que todos necesitan?

dote
veinte
uno, dos, tres
El escribi6 un dos.
El trabajo de la secretaria

es escribir cartas a mg-
quina.



uncle

up, blow
up, fill
Us
use

usually
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42 That's my uncle.
51 Put your left hand up.
92 Did you pick aLthe blocks

by yourself?
141 He blew it up..
141 Fill up the bag.
48 all of us
17 What did he use?
17 He used an eraser.
66 It's usual hot in summer.

Ese es mi tlo.
Levanta la nano izquierda.
Mecogistes los bloques

1;6 solo?

El la sopl6.
Llena la bolsa.
todos nosotros
&Clue use el?

El us6 un borrador.
Usualmente hace calor en

verano.

vacationLal 78 Some families live on house-
boats when they're on
vacation.

Algunas families viven en
casas-bodes cuando estgn
de vacaciones.

vegetables 81 The things in that group are
vegetables.

Las cosas en ese grupo son
vegetales.

very 96 They buy food ve often. Elios compran alimento muy
a menudo.

visitor 102 The principal talks to the
visitors.

El director habla a los
visitant es.

volunteer 126 Why else do you think John
volunteers a lot?

&Pm, que mgs crees que
John se ofrece tanto de
voluntario?

wait 111 He should wait for a green El deberia de esperar por
la luz verde.light.

walk 13 Walk to the table. Camina hasta la mesa.
want 7 I want to read. (Wier.) leer.

8 He wants to read. El quiere leer.
warm 67 Is it ever warm in spring? Mace calor a veces en

primavera?
was 63 Was it sunny yesterday? ayer un dd de sol?

71 He wasn't wearing a coat. El no estaba usando un
abrigo.

wash 91 What's he going to wash? Nue va a lavar el?
watch 94 We watch television together. Vemos juntos televisi6n.
water 138 She has put water in the Ella ha puesto agua a la

maceta.planter.
51 Which way did he turn? Macia que lado se volvi6?

we 36 We're listening. Estemos escuchando.
wear 49 All families need clothes

to wear.

Toda la familia necesita
usar ropa.

weather 63 Is the weather the same Mstg hoy el tiempo como
estuvo ayer?today as it was yesterday?
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week 132 It's the first day of the

week.

Es el primer dfa de is se-
mana.

Wednesdm 133 It's Wednesday. Es migrcoles.

went 18 He went to school. El fug a la escuela.

were 63 There were a lot of clouds Nablan muchas nubes en el
cielo.in the sky.

72 Were they wearing snowpants? Ustaban ellos usando pan-
talones de nieve?

wet 61 It's a wet day. Es un dfa humedo.

what 1 What's your name? 06mo to llamas?

6 What do you have? LQug tienes?

76 What else do they need shelter LPara que mgs necesitan
vivienda?for?

77 What kind of shelter do those LEn qug tipo de vivienda
vive esa gente?people live in?

102 He found out what the secre- El averigu6 lo que hace
la secretaria.tary does.

wheat 149 The farmer has planted the
wheat.

El agricultor ha sembrado
el trigo.

when 68 When is it hot in Michigan? Ougndo hace calor en Mi-
chigan?

78 Some families live on house-
boats when they're on

Algunas families viven en
casas-botes cunado estgn

de vacaciones.vacation.
where 3 Where do you live? 06nde wives?

11 Where's the ball? 061'1de estg la bola?

87 People use that shelter in
places where it's always

La gente usa esa vivienda
en lugares donde siempre
hace frio.cold.

106 Find out where his father Averigua ande trabaja su
papa.works.

which 24 Which one is big? Leugl es grande?

39 Which group is making squares? Leugl grupo estg haciendo
cuadrados?

white 29 Are those clothes white? LEs esa rope blanca?
who 38 Who's making a circle? toquien estg haciendo un

cfrculo?

101 I don't know who erased No se quien borr6 1a pi
zarra.the chalkboard.

whole 117 Two halves make a whole. Dos mitades hacen un todo.

whose 53 Whose string is longer? bDe quien es la cuerda
mgs large.?

106 Find out whose family that Averigua de quign es esa
fa ilia.13.

71 n.y is he wearing a coat? LPor qug estgs usando un
abrigo?

107 Find out liMthe father
works in a store.

Averigua por que el padre
trabaja en una tienda.

wide 57 That river is wider. Ese rfo es mfis ancho.

will 128 John will probably volunteer Probablemente John ofrece-
rg mucho ser voluntario.a lot.
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wind
window

windy
Wink
winter

with

without

wood
wooden
wore
work

would
write
written

wrote

years
yellow

xta
yesterday

Young

your
yours.

yourself

yourselves

zero

-32

62 The wind is plowing.
12 I am next to the window.

62 It's a windy day.
2 Her name is Wink.

46 We need heavy clothes in
winter.

46 Some of them are winter
clothes.

21 He plays with it.
81 The apples belong in the

group with the trees.
82 Some people with boats

catch fish.

93 What work do you do with
other people?

82 Some people w'..thout boats

catch fish.
49 It's made of wood.
49 It's a wooden house.
64 She wore roller skates.
32 She's working.
93 What work do you do with

other people?
113 He would get hurt.

7 I want to write.
148 She has written the numerals.

17 He wrote a one.

4 I am six years old.
28 Those clothes are yellow.
16 Yes. He pasted.
22 Yes, it is. (a set)

63 Was it sunny yesterday?
2 What grade are you in?

33 What are you doing? (singular)

36 What are you doing? (plural)

91 What do you do with a snow-
shovel?

98 He's too young to work with
them.

1 What's your name?
53 Yours is closer.
92 Did you pick up the blocks

by yourself or did Ray
help you?

93 What jobs do you do by
yourselves?

43 It has zero children.
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Hace viento.
Estoy a la par de la yenta-

na.

Es un dfa ventoso.
Ella se llama Wink.
Necesitamos ropa abrigada

en invierno.
Algtza es ropa de invierno.

Juega con el.
Las manzanas pertenecen al
grupo de los grboles.

Alguna gente pesca con bo-
tes.

Nug trabajo haces con otra
gente?

Alguna gente pesca sin bo-

tes.
Estg hecho de madera.
Es una case de madera.

Ella us6 patines de ruedas.
Ella estg trabajando.
Nue trabajo haces con otra
gente?

el podrfa herirse.
Quiero escribir.
Ella ha escrito los numera-

les.
El escribi6 un uno.

Tengo seis aflos.

Esa ropa es amarilla.
S. El engom6.
si es. (un conjunto)

Macia sol ayer?
an qug grado estgs?
Nue estgs haciendo? (sin-

gular)
Nug estgn hacienda? (plu-
ral)

Nug haces con una pale
para la nieve?

El es muy joven para tra-
bajar con epos.

Ngmo te llamas?
El tuyo estg mgs cerca.
bRecogistes los bloques tfi
solo o te ayud6 Ray?

LQug trabajos hacen Uds.
solos?

Tienen cero nifos.
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Blink

Wink and Blink are camel puppets. Wink is a girl and Blink is a boy.

They may be hand-sewn or machine stitched. Some of the pieces, such as

the eyes and eyelids, may be glued on, Both puppetS can be made from

the same pattern. To differentiate them, Blink, the boy puppet, has a collar

and bow tie. Wink, the girl puppet, has a ruffle around her neck and a

bow on top of her head.

If you have sewn before, you may have scraps for which the patterns can

be easily used. If you have not sewn at all, purchasing felt squares and

using the pattern layout accompaning the pattern would be most convenient

and economical.

Any combination of fabrics or colors may be used. The original puppets

were made of scraps of camel hair wool and cotton. Other puppets were made

completely of felt squares. Both materials worked equally well. Following

is a list of materials that were used to make a puppet from scraps and a

puppet from felt squares:

Materials
Head, ears, nose, jaw, eyelids
Inner mouth, eyes
Bow, pupil of eyes

Collar- ftion. f . soIN .

Scraps
heavy -camel hair wool
medium-weight olive green cotton

----------light-weight turquoise blue
cotton

white cotton muslin
Ruffle --- ------------------------white cotton organdy
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Head, ears, nose, jaw, eyelids
Inner mouth, eyes
Bow, pupil of eye
Collar and ruffle

-2-

Felt Squares

two squares of gold felt
one square of green felt
one square of orange felt
one square of white felt

Squares of felt may be purchased at a fabric store for about 15(t each.

You will need at least three or four colors to make the puppet colorful.

HOW TO MAKE WINK AND BLINK

1. Read each pattern piece, cut out and lay on material. Pin pattern
pieces in place on material and cut out.

2. Sew head pattern according to directions on the pattern.

3. Sew seams on ears. Turn right side out. Place at downward angle
in slits (see picture) and sew in place.

4. Pin and sew dart in nose, right sides together; trim excess material;
press seam open.

5. Sew jaw in place on head.

6. Sew inner and upper mouth together at seam line. Then sew seamed
inner mouth to nose and jaw at seam line.

7. a.) Place eyes on head and stitch or glue in place. (Hint: place
low and close to nose to give the heavy-lidded look of a camel.)
b.) Place fringed eyelid above eye and stitch or glue in place.

B. Gather ruffle; adjust gathers to form even distribution. Stitch
to neck.

9. Place collar on neck, adjust, and stitch in place.

10. Fold bow slightly in center and secure with the center tie. Stitch
center tie in place. Put bow on collar of Blink or head of Wink and
stitch in place.
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LAYOUT FOR FELT SQUARES

/
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STEPS 1-5

INSIDE OUT VIEW

STEPS 6-7

-4-

(*(

RIGHT SIDE OUT VIEW

ISIDE OUT VIEW RIGHT SIDE OUT VIEW

STEPS 8-10

FINISHED PUPPETS

1
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READ PATTERN PIECES FOR HELPFUL SUGGESTIONS

7-
.

1.

EAR
OPENING EYE

HEAD
(CUT TWO)

refers to Ream lines

refers to fold sines
or cutting lines

1. Place pattern on material, pin and cut.*

2. Pin and sew darts, right sides together. Trim
excess material.

3. Sew seam right sides together on puppet head.

4. Slit opening for ears.

Nark spot for eye

rin

*,,se layout if felt squares are used.
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1\
s

NOSE

(CUT ONE)

\
01

HEAD_ SEAM _ _ _ _

I
1

ti

%by

UPPER MOUTH

(CUT ONE)
(INNER MOUTH)
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BOW

FOR

WINK'S HAIR

OR

BLINK'S COLLAR

(cut two)

r

CENTER TIE FOR BOW
(cut two)

-"top

pupil 43

eye

EAR

(cut two)

1
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Spanish Activity 2 supporting Lesson 122
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Picture 1
Lessons 146, 147, 150
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Who we are and

Where we are:

Classroom People

Classroom

Resources

SOCIAL SCIENCE CONCEPTS:
UNIT 1 UNIT 2

BLOC 1 BLOC 2 BLOC 3 BLOC 4

2 SS 11 12 13114 15 18 1

X X

X X

X X

X X X

X x x xx X X

X X X XX X X

X X

Using Resources

X

Attributes of

Resources

4

School Workers 1

2

Working and

Sharing Together

Classroom and

School Location

254 *or Suggested Field Trip (Review Lessons), Answer Time (Review -Ev



CONCEPTS PART I SCOPE AND SE UENCE
UNIT 2 UNIT 3 UNIT 4

3 I.... BLOC 4 BLOC 5 BLOC 6 BLOC 7 BLOC 8

3 14 15 SS 16 17 18

LESSON

19 20 SS 21 22 23 24 25 SS 26E27 28 29 30 SS 31 32 3 34 3 SS 3E 37 3. 39 4'

X.

.

1

X

X

X

X

X X

X

X

X

X

X

X

1

x

-
..,

X

X X

,

X

X

X

X

X X.

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

x

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

,

XXXXXX
X

X

X

x x

X;
.

X

xl I

x

x,x
x

x

X

X

X X

X X

X

X

xxxxXx
x x

X

x

X

x

X

x

x

X X

x

xx
x

x

x

x

x

x X

x

X

X

X

X

X

X

.. - .

.

Answer Time (Review-Evaluation Lessons), Take-Off Ideas (all other Lessons)

255



The Nuclear and

Extended Familie:

SOCIAL SCIENC
SCOPE

UNIT UNIT 6

BLOC BLOC 10 BLOC BLOC

SS 41

1 X

2X

3X

4* X

43 44 45 SS 54 q5 SS 56 57

Family Needs 1

2

3

4

Home and School

Directions, Distance,

Size, Time

1

3

The Land Around

Us - Physical

and Cultural

Features

4

4

X X

X X

X X

Where we Live and

the Weather

Weather in

Other Places

Geography, Weather,

Activities and Man's

Needs - Clothing

Geography, Weather,

Activities and Man's

Needs - Shelter

258

3

4

1

2

3

4

1

2.

3

4

1

3

*or Suggested Field Trip (Review Lessons),

Answer Time (Review - Evaluation Lessons),

Take-Off Ideas (all others)



L SCIENCE CONCEPTS: PART II

SCOPE ADD SEQUENCE

BLOC 12 BLOC 13

essons),

Lessons),

257



SOCIAL SCIENCE C
SCOPE AN

UNIT 9 UNIT 10

BLOC 17 BLOC 18 BLOC 19 BLOC 20

Geography, Weather

and Man's Needs-Food

Family Needs - A

Summary

Family Members a

Work and Play

Family Members at

Work - Satisfying

Needs - Using Money

Division of Labor

the Classroom and

School

Division of Labor -

the Family

Health and Safety

Rules

Sharing Rules

szr

1

2

3

4*

1

2

3

4

4

2

4

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

1

1

3

SS 1 92 33 84 85 SS 86 87 88 89 90 SS 91 92 93

XXXXXX
X X XXXXXXXX
X X X

X

X X

X

X

94 95 SS 96 97 98 99

258

x,

X X

X X X, X

X X X XX
X x x XX

X X XX
X X x XX

*or Suggested Field Trip (Review Less

Answer Time (Review - Evaluation Les

Take-Off Ideas (all other Lessons)



L SCIENCE CONCEPTS: PART I I I

SCOPE AND SEQUENCE

UNIT 10 UNIT 11 UNIT 12

9 BLOC 20 BLOC 21 BLOC 22 BLOC 23 BLOC 24

3 94'95 SS 96197 98'99

LESSON

100ISS 01 02,03 04105 SS 06 07108 09 10 SS 11 12113'14 15 SS 16 17 18 19 20

1 ,

K

K

X

X,

X

X

X

X1

X

X

X

X X. i

X

X

X X

X

X

X

X

X X X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
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SOCIAL SCIENCE CO
SCOPE AND

UNIT 13 UNIT 14

BLOC 25

S
Ri

Interpreting Feelings

Analyzing Values

Learning and Teaching

Situations

What We Learn and How

We Learn It

The Process of Change

Ca;es, Duration, and

Effects of Change

Predicting Change

Interpreting Feelings

About Change
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\L SCIENCE CONCEPTS: PART IV
SCOPE AND SEQUENCE

UNIT 14 UNIT 15 UNIT 16
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